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‘Mr. Fee’ Ready for Retirement

James Edward Feazell
photo by Rassi

by Frances N. Pinckney
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG James Edward Feazell, Sr.
was bom in Sumrall, Miss.,
a small rural community
where the cotton grew high
and little James did some
serious picking. The family
moved to St. Petersburg,
Fla., in 1958, about four
years before James E.
Meredith was escorted by
federal marshals to the
campus of the University
of Mississippi to be regis
tered - a place where he
had been denied several
times.
The struggle for equal

education was on in the
South when the Feazell
family moved to Florida,
but young James found
those special teachers such
as the late Dr. Joe Carwise,
his math teacher and men
tor; Bob Anders, his music
teacher; Arlington Nunn
and many others to be out
standing in taking hold of
the struggle for equal edu
cation. And they did just
that right there in those
segregated,
inadequate
schools, with hand-medown books and little or no
equipment. They inspired,
motivated, and educated
black students in Pinellas

County.
"By the time I was in
8th grade, I knew I was
going to be a teacher,"
Feazell said. "The people
who had the most impact of
influence on me were
teachers and preachers," he
added. He sought to emu
late his role models. It was
his principal, Cecil B.
Keene at Pinellas High
School, who paved the way.
to getting a college educa
tion. Keene, who is
presently on the Board of
Regents, helped him. to get
the
Theodore
Luce
Scholarship to Bethune
Cookman College in 1965.
'T have been blessed; I’ve
been able to get my
Masters, plus degree, and
did not have to pay any
tuition," Feazell exclaimed.
Hard work, study, and high
achievement in academics
made him worthy of the
blessings.
Feazell taught school
in Pinellas County from
1969 - 1993. He served as
recruiting specialist from
1993 to his retirement. His
major was history. "I assist
ed in getting black history
studies in several schools
in the area," he said. My
principal, Gene Chizik at
largo High School, was
very receptive to including

Black History in the cur
riculum. He saw the need
for it!
In 1969, when Feazell
started teaching, the United
States Supreme Court ruled
school system must end
segregation. There was
some unrest in Pinellas
schools, more in some than
in others. It is said that
Feazell was the calming
force at Largo High School
during that time.
With
desegregation
came change. Feazell
acknowledges a notable
breakdown in discipline
among black students. De
segregation brought on
busing, which removed
black children from their
communities, where they
were used to being disci
plined, corrected, helped,
and loved by the communi
ty at large. "That’s what
black families did," he
said. "There was a break
down in closeness," he
allows. "Notions of disci
pline changed." Still, he
stuck with high expecta
tions of his students for
self-discipline,
good
behavior, and academic
excellence'. "Mr. Fee," as
he was called, was the

Feazell
continued on pg. 5

Walk Through These Doors, Discover a
Journey------------ ----------------- :-----------------------

Sisters Triva and Psalms Mack offer a variety of
international imports.

“The Marketplace” by Ghanian artist Mozzay, is one
of the unique oil paintings offered at the galleria
photos by Barbara Griffin

)v Candace K. Clarke
Challenger Assistant Editor
TAMPA - Welcome to
Macknificent
Imports
Jalleria, where one-of-a
rind oil paintings and
/ibrant scenes depict the
msy marketplaces of
Africa and its village life.
Beautifully crafted dolls of
Mandela’s Xhosa tribe
stand on display, amongst
:he hand-crafted and polshed stone jewelry, carvngs, and other collectibles.
To walk into the galleria is
;o witness a refreshing bit
)f visual artistry.
Throughout the store,
ittle note cards also hold a
lit of history, explaining
he story behind the prod-

ucts displayed. The sisters
who own the shop are just
as . knowledgeable them
selves, with an interest and
enthusiasm for what they
posses that clearly shows.
Located inside the
Caverne Home Design
Plaza
at
8320
W.
Hillsborough Plaza in
Tampa,
Macknificent
Imports represents the
careful planning and dedi
cation of two local sisters,
Penethia and Patriva Mack,
the owners and operators of
the galleria.
As their love of travel
and other cultures brought
them
together,
Macknificent
Imports
quickly went from being a

dream to a reality.
"We get a long pretty
well, for the most part,"
said Patriva of the new
business relationship. "My
weaknesses
are
her
strengths," she said. "We
seem to balance each other
out."
The Mack sisters were
bom in Clearwater, raised
in a family of six. Penethia,
who goes by Psalms, is
four years older than her,
sister, and is seemingly the
more conservative of the
two.
Mostly,
Psalms
divides her time between
the shop on the weekends
and her duties as an Equal
Access/Equal Opportunity
officer for St. Petersburg

College during the week.
Patriva or Triva, as she
likes to be called, recently
retired from a 26-yearcareer with the U.S. Army,
a job that had her stationed
primarily in Saudi Arabia.
Since
the
Macks
opened their doors on
November 18, business has
steadily increased. It’s an
effort they are particularly
proud of, as the Mack sis
ters were able to start this
business from the ground
up. "We ended up using all
of our own resources,"
noted Triva.
The . concept for the

250
‘Concerned Organizations’ Making a
Stand for Students---------------------- -------

by Melvin Baker
amount of time they've
"The issue of education
Challenger Correspondent
treated the choice factor," for black students is very
ST. PETERSBURG - he says. "Part of the court critical," says Jemison.
Reciting its full name can order
is
not
being "And we're at a critical
leave a person breathless: addressed and we want to point in the history of
"Concerned Organizations make sure it's addressed."
desegregation as we transi
for Quality Education For
Since the beginning of tion to a new court order."
Black Students." Its abbre the
year,
Concerned
Because of Choice,
viation doesn't form a sexy Organizations has spon Jemison says some people
acronym, and there's no sored a series of meetings believe education will be
mistaking its purpose. It's a with district administrators. improved. "I don't neces
serious label for a group Most of them have focused sarily believe that is going
working , to be taken serf on improving test scores to be.the case."
ously.
for black students. The next
"Student assignment
" C one erne d meeting, on June 28, will does not get it. Where the
Organizations" is . a coali focus on the hiring and students attend school
tion of local organizations
bound together by a com
mon goal. To work with
and, if necessary, look over
th shoulders of Pinellas
County school administra
tors as the school system
enters the latest phase of a
plan that began 30 years
ago with court-ordered
busing to end desegrega
tion. That phase, the
Choice plan, goes into
effect as school begins this
fall.
In declaring the school
system no longer segregat
ed in August 1999, U.S.
District Judge Steven
'I'm looking for more. We've had a lot of promis
Merryday made the school
es over the years and not all the promises have
board accountable for
been kept."
maintaining eight areas
- The Rev. Gustave victor
essential for a "unitary"
system:
recruitment of minority does not necessarily result
* quality of education
teachers. Following the in quality education. If that
* student assignment
meeting/ members of were the case, then after 30
Concerned Organizations years of desegregation, we
* faculty assignment
* administrative staff assi will begin to assemble rec should not have the con
ommendations to present to cerns we have now,"
gnment
Jemison says. "The goal
* facilities allocation
the school board.
Why is AAVREC, an was desegregation. The
* resource allocation
* transportation
organization which helps goal never was education."
* extracurricular activities
released felons get their
The seeds of the cre
of
Concerned
One of those -- student voting rights restored, con ation
assignment - has gotten . cerned with. educational Organizations were planted
the bulk of the district's issues? Adele Jemison, a with issuance of Judge
attention. So charges the , member of AAVREC coor Merryday's order in 1999.
founder of Concerned dinating the meetings, Jemison and Davis, both
Organizations,
Vyrle notes that "education" is retired from long careers
Davis, executive director part of AAVREC's name. "I with the school district,
talking
to
of the African American don't know how anyone began
Voters
Research
and can separate education Superintendent Howard
Hinesley and members of
Education
Committee from everything else."
Without an education a the School Board "to call
(AAVREC).
"Our purpose is to person is more likely to fall attention to the issues that
make sure they treat other into the .criminal justice were of concern to us,"
Jemison recalled. "And
factors with the same system, Jemison says.

after talking with them, we
arranged to have some
community type forums,
and we invited each board
member and the superin
tendent to come and
address some of the same
issues that we brought to
their attention."
Groups that felt their
interests were tied to the
betterment of education for
black children joined with
Davis, Jemison and other
individuals in AAVREC.
Eventually, the coalition
included NAACP St.
Petersburg, the Urban
League,
Interdenomin
ational
Ministerial
Association
Education
Committee, Pan-Hellenic
Council, Congregations
United for Community
Action, and the Coalition
for a Safe and Drug Free
St. Petersburg.
They wrote letters and
went to board meetings,
workshops and retreats.
Since the early days of
federally-mandated deseg
regation,
AfricanAmerican leaders have
scrutinized every comma
of school district policies
for their potential effects
on black schoolchildren.
Today, assures Jemison,
"There's really not a lot
wrong at the policy level."
Yet, something is obvi
ously still wrong, Jemison
believes. "We continue to
hear about the gap between
black and non-black chil
dren's achievements when
we see indications of FCAT
test results, especially
statewide test data. They
show that black students
are failing the FCAT dis
mally. We think it's time to
look more closely at the
issue, and address them
with the school district
with people who are in
decision- making roles."
Consequently, through
these meetings, the coali-

Concerned
continued on pg. 5

The next meeting of Concerned Organizations for
Quality Education for Black Students will be at 7 p.m.
Monday, July 28 at the James Weldon Johnson Branch
Library, 1154 8th Ave. S. Dr. Martha O’Howell, assistant
superintendent for personnel, has been invited to
discuss recruiting efforts.

Journey
continued on pg. 6
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From the desk of The Weekly Challenger
Be in Control of Your Own Destiny
In pursuit of the Amer
ican dream, The Weekly
..(Shallenger newspaper was
founded over 37 years ago
with a desire to reach the
African-American com
munity, covering news rel
evant to that sector. In
1967, Mr. Cleveland John
son took on the role of the
Challenger’s
Publisher,
working to make his dream
a reality - and he did it.
Maintaining
that
"Dreams Do Come True,"
Mr. Johnson recognized a
void, knowing the necessi
ty for a new direction.
Short on cash but long on
determination and hard
work, the foundation was
laid for one of the most

successful black enterpris
es in the Tampa Bay area.
Mr. Johnson’s motto was,
"Black people must sell as
well as buy, else remain a
beggar race."
"Be in control of your
own destiny"—that was
Mr. Johnson’s philosophy.
In order to reach that level
of freedom, Mr. Johnson
stressed that one must sell,
and even more importantly,
sell what belongs to them,
in order to be successful,
"or else become a beggar
race."
Anything
less
seemed to only serve an
endless cycle of subjuga
tion, not only financially,
but emotionally as well. In
order for our community to

prevail, black-owned busi
nesses are the key.
Economic freedom can
be realized, as it was in the
past, as it has grown to be
witnessed now. At the
height of the Civil Rights
Era, blacks, owned and
operated businesses such as
restaurants,
hospitals,
schools, trades services,
markets, and more. That
surge has continued as we
cross over into a new era,
although there is more to be
done.
The National Urban
League has reported that
during the 90s, "AfricanAmerican buying power
increased almost 73 per
cent." In a 1997 U.S. Cen

sus Bureau report, statistics
showed that blacks spent
from .5 - 15% more
money, on average, than all
American consumers for
goods such as food, cloth-’
ing, utilities and ap
pliances. A study by the
National Tour Association
showed that the black fam
ily earning $30,000 a year
spends as much as a white
family earning $50,000.
With so much spending
power, our community
must capitalize. Economic
freedom must be achieved.
The Challenger has
emerged from that dream,
emerging in the AfricanAmerican community as
the preferred provider for

ebrate the power of a hard
working
people.
For
"Cleve," as he was known,
The Challenger became a
symbol of triumph in the
face of adversity.
The Weekly Challenger
has survived the good and
bad, starting from the bot
tom;' reaching the top.
Based in the tradition of a
strong philosophy, Mr.
Johnson’s dream has been
preserved, and now serves
as an example of what can
be accomplished by reach
ing for that goal of free
dom. "There is a reason to
read
The
Weekly
Challenger."

advertising among various
interest groups. With a cir
culation base of about
25,000 around the Bay
Area and Central Florida, it
has become one of the
fastest growing weekly
tabloids in the southeast
region. Loyal employees,
dedication, and devotion to
maintaining high standards
of excellence in journalism
are forces that keep us in
touch with our community.
The Cleveland Johnson
vision is one that still lives
on. His goal: to impact the
lives of those throughout
the African-American com
munity in a positive way; to
dispel the disparaging
images unfairly cast, to cel
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Get Tested For HIV:
Our Battle Against
AIDS Depends on It —
by George Roberts. Ph.D,
(NAPSI) - AIDS is hit
ting . African-American
communities harder, than
ever before. One reason is
that many African Ameri
cans living with HIV don't
even know they're infected.
That's why it's critical to
get tested, even if you don't
think you're at risk.
Today, 850,000 to
950,000 people are infect
George Roberts
ed with HIV/AIDS in the
United States. One in four was established.
don't know they're infected
HIV Testing Day
and could be passing the events are held nationwide
virus to their boyfriends, every June, and their mes
girlfriends,
husbands, sage holds true throughout
wives and children.
the year: getting tested is
Given that African one of the most important
Americans account for half things you can do as we
of new HIV diagnoses battle the AIDS crisis in
reported in the, U.S. in our communities.
2001, it is vital that more of
Personal experience
us get tested-increasing has taught me the impor
HIV testing is why tance of knowing your HIV
National HIV Testing Day status. Between 1988 and

bv Bernice Powell Jackson
As the United States
Supreme Court has ended
its term with its usual flur
ry of decisions, much has
been written (and will be)
on the somewhat surprising
decisions taken related to
affirmative action and the
legality, of sodomy laws.
Some of the articles try to
analyze why such a conser
vative court would take
what some would label lib
eral positions. To me they
just mean that justice can
be delayed, but it cannot be
denied.
I have written often
the past about why affirma
tive action continues to be
needed to ensure diversity
in our nation’s colleges and

in

universities, in our work this will happen. It really
force and our armed forces. is a matter of national secu
Apparently many of the rity.
nation’s leaders agree, as
I believe the breadth
evidenced by the fact that and depth of those support
so many higher education ers of affirmative action
institutions and associa are part of the reason why
tions, 60 major corpora the Supreme Court justices
tions and five retired gen chose to ignore the Bush
erals and admirals joined administration’s very pub
civil rights organizations in lic opposition to affirma
filing amicus curiae briefs tive action. They realized
on behalf of affirmative that the administration was
action.
not acting on behalf of the
In this 21st century, nation and was out of step
when in only one more with the nation’s top corpo
generation there will be no rate, military and academic
racial/ethnic majority in leaders. It seems that pub
this nation, we desperately lic opinion does matter to
need a diverse pool of edu this court.
cated and well-prepared
Similarly, while an ear
leaders. Affirmative action lier Supreme Court had
will help guarantee that ruled in favor of sodomy

laws, this court realized
that they were not only
intrusive of the basic right
of privacy guaranteed to all
Americans, but that most
Americans do not believe
that the criminal justice
system belongs in the bed
room of Americans, no
matter their sexual orienta
tion. For in many cases
these sodomy laws could
be applied to unmarried he
terosexuals as well as to
gay and lesbian Americans,
which would outrage most
of us.
I am still reading the
Supreme Court decisions
and interpretations of them
and it will be a while be
fore I can process it all.
But they underscore for me

the importance of having a
Supreme Court which re
flects the full spectrum of
views of Americans. A
completely conservative or a completely liberal court cannot do so.
For the Supreme Court
to truly be representative of
the American people it
must have a mix of philos
ophies, of experiences, of
histories, of understand
ings, of races and cultures
and genders.
Many Supreme Court
watchers expect the retire
ment of one or more jus
tices over the next year.
Will President Bush be
able to reach beyond nar
row politics and his ultra
conservative backers to

appoint justices more re
flective of liberal and mid
dle-of-the-road
Ameri
cans? Or will he do like
his father and appoint a
justice
like
Clarence
Thomas?
The appointment of
U.S. Supreme Court jus
tices may be one of the
most important decisions
of any President. How Pre
sident Bush responds will
determine the fate of many
issues of critical impor
tance for the next 50 years.
And that’s pretty frighten
ing to many of us.

Who's Really Authentically Black?
by Darryn "Dutch" Martin
A New Visions Commen
tary
Black leaders in Amer
ica have an unflinching
allegiance to the political
left and are part-and-parcel
to the Democratic Party.
They see no reason to
change or reform existing
race-based affirmative ac
tion programs. They are
also out of step with the
times.
This is the premise of
University of CaliforniaBerkeley Professor John
McWhorter's new book,
"Authentically
Black:
Essays for the Black Silent
Majority." It picks up
where his bestseller "Los
ing the Race" left off. It's a
series of essays that argue rightly, in my opinion - that
the civil rights era is over,
and that the new battle
ground against racism
1995,1 discovered that my.
little brother, sister and
uncle each had been diag
nosed with AIDS. The per
sonal tragedy drove me to
dedicate my life to fighting
the disease and breaking
down barriers to getting
tested in the AfricanAmerican community.
A major barrier to-test
ing is fear and stigma.
People of color already feel
marginalized and are dis
criminated
against-why
would we also want to
learn we have HIV? And
given that people of color
often lack access to quality
health care, going to see a
doctor-much less taking an

requires individual initia
tive as opposed to collec
tive action.
McWhorter critically
dissects the icons and
issues of black leadership
from Randall Robinson's
reparations book "The
Debt," to Jesse Jackson's
lucrative shakedown deals
for himself and his wealthy
black friends (as reported
in investigative journalist
Kenneth
Timmerman's
book Shakedown), to A1
Sharpton for perpetuating
notions of victimhood.
According
to
McWhorter,
AfricanAmericans in this country
still remain "a race apart"
nearly 40 years after the
passage of the Civil Rights
Act. He believes that mod
ern blacks internalize a
tacit message: "authenti
cally black" people stress
initiative in private, but

publicly cloak our race in
victimhood to protect black
people from an ever-loom
ing white backlash. This
done, he says, so as to not
let white America "off the
hook."
This thesis is the focus
of McWhorter's opening
essay, in which he identi
fies this "New Double
Consciousness" in homage
to W.E.B. DuBois1 descrip
tion of a different kind of
double consciousness in
blacks a century ago.
In one of the most im
portant themes of "Authen
tically Black," McWhorter
asks us to stop emphasiz
ing and exaggerating our
plight and misery while
treating our successes as
anecdotal "exceptions" (a
constant theme in more lib
eral black American dis
course these days). In other
words, he suggests, let's

focus more on the ubiqui
tously palpable examples
of black American achieve
ment, two notable exam
ples of which are our
nation's secretary of state
and our national security
advisor.
.
Another McWhorter
target is oxymoronic ways
of thinking that are central
to the political left and
modem black "leadership."
He reiterates a point he
made in "Losing the Race"
- that black American suc
cess stories nowadays are
not longer "exceptions."
Black success is now the
norm.
McWhorter observes
that we cannot continue to
stress how .strong we are
while still going to pieces
in public displays of emo
tional histrionics - as some
blacks are apt to do - upon
hearing the word "nigger"

uttered by a white person
(no matter the context).
John
McWhorter
proves he is not afraid to
turn the microscope on
black America, forcing us
to take a hard look at how
current radical groupthink
hinders us from being the
absolute best that we can
be. Asian, Jewish, African
and Caribbean immigrants
serve as his examples of
what a strong work ethic
and love for education can
accomplish. For this rea
son, however, black "flam
ing leftist" critics like
Ishmael Reed, resort to
such childish tactics as
labeling him "a rent-ablack who only writes and
says what conservative
whites want to hear" , in
stead of trying to offer
thoughtful rebuttals to his
arguments.
Critics can't refute him,

HIV test-seems out of
reach for many. But organ
izations and clinics nation
wide, many of them run by
African Americans for
African Americans, are
committed to helping you
overcome these and other
challenges. Getting tested
early and often is crucial to
fighting AIDS in the Afri
can-American community.
Far too many people
with HIV, including Afri
can Americans, are diag
nosed far too late-often
when they have become
sick with AIDS. That's a
long time, when you con
sider that it usually takes
about 10 or more years for

HIV to develop into AIDS.
Such delays in testing
translate into years of
missed treatment and other
support that can help you
stay healthy, live longer
and protect others from
infection.
That's why there are
efforts nationwide to ex
pand HIV testing in both
medical and non-medical
settings.
Getting tested has
never been quicker or easi
er. The rapid HIV test,
approved last year by the
Food and Drug Admini
stration, gives reliable re
sults in just 20 minutes and
can be taken in a variety of

settings-such as churches,
community centers, and
clubs.
Besides the rapid test,
there are a number of op
tions for getting tested.
Your doctor or local clinic
can review these and other
choices with you. Or you
can get more information
by calling CDC's National
AIDS Hotline at 1-800342-AIDS or visiting
www.hivtest.org.
What's most important
is that you take that first
step. If your test result
comes back positive, a net
work of support exists to
help you get the treatment,
care and prevention servic-

es you need.
The unfortunate reality
is that, as African Ameri
cans, we are at heightened
risk for H1V. Not because
of our race or ethnicity, but
due to a number of social
and economic factors that
promote HIV transmission.
The fortunate reality is that
we have a major weapon at
our disposal to help battle

quite frankly, because they
know deep down that
McWhorter is telling the
truth. Period.
In
"Authentically
Black," John McWhorter
presents the most refresh
ing and eye-opening con
tribution to the dialogue on
American race relations
since Thomas Sowell and
Shelby Steele gained pro
minence. Learned men like
these, who dare challenge
"sacred cows" of political
and social thought in our
community, are not sell
outs. They are heroes. Ours
is a better, more enlight
ened society because of
their scholarly work.
Darryn "Dutch" Martin
is a member of the National
Advisory Council of the
African-American leadership
network Project 21 and a for
eign service officer. Com
ments many be sent to
Project21 @nationalcenter.or
8-

this disease. That weapon
is the HIV test, and each of
us has an obligation to use
it-for ourselves, for our
families and for our com
munity.
George W. Roberts works
at the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention in
Atlanta, specializing in HIV
prevention and training pro
grains for the AfricanAmerican community.

We welcome Tour Letters to the
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TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS
USF St. Petersburg
Leadership is ‘Rip-Roaring
and Ready to Go’ ■—------- —

USE St. Petersburg Executive Team (from left): Charles Brown - Dean of Student
Affairs, Kathy Arsenault -r Dean of Libraries, Gary Olson - Associate Vice
President for Academic Affairs, Mark Durand - Dean of College of Arts and
Sciences, Frank Hohengarten - Dean of Enrollment Services, Vivian Fueyo Dean of the College of Education, Mark Gaulter - Coordinator of the
International Affairs Program, Judy Genshaft- University of South Florida
President, Karen White - USF St. Petersburg Vice President and Campus
Executive Officer, Abdul Nasser - Associate Vice President for Administration and
Finance, Elizabeth Stewart - Director of Institutional Research and Effectiveness,
John Collins - University Development Officer, Max Kerlin - Budget Director,
and Ronald Hill - Dean for the College of Business
bv Pam Beilis
undergone unprecedented multi-use Academic Su
USF Media Relations
growth in recent years and perstore as part of a multi
ST. PETERSBURG - is expecting rapid expan ple-level parking garage to
As Dr. Karen White, USF sion in the future.
accommodate students.
St. Petersburg’s vice presi
"We had 4,000 stu
Plans are on the draw
dent and CEO, addressed dents enrolled at USF St. ing board for the universi
the university’s new lead Petersburg last year," said ty’s first student housing to
ership team at a recent ori White. "In five years we be constructed by 2005.
entation retreat, the excite anticipate that number to While room will be limited
ment was palpable. "This rise to 10,000. Applica in the first phases of the
team is rip-roaring and tions for admission are up student housing project, it
ready to go," she an significantly from this time is anticipated to grow to
nounced to luncheon atten last year - and for 79 per 750 beds within five years.
dees, including University cent of those applying The newly hired pro
of South Florida President this will be their first col fessors mean a staggering
Judy Genshaft, St. Peters lege experience.
45 percent growth in facul
burg Mayor Rick Baker,
"The growth is both ty and the appointments of
and members of the state exciting and challenging, USF St. Petersburg’s
legislature.
especially when you con founding deans of its Col
For the past several sider that three short years lege of Business, College
months, USF St. Peters ago. USF St. Petersburg of Education, and College
burg has conducted nation first opened its doors to of Arts and Sciences.
wide searches to fill its top entering freshmen. Today, Among the leadership po
positions at the rapidly the overwhelming num sitions recently filled are
growing downtown cam bers of applicants are first associate vice presidents of
pus. Fourteen associate time college students. Academic Affairs, Admin
vice presidents, deans, and Such growth is phenome istration and Finance, and
directors including Charles nal."
Student Affairs as well as
Rapid growth in en budget director and direc
Brown, an African Amer
ican who was recently rollment and program of tor of Institutional Re
named associate vice pres ferings has spawned a search and Effectiveness.
"These 72 new em
ident for academic affairs, "space crunch" on campus.
ployees
represent an ex
The
current
buildings
are
gathered last week for a
retreat scheduled to inform straining to keep up with ceptional intellectual capi
and assist in team-build demands for needed class tal," White said. Over the
rooms, office space and long term, it has been esti
ing.
In addition to the lead student labs. In an attempt mated that these families
ership searches, USF St. to keep costs down while could have a $100-million
Petersburg conducted in providing the much-need economic impact on the St.
ternational searches for 61 ed space, the university Petersburg area.
Regarding the future,
new faculty members, all recently announced the
slated to be on campus by leasing of 27,000 square White- said, "Many col
the fall session. "The uni feet of space from Progress leges and universities
versity has made a signifi Energy to accommodate its claim to be flagships. I
cant investment in assem burgeoning College of would like to think of USF
St. Petersburg as a starship
bling this team of excep Business.
traveling at warp speed
Within
the
past
month,
tional leaders," said White,
"and we have made a sub USF St. Petersburg also into a future rich in prom
stantial addition to what announced a landmark ise and opportunity. And I
was already a first-class partnership with Barnes am confident, we have
and Noble Bookstores that amassed the ideal crew to
faculty."
could
lead to the develop navigate this great univer
What started as a tiny
campus located on Bay ment of the first and only sity of ours on its journey."
boro Harbor, and seen as a
convenience to local stu
dents who did not want to
cross the Bay for every
class,' USF St. Petersburg
has grown to a four-year
university offering 45 dif
ferent graduate arid under
graduate degrees, several
certificate programs and
four Programs of Dis
tinction. The university has

Nexus - Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials - Menders
Revlon - T.C.B. - Bantu

Hires
Hairstyling
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649

We Specialize Also In:
Weight Loss Body Wraps
• Lymphatic Facials
• Sports Massage
• Carpal Tunnel
• Fibromyalgia

H.T. Wellness & Massage Center
NEUROMUSCULAR MASSAGE

. . 8*r -

ST. PETERSBURG - Jones.
Three notable writers from
The scholars will por
the Harlem Renaissance tray the famous authors,
will come to life at 7 p.m. answer questions from the
Wednesday, July 30 at the audience and then discuss
Enoch Davis Community their own view's of black
Center, 1111 18th Ave. S.
literature.
Florida’s own Zora
Sponsored by the Flor
Neale Hurston and James ida Humanities Council in
Weldon Johnson will be partnership with the Enoch
joined
by
Langston Davis Community Center,
Hughes, a visitor to the the program is free and
Sunshine State, as they open to the public.
discuss their views of Afri
For more information,
can-American literature. call the Enoch Davis Com
All prominent authors of munity Center at (727)
their time, they will be 893-7134 or the Florida
brought to life by actors Humanities Council at
Phyllis McEwen, LeRoy (727) 553-3800.
Mitchell and Bob Devin

Garnelle Jenkins
Family Fun Day
Festival —---------- ------ —
ST. PETERSBURG The Seventh Annual Gar
nelle Jenkins Family Fun
Day Festival will be held
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday, July 26 at
Campbell Park, 601 14th
Street South. The theme of
this year’s event is "One
Nation Under God + One
Community Under God =
Back to Basics."
Enjoy free food, swim
ming,
entertainment,
games, and arts and crafts.
Free school supplies will
be distributed and repre
sentatives from various
organizations and the city
will be at the event.
The festival is spon
sored by Successes Un-

limited Women and Youth
Business Center, Inc. with
co-sponsors including the
City of St. Petersburg, the
City of St. Petersburg
Police
Department,
Campbell Park Neigh
borhood
Association,
Pinellas
Opportunity
Council and Verizon Wire
less.
To make donations,
contact Gregory Duckett at
(727) 866-1508 or Tee
Lassister at (727) 8946295. Companies or organ
izations that would like to
register, call Delores
Duckett at (727) 866-1508
or Momma Tee Lassiter at
(727) 894-6295.

Visit Us On The Web at:
wwtv.theweehlychallenger.com

Please Support Oar Paper
by Patronizing O«ir AdVcrtisers

♦♦♦
COMMUNITY
BILLBOARD
Upcoming Events
• All About Kids Back to School Bash at the Tampa Convention
Center, 333 S Franklin St. in Tampa on Saturday, July 26 from 10
<a.m.-4 p.m. and Sunday, July 27 noon -4 p.m. Admission is $7.50
adults and kids 12 and under free. Tickets purchased day of the
event at the Convention Center. Call Family Affairs at (813) 3352689 for more information or visit www.backtoschoolbash.com.
• The Grown Folks II Tour featuring Kayla Hill, Benny Latimore,
and Carl Marshall will appear at 8 p.m. Saturday, July 26 at the
Mahaffey Theater, 400 First St. S. in §t. Petersburg. Sponsored
by the non-profit community organization, Second Chance Life
Skills, and WRXB 1590. Tickets are on sale for $22.50. For more
information, contact the Mahaffey box office at (727) 892-5798.

NUTRITION & RELAXATION MASSAGE

328-7600
3727 Central Avenue
LIC. #MM005879
FAX 328-8869

/

SCHOOL NEWS
• Opening and closing
times have changed for
four Pinellas County ele
mentary schools that had
been scheduled for later
hours. The schools and
their new times are:
Cypress Woods, 7:55 a.m.1:55 p.m.; Ridgecrest,
Starkey and Walsingham,
7:45 a.m.-l:45 p.m. For
more information, contact
Terry Palmer, transporta
tion director at (727) 5477294.
• Northeast High
School will hold a ribbon
cutting ceremony today at
4 p.m. at the campus to
mark the opening of the
Viking Branch of the
Pinellas County Teachers
Credit Union. The branch,
developed in conjunction
with
the
National
Academy Foundation and
the
Pinellas
County
Teachers Credit Union,
will be open to Northeast’s
students and staff. Students
from the school’s Center
for Finance will operate
the branch.
Northeast has been a
pioneer in innovation as
home to a pilot program
for the district’s new stu
dent information system
that tracks student atten
dance and progress as well

as providing online infor
mation. The school also
has an on-site day-care
facility for employees,
staffed by a certified pre
school instructor, and has
developed a number of
state-of-the-art workforce
development programs in
culinary arts,- technology
and early childhood devel
opment.
The school is located
at 5500 16th St. N„ St.
Petersburg. For more in
formation, call the school
at (727) 570-3138.
• The District Monitor
ing and Advisory Com
mittee will meet today at
6:30 p.m. in Room E-lll
in the administration build
ing, 301 Fourth St. SW,
Largo. For more informa
tion, contact James Mad
den, director of unitary sta
tus implementation, at
(727) 588-5186.
• The next meeting of
the Pinellas County School
Board will be at 10 a.m.
Tuesday, July 29 a.m.
(note new time, which
involves all meetings pre
viously scheduled for 1
p.m.) in the conference
hall of the administration
building, 301 Fourth St.
SW, Largo. Citizens may
speak about any item on

the agenda not involving a
hearing on employee disci
pline by registering before
the item is introduced.
Presentations from the
audience regarding items
not on the agenda may be
made at or before noon.
For more information,
contact Ron Stone, associ
ate superintendent for
human resources and pub
lic affairs, at (727) 5886273.
• The Pinellas County
School Board will hold a
public hearing on the
2003-2004 budget at 7
p.m. Tuesday, July 29. The
public hearing will be in
the conference hall in the
administration building,
301 Fourth St. SW, Largo.
• The Palm Harbor
Chamber of Commerce
will sponsor its 25th annu
al Teacher Appreciation
Breakfast at 7:30 a.m.
Friday, Aug. 1 at Carwise
Middle School, 3301
Bentley Road in Palm
Harbor.
Breakfast is provided
to more than 750 North
Pinellas teachers in appre
ciation of their work in the
community. For more
information, contact the
Chamber at (727) 7844287.

CLEARWATER NEWS
Clearwater Jazz Holiday Offers

Sponsorship Opportunities
CLEARWATER - The
Clearwater Jazz Holiday
still has some sponsorship
levels available for its 24th
annual jazz festival set for
October 16-19. Jazz holi
day sponsors benefit from
having their company
name in front of more than
40,000 visitors and also
can market products dur
ing the event or receive
tickets to a VIP area, de
pending on the level of the
sponsorship.
Since 1980, the Clear
water Jazz Holiday has
been the setting for a
world-class gathering of
some of the greatest jazz
talents and genre fans.
Held annually at down
town waterfront Coach
man Park during the third
weekend in October, Jazz
Holiday takes advantage of
Clearwater's
warm

breezes, brilliant sunsets,
and one of the world's
greatest beaches. Admin
istered by the Clearwater
Jazz Holiday Foundation,
Inc. and hundreds of vol
unteers, this unique com
munity event is free to the
public and brings more
than 40,000 visitors each
year.
During its 22-year his
tory, the Clearwater Jazz
Holiday has featured such
legendary
talents
as
Woody Herman, Buddy
Rich, Dizzy Gillespie,
Count Basie, Dave Brubeck, Tito Puente, Stan
Getz, Boney James, Acou
stic Alchemy, Chick Corea, Jane Monheit, Patti Aus
tin, and Lou Rawls. In
addition to bringing great
live music to the Tampa
Bay area, the Holiday ben
efits
jazz
education

through its scholarship and
educational activities.
This year’s Clearwater
Jazz Holiday has con
firmed the following spon
sors: City of Clearwater,
Hooters/Pete and Shorty's,
Delta Airlines, Belleview
Biltmore Resort, ExitNow,
Downtown Development
Board & Main Street pro
gram, Michelob Ultra and
Clearwater Ctistom Floors.
Media Partners include:
VerizonAmericast, Smooth
Jazz 94.1 WSJT, JazzTimes, WTSP Tampa
Bay's 10, and the Weekly
Planet newspaper. A signa
ture sponsor announce
ment is expected in Au
gust.
Contact Jan Wehmeyer
at the Jazz Holiday Office
at (727) 461-5200 for a
sponsorship kit and further
information.

• Music'Fest on the Water at The Pier, 800 Second Ave. NE from
1-4 p.m. Sunday, July 27. Live music. Free. Call (727) 821-6443
for more information.

Clearwater Seeks Input on
Downtown Design Guidelines

• Meet Michelle Andrea Bowen, author of "Church Folks" and
"Second Sunday" from 5-8 p.m. Wednesday, July 30 at Reader’s
Books and Gift Expressions, 4301 34th St. S., Suite 102.

CLEARWATER-The
City of Clearwater will
host a second meeting to
discuss the new Down
town Clearwater Design
Guidelines at 5:30 p.m.
Wednesday, July 30 at the
Harborview Center, 300
Cleveland Street. City staff
will present results of input
from a June public meet
ing, and seek further input
on the guidelines.
The guidelines will
provide criteria for historic
renovation, new construc
tion, building additions,
facade alterations and sig
nage for downtown areas.
The guidelines, which will
be incorporated into the
updated Downtown Plan,

3427 11th Avenue North

OlClM'8”

Patricia Williams
MA15717

Black Literary Giants
Take to the Stage—-

• "African-American Literary Traditions" Program I Wednesday,
July 30 at 3:30 p.m., James Weldon Johnson Branch Library,
1059 18thAve. S. Co-sponsored'by the Florida Humanities
Council, this discussion centers on the importance of libraries in
the African- American community. Free. Call (727) 893-7113
for more information.
• "African-American Literary Traditions" Program II Wednesday,
July 30 from 7-9 p.m. at the Enoch Davis Center, 1111 18th Ave.
S. Learn about several black literary greats including James
Weldon Johnson and others. Co-sponsored by Florida Humanities
Council. Free. For more information, contact (727) 893-7134.
• Family Night at the Enoch Davis Center, 1111 18th Ave. S.
from 6 to 8:30 p.m. Thursday, July 31. The Summer
Enhancement Camp participants present their annual show of
their skills and artwork. Bring a covered dish.
Call (727) 893-7134 for more information.

• First Friday/Get Downtown Music Series on Central Avenue
.from Second to Third streets from 5:30 -10 p.m. Live music fea
turing jazz vocalist Fred Johnson. Beverage sales benefit local
charities. Call (727) 393-3597.

will direct development
and redevelopment consis
tent with the vision for
Downtown. The guidelines
will incorporate a high
standard of design that
requires high-quality de
velopment and promotes a
cohesive appearance with
in each of the six character
districts established by the
plan. In addition, they will
maintain and enhance the
positive aspects of existing
downtown development
and encourage new devel
opment that implements
the goals, objectives and
policies of the plan.
Land Design Innova
tions, Inc., the Winter
Park, Fla.-based company

4

awarded the project, will
have until September 30 to
assist city staff in develop
ing the new plan.
This project has been
financed in part with his
toric preservation grant
assistance provided by the
National Park Service,
U.S. Department of the
Interior
administered
through the Bureau of
Historic
Preservation,
Division of Historical Re
sources, Florida Depart
ment of State as assisted
by the Historic Preserva
tion Advisory Council.
For more information,
call the Planning Depart
ment at (727) 562-4558.

TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continues
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Retirement Celebration for
Ethelstine Harris--------- ------

THE ART
OF LIVIN'

by Dianne Speights
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG More than 175 members of
the Pinellas County com
munity came together at
the St. Petersburg Hilton to
celebrate the accomplish
ments and contributions of
Ethelstine Jackson Harris,
who retired from the Pi
nellas County school sys
tem on June 20.
Harris taught for 31
years in Pinellas County at
Blanton, Lakewood and
Sawgrass Lake elementary
schools. Her classroom ca
reer was spent teaching
first and second grades
except for her last year.
With a heart of gold, dur
ing the 2002-2003 school
year, Harris gave up teach
ing first grade and went, to
kindergarten to allow
another colleague from
being involuntary trans-:
ferred.
A common theme
throughout the program
was about Harris being a
timekeeper and calling

by Norman E. Jones, II

Black Economic
Development History
in St. Petersburg—
by Norman E, Jones. II
During the early part
of the twentieth century,
when St. Petersburg was
. experiencing its first grow
ing pains, African Ameri
cans were setting up busi
ness on the near South
Side. These entrepreneurs
provided goods and servic
es for blacks in the city.
One of the initial black
enterprises was the Smith's
Cafe. It operated near the
railroad tracks on Third
Avenue and Fourteenth
Street prior to the 1920s.
This restaurant served food
for the many laborers who
helped build the new
streets and structures in
this new resort community.
Before the end of the
decade, as more black citi
zens came to town, several
other Negro-owned busi
nesses began to spring up
in the black community.
Mr. Larry's I
Club, Blue's
Store, Hughes Hotel,
Joseph Albury's
Studio, McRae's
Home
and
Loomis
Williams' Chicken Shack
were all located within
walking distance of the
black ■ community. The
community had two black
doctors and one black den
tist who offered their serv
ices to an all-black clien
tele.
It did not take long for
the city's black community
to become a near self-sus
taining community. Soon,
blacks established their
own insurance businesses,
bars, beauty and barber
shops. At one time, they
owned four cleaners and
clothing and tailor shops.
While most of the
black laborers worked on

jobs outside of the area
they lived in, they all spent
most of their money "at
home!”
When black railroad
workers came to town,
they were forced to live in
the black community. This
paved the way for the first
"Bed & Breakfast" lodging
in the city. At one time,
there was over 40 blackowned rooming houses in
the city.
One old-time resident
stated it took seven years
for every dollar to leave
the community. The reason
for this phenomena, of
course, was because,
blacks were not welcomed
to shop in many white
businesses during those
times.
At one time, blacks
owned over 100 businesses
in the city. Black business'
reached its apex in the late
1960s and early 1970s,
then highway construction
all but destroyed the eco
nomic base for African
Americans. Only a few
black businesses relocated
in the gas plant area stayed
in business.
Today, African-Ameri
can businessmen and wo
men provide business in
every part of the city. They
are part of the business
legacy in this city that has
a rich history of providing
goods and services for all
of our citizens.
[Information for this
column was taken from the
Olive B. McLin Commun
ity Project "Bus to Desti
ny."]
Norman E. Jones, II
can be reached by email at
normanjones@aol.com or
by calling (727) 895-4126.

(823-6092)
by Mabel Cooper

'

L-R: Frank Peterman, Jean Marks, Jade Moore, Ethelstine Harris,
Carolyn Underwood, Father Nyambo, Mary Brown, Calvin Harris and
Rose Coleman
family and friends to
remind them of their obli
gations.
Program participants
Jade Moore, Mary Callo
way,/ Peggy Peterman,
Father Nyambo Callist,
Sharon Flory, Diane Ste
phens, Carolyn Lofton and
Kip Mitchell all gave mov
ing stories of how Harris
had impacted their lives
and the community at
large. They are looking
forward to her volunteer
ing her service to the com
munity, education and the
L-R: Michelle Dennard, Ethelstine Harris and
political arenas.
Jade Moore
Proclamations were
photos provided by Harris Family
presented by State Rep. Calvin Harris; School Dennard and Jade Moore
Frank Peterman; Pinellas Board Member Mary of the Pinellas Classroom
County
Commissioner Brown; and Michelle Teachers Association.

Supplies and Sneakers Compliments
of Guardian ad Litem--------------------------CLEARWATER
. had its supply pickup. The
Speaking Up for Children, volunteer Guardians ad
the non-profit agency that Litem are trained to repre
works for children in the sent children who unwit
Sixth Judicial Circuit’s tingly become involved in
Guardian ad Litem (GAL) court matters. The Guar
program, has once again dians are trained to investi
made backpacks stuffed gate and make recommen
with school supplies and dations to the court about
new sneakers available to the best interest of the
the children in the pro child they are representing.
gram.
Speaking
Up
for
GAL Director Donna Children (SUFC) raises
Rasmussen said about 250 money to support the GAL
backpacks will be distrib program, and the Back to
uted from the agency’s School Backpack and
offices in New Port Richey Sneaker Drive is one of
and Dade City; the Clear several projects the group
water location has already puts together on behalf of

Deadline
For All
News Cory Is
4:00 P.M.
Monday

the represented children.
More than 1,000 children
in Pasco and Pinellas coun
ties currently are represent
ed by the GAL program.
Earlier this month, the
GAL Program circulated
notices advising Guardians
of the backpacks and
requesting shoe sizes for
pack child in need of a new
pair of sneakers for the
start of school. In addition,
when the Guardians pick
up the school supplies and
sneakers, they will be able
to select toys for other chil
dren, in the home of the
represented child.

The pickup supplies
schedule will be at the:
• East Pasco Judicial
Center, 38053 Live Oak
Ave., in New Port Richey,
11 a.m. - 1 p.m. Tuesday,
July 29.
• West Pasco Judicial
Center, 7530 Little Road in
New Port Richey from 3 -j5 p.m., Tuesday, July 29.
Anyone interesting in
becoming of a Guardian ad
Litem should contact the
GAL offices (727) 4646528 in Clearwater; (727)
847-8170 in New Port
Richey; and (352) 521-.
4178 in Dade City'

The Weekly Challenger thanks Badcock Furniture, the
Verizon Foundation, and the Tampa Bay D-Rays for their
contributions benefiting students at John Hopkins Middle,
Gibbs High, Boca Ciega High, St. Petersburg High, and

pizza or hot dog and a
fountain drink in the
Galaxy Cafe and Shop;
• Choice of a bungee
trampoline jump, rock
climbing wall, Segway
Human Transporter ride or
motion simulator ride.
In addition, popular
exhibits such as the Gulf
Coast Hurricane and High
Wire Bike will be open and
MOSI will also offer "Way
Cool Cryo" in the Science
Works Theater. Films
available in the IMAX

Dome Theatre at MOSI
include "Coral Reef Ad-'
venture," "Top Speed,"
"Human Body," and "Lew
is & Clark: Great Journey
West."
Prices are $12.95 per
person, $55 for a family of
five, $45 for a family of
four or $35 for a family of
three. MOSI members re
ceive a 25% discount and
MOSI IMAX members
receive a 40% discount.
For more information,
call (813) 987-6100.

There Is A Reason To Read The Weekly Challenger

RONALD L. NELSON, PA.
ATTORNEY AT LAW
• Automobile Accidents

.•••••

I

• Employment & Labor Law
• Nursing Home Negligence
• Probate & Wills

Star 16
FEATURING
• B.J.:

Saturday morning gospel. Wake up with a praying Spirit
5am-I0am

• DIANE HUGHES:

5am-10am,M-F. Total Praise with the best
in inspirational music, news, weather and the Spoken Word.

• UNCLE DAVE MICHAELS:

(727) 898-9292
The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based soley upon advertisements. Before you decide, ask the lawyer to
send you a free written information about their qualifications and experience.

m

10am-1 pm Just playing the

music the way you like it.

• MICHEALT:

Old school and music to drive home by.

• TONY CHARLES: Take

you back home with your favorite
blues and 'chu-chu' oldies 9pm-2am .

For ADVERTISING Call
Donza DrummOnd, Sales Manager

ANNIVERSARIES
WORTH
CELEBRATING
Donald and Shirley
Ann Goodman celebrated
their 50th wedding anni
versary July 18 with fami
ly and friends with a re
newal of their wedding
vows and a reception at
their well-kept, beautiful
Lakewood Estates, digs.
The celebration continued
with a trip to Disney World
in Orlando and to Jackson
ville for more good times
and celebrating with rela
tives who lived there.
The Goodmans were
married June 5, 1943, in
Jacksonville and moved to
Lakeland in 1950. They
moved to our town in 1965
where they raised 14 chil
dren before retiring in
2000 (he from the City and
she from having and rais
ing children, she said).

Joseph and Gladys
Tucker celebrated their
50th wedding anniversary
with a party hosted by their
four children a few suns
and moons ago at their
40th Street South abode.
They were married July 2,
1953, in Miami and moved
to our town in 1955.
Gladys and Joseph are
retired from the work force
after 28 years. Now she
enjoys working in her veg
etable and flower gardens.
Joseph says he’s a man of
leisure and does a little
handyman chore every
now and then (more then
than now, he said).
They have four chil
dren, eight grands and two
great grands.
Happy anniversary to

REQUEST LINE 864-1600

Serving

zvypa (Bay Since 1976

Office: 327-WRXB (9792) ‘
2060 - 1st Aventie North, St. Petersburg, FL 33713

all of you!

A FINAL CLOSURE
FOR OUR FRIEND
He has found peace at
last. Very quietly and
peacefully
July
12,
Almighty God in His infi
nite wisdom, having deter
mined that this child and
servant, Thomas “T.C.”
Stockton, had suffered
enough, reached down
gently, closed his eyes and
carried him home.
T.C. was widely ad
mired for his friendly spir
it and love for people, and
it was evident July 18,
when hundreds of mourn
ers viewed his body at
Creal’s Funeral Home and
July 19 when hundreds of
church members, Kappas,
Elks,
Daughters
of
Elkdom, senior ushers,
friends, former students,
former co-workers, you
name it, were there to say
good-bye at the very
impressive
services.
“T.C.” was 72 years old.
His pastor, friend and a
former student, Dr. Wayne
G. Thompson, eulogized
his good friend, and what a
eulogy it was. He praised
“T.C.” as one of a long line
of strong, virtuous men
whom God used as instru
ments of His peace. His
indomitable spirit touched
all who had the pleasure of
calling him friend.
He will never be for
gotten by his family and
true friends. Just missed
even more.

ON A HAPPY NOTE
I thought this “diddy”
might give you a laugh. It
did me.
When God passed out
brains, I thought He said
trains, and I missed mine.
When God passed out
looks, I thought He said
books and didn’t want any.
When God passed out
ears, I thought He said
beers and asked for two
long ones.
When God passed out
legs, I thought He said
kegs and asked for two fat
ones.
When God passed out
noses, I thought He said
roses and asked for a big
red one.
When God passed out
heads, I thought He said
beds and asked for a big
soft one.
When* God passed out
hips, I thought He said lips
and asked for two large
round ones.
God, am I a mess!
*****

STAY LOOSE!

SAM'S BEAUTY SALOI
3600 - 18th Avenue South
ST. Petersburg, FL
(727) 322-0024 • Cell (727) 542-218*3

727-821-9947

• General Civil Litigation

341 THIRD STREET SOUTH • ST. PETERSBURG
www.rlnelsonlaw.com

OUT-OF-TOWN
VISITORS
Ahhh, the joys of a
summer day. A perfectly
chilled bottle of wine or an
ice cold beer. That choice
might be a little easy these
days in our town where the
temperatures soar up to 90°
daily.
With that thought in
mind, the Bryants, Sidney
and Maria, had no problem
with the choice. The cou
ple, who. arrived 10 days
ago from Philadelphia,
Penn., via Bradenton fol
lowing their family reun
ion, motored to St. Pe
tersburg Beach for some
fun in the sun and relax
ation
with
long-time
friends, Oscar and Lolita
Clarkson. After an awe
some reunion and good
times with relatives and
friends, they motored
home to Philly.

Academy Prep. .

MOSI Offers Friday Family
Fun Night---------- --------------------TAMPA - The Muse
um of Science & Industry
(MOSI) will remain open
Friday nights until 9 p.m.
through Labor Day, allow
ing families to beat the
heat and spend quality
time together.
Friday Family Fun
Night occurs from 5-9
p.m., during which fami
lies pay one all-inclusive
price which includes:
• Choice of an IMAX
film;
• Choice of either

THIS &
THAT

Ask for Tonfr
20 years experience in Hair Care
os Barber ond Bs-outicicIn
PS
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TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continues

A
QUESTION
OF
BEAUTY
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Congratulations Devin!------------------------------ —

by Deanie K. Victor

There is no question
about the popularity of
artificial nails. They are as
much a part of one’s beau
ty regime as the hairstyle.
It’s all important to look
good from head to toe. As
a matter of fact, many of
the nail salons offer a com
bination package, saving
money if you receive both
a manicure and pedicure
service.
As beautiful as they
look, artificial nails can
become a carrier of bacte
ria that will ultimately
cause death. Yes, you read
it right! Not what dedicat
ed fake nail wearers want
to hear. And, no, the bacte
ria is not deadly to every
one.
A recent article pub
lished in the St. Petersburg
Times revealed some star
tling information. It has
been documented that fake
nails have been banned in
intensive care units, any
where the patient is at high
risk for infections. Hospi
tals across the country, in
cluding All Children’s
Hospital in St. Petersburg
and Tampa General, are
among those who would

have those who handle ste
rile equipment and care for
those susceptible to bacter
ial infections get rid of the
artificial nails and to keep
their own natural nails
trimmed.
It was noted that even
with scrubbing thoroughly,
all the bacteria was not
removed. That’s because
the occurance of space be
tween the natural nail and
the artificial nail is a har
boring place for bacteria,
which can be spread from
one patient to another. It is
alarming to know that the
spread of germs causes
infectious disease and even
death.
This is not a pleasant
subject. Not being able to
wear long, beautiful nails
because of one’s occupa
tion may be difficult for
some. Those who are dedi
cated and committed to
their careers of helping
others will probably see it
as a small sacrifice reaping
great satisfaction and
reward. Healthy; wellmanicured nails, long or
short, are still very much
an answer to the question
of beauty.

Concerned

series of workshops with
the
school district.
from pg. 1
At the first of those
tion is looking at how
board policy is being trans workshops on July 9 , Asso
lated into practice through ciate Superintendent Jan
curriculum and instruction Rouse met with the group
for nearly two hours, re-,
in the classroom.
The meetings didn't viewing assessment scores
start auspiciously. The coa for various schools and dis
possible
im
lition requested a meeting cussing
provements.
at the first of the year with
Carol Thomas, assis
district officials to discuss
tant
superintendent for
any data the district had to
show the results of prac Area II, said that a new
tices implemented in the system being introduced
school to improve student this fall would enable
achievement. Jemison re teachers to receive weekly
called that the district said assessments of students'
progress.
such data wasn't available.
Title I Specialist Jana
"That's kind of inter
esting," Jemison notes, Hamm acknowledged to
"because we have some the group that "we have not
materials that show what closed the achievement
strategy was going to be gap-"
"I'm looking for more,"
used in 1998." Concerned
Organizations asked for a says the Rev. Dr. Gustave

From yourhackya
Embark on new adventures
In your neighborhood,
‘ SPG Mtcjtown
’ --St. Petersburg Housing
) - Authority’s Center for
‘‘WiAsbiwement
' . 22^ Street and 10th Ave.

May 2003 performance at Raymond James
Stadium
ST. PETERSBURG Kudos and congratulations
go to Devin Lawrence
Collins for successfully
completing almost three
years as a lead vocalist and
baritone saxophone player
in
Sonny
LaRosa’s
America’s Youngest Jazz
Band (AYJB).
Though there were sev
eral sacrifices and unavoid
able conflicts in schedules,
Collins managed to keep
up his commitment rather
well as a result, he has

many ' fond memories,
friends, .and treasured,
once-in-a-lifetime experi
ences.
Three years ago, while
serving as a student docent
at the Dali Museum,
Collins and another class
mate were discussing their
love of music, when the
subject of the band came
up. Although his first ldve
was theatre, he was very
interested in this particular
band.
"It was not just another

Victor, president of the blacks get the opportunity
coalition's ministerial asso they'll excel."
ciation, Victor says /"I'm
His own life serves as
looking for better things to an example of what he says
come out of it. We've had a black students have to
lot of promises over the endure, and what the possi
years and not all the prom bilities are for them. Victor
recalls that when he was a
ises have been kept."
Victor hopes the meet child, he was told he did
ings result in the "same not need to excel in school
materials and the best "because I would never be
materials" for black stu any more than a doorman
dents that are available for or hotel bellhop."
Teachers and princi
non-black students. He
wants to see test scores rise pals "didn't1 take time to
for black students. He help us achieve because
wants to see black students they were always trying to
hold us back."
exceI.
Encouraged by his
"Personally, I feel that
they try to keep [black stu mother, Victor went on to
dents] back because they receive an engineering de
know that if we excel we'll gree from Massachusetts
take their jobs," Victor Institute of Technology. He
says. "Black youth today worked in the Apollo space
have taken over the top, program before moving to
jobs in the country. If Florida. Here, he opened a
series of businesses and
received a theology degree
from Florida Bible Col
lege, where he now sits as a
board member.
Victor serves on a
school district committee
involved in the hiring of
minority teachers. He feels
he has a good rapport with

Deloris Collins (2nd from left), Devin Collins (center) and three of Chaka
Khan’s backup singers
band. This band was made included
being
the cert with the band. I’ll miss
up of children around my youngest group ever to them a lot."
age who played music from play at Preservation Hall in
America’s . Youngest
the Big Band Era," said New Orleans in 2002. The Jazz Band, under the direc
Collins, a 13-year-old group was told that even tion of LaRosa, is a
eighth-grader at John the legendary Miles Davis remarkable
group
of
Hopkins Middle School.
did not get a chance to play youngsters, ages 7-13,
From the initial audi there until he was fifteen. from four counties who
tion, to the last concert, the Also, last summer, AYJB have performed in Swit
band members, parents, opened for singer Diana zerland, at the World Trade
and band director LaRosa, Shur and one of every Center, and in many cities
have been like a closely- body’s favorites, Roberta nationwide and throughout
knit family. They spent so Flack, at the Syracuse Jazz the state of Florida in the
much time together during Festival in New York. They past 20 years.
the twice-a-week, two-hour were received so warmly
Several articles have
practices that it has had a there that they were imme been written about them,
profound impact on his diately invited back. This including a 2001 write-up
life. Collin’s parents, past June, they performed by the Wall Street Journal.
Donald and Deloris, used as the opening acts for They have recorded three
the terms "hectic and Chaka Khan on June 21 CDs and have been video
demanding" to describe his and Nancy Wilson on June taped during several live
tenure with the band. 22'.
performances, with Collins
However, they both agree
Said Collins: "Even performing on two CDs
that it provided him with though it was rainy and and the video as well. The
many opportunities that wet, we still played very, band’s
website
is
would have been out of the very well. I was a little sad wwW.sonnylarosa.com.
question otherwise.
because, as a graduate, this
One such experience was my last trip and con-

the school board and that
school officials are "trying
to be responsive." How
ever, Victor feels there are
systemic roadblocks "that
prevent us from moving
forward as quickly as we
would like."
The
district,
he
charges, is "always putting
things off for a later day
rather than acting on them
right away."
In four years the court
order will expire. "What's
this district going to look
like in 2007?" asks Jemi
son. She fears the district
will revert to segregation.
Before then, Jemison
hopes the district has struc
tures in place with stronger
emphases on academics.
She wants to see more
black students in advanced
and honors courses. She is
encouraged by a recent dis
trict statement that teacher
recommendation will be
removed as a criterion for
eligibility. .

The reasons for Davis'
and Jemison's personal in
volvement in the issue of
education are apparent.
Davis is a retired area
superintendent who served
as a principal, teacher and
counselor. Jemison spent
half of her nearly 27 years
in the district as an assis
tant superintendent for
equal opportunity after
years as an elementary
school social worker.
Parents, however, were
not evident in large num
bers at the July 9 work
shop. Jemison excuses
their absence. "Parents
aren't the ones pushing this
thing. They don't recognize
the issues as we do."
Her own parents are
examples of this, she says.
"My background was not
conducive for parental in
volvement. My mother had
a third grade education,
daddy about eighth grade.
They would have not been
able to go to the school and

EVERARD HARRIS
Piano • Drums • Guitar
(All band instruments)
»FAMU Marching 100
• Army Band
• Bay Point Middle Band

J Join us for an
Information Session

Call:

866-1034

discuss the curriculum I
should have been studying.
The folks at the school
were the experts who took
the liberty to steer us
along."
There's no indication
that coalition members will
be easily mollified. "We've
been doing this now for
four years and we have not
relented, we have not re
treated," says Jemison. "In
the past, we have generally
approached the school
board and the administra
tion with our concerns and
generally they would set up
a task group, some kind of
committee to work on
whatever those concerns
were jointly. Then after the
committee ends, we would
kind of retreat and go back
to doing everything that we
had been doing before and
the school district went
back to doing what they
had been doing before.
Four or five years later,
we're seeing the same
issues.
"This time, we com
mitted to staying involved
in this process until we see
that something is going to
be done."

Please Support
Our Paper by
Patronizing
Our Advertisers

Thursday, July 31

5:30-7:30 p.m.

|

offers:
• Academic enrichment tor; < |
( N'Y^dents in grades 6-12.

• DtiaI high schoo! and
NN'cfcjiege- credit courses

-. , for high schoo! students.

1 MONTH
FREE
Greenwood Apartments

1003 West Avenue,
Clearwater

• An SAT preparation course.

•1 /

< SPC courses incIuding
afgebra, business, and
Nornpbsition.

For more information, caII

(7271341-4SPC
unMW.spGoIIege.edu

* Newly Renovated Apartment Homes
* Free after school care (6-12)

CALL US TODAY (727) 469-8986
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Feazell
from pg. 1----------------daddy/friend/mentor to all
of his students.
There has been much
controversy about the
FCAT test and grading
schools
in
Pinellas
County. Feazell says that
the FCAT test is an assess
ment tool and that there is
too much emphasis placed
on it. "FCAT is a test
which is supposed to
reflect
the
Sunshine
State’s standards," he
explained. He feels that
grading schools have
influenced the outcry by
educators about FCAT,
because the grade of the
school is based on FCAT
scores. "Schools nor stu
dents should not be graded
solely on one test," he
said. Still, he feels that
educators and students
should persevere and
overcome the FCAT crisis.
Feazell reflects on his
teaching career with pride.
Sharon J. Morten proudly
reflected in a statement for
the
Pinellas
County
School System retirement
program: "Your first class
room in "D" Wing still has
the glow and essence of
that teacher who brought
life to so many..."
Feazell is also proud
of his ten years as a
recruiting specialist. In
1993, he was actually!
hired as a minority recruit
ing specialist, but political
correctness and time
altered the title inappro
priate. "Whatever the need
is, it’s no harm to say what
the need is," he stated
emphatically. Accusations
of reverse discrimination
and depriving whites of
jobs came into play. "I
wasn’t depriving anyone
of a job; I was getting
what the school system
needed - diversity."
"Racism hasn’t gone
anywhere," Feazell said.
"I’ve always dealt with it,
know it is a part of the
struggle, and I don’t let it
hold me fast." He is
deeply religious, and bib
lical scripture has impact
ed and guided his life,
such as Psalm 27:
"... .Teach me the way, O
Lord, and lead me in a
plain path..." For 23
years, he was guided by
his faith to "positively
impact education, educa
tors, and students." In his
retirement, he endeavors
to extend a helping hand
in education, church and
community. Plans are in
place to help children in
the community reach aca
demic
achievement
receive better scores on
tests such as the FCAT.
"We are going to wrestle
with the ‘CAT," he said.
Feazell strongly feels
that in order for one to
have a fulfilled life, one
must: "Be something, do
something, and leave
something." "God’s bless
ings allowed me to do
some things of which I am
very proud." He is leaving
an exemplary record of
teaching, inspiring and
motivating students to
learn, and outstanding
leadership in the field of
education.
He
feels
blessed to have served the
school district for 33
years.

News Deadline
Is 4 P.M. Monday
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RAMBLING
“Yesterday has gone, forget
it. Today is here, use it.

Tomorrow may not come, So
don't wait on it."

896-2152
by Charles Howard

MORE UNIQUE WAYS
TO STRETCH A
DOLLAR
CASH FOR
CORPORATIONS!
These are a significant
source of scholarships for
college students. Firms
offer them mainly in an
effort to promote their
name to the businessman
of tomorrow. One of the
more famous is the Gener
al Motors scholarship plan
with awards of up to
$2,000 a year, depending
on need.
In another program,
the National Coal Associa
tion offers Coal Company
scholarships of up to
$1,500 a year to students in
general or specifically for
students of certain majors,
school or states. Other
scholarships are for chil
dren of company employ
ees.
Find out if your school
participates in the General
Motors scholarship plan by
contacting your college di
rector of admissions.
For Coal Company
scholarship information,
write the National Coal
Association, D.C. 20036.
For further informa
tion:. Scholarships, Fellow
ships, Grants and Loans,
compiled by Lorraine
Mathies, New York, Mac
Millan, 1974.
And again it is that time

of the week when sharing

interesting newsy tidbits
with our readers is a
pleasure and enjoyment.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Was the occasion
under the tree, as we call it,
for Gwen Green who cele
brated her 50th birthday.
Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha - truly
it’s 60th and girlfriend
can’t wait until Social
Security check time. Can’t
everyone, not wait? Oh
well, everyone had a great
time through it raining,
stopping and so forth. The
menu: pasta, shrimp salad,
roast beef, sirloin steaks,
bar-b-qued ribs, dirty rice
by Stella baby, tuna maca
roni by daughter Tracey
Green, and collard greens
by honey Gregory Hall.
The spirits were con
tributed by Oliver Jackson
and all of the others who
hang under. Don’t misun
derstand me, I didn’t say
“hung.” Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha.
Everything was prepared
with love. Happy belated
birthday, Gwen. We love
you. The disco was fur
nished by son, Leon
McCullough.
$
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Today, July 24 - Joy Y.
Bell and Maria Scruggs;
July 25 through August 1 Jean Hammond, Kelia Vic
tor, Sandra McKinnon,
Gloria Bledsoe, Donna M.
Grayson, Margaret Ed
wards, Bruce E. Walker,
Bertha L. Williams, Tonya
Albury, Devin Richardson,
Chester L. Harris, Jessica
Fowler, Crystal Watkins,
Cortez Nance, Benjamin
Henry and Ernest Fillyau

M

UI.

FOREHAND FAMILY
REUNION
continued

Montezuma is sur
rounded by Savannah on
the right, below Albany, on
the left, Columbus, and
above going north by Ma
con. All of these are Geor
gia cities. St. Petersburg,
Fla., was chosen city and
state. Forehand descen
dants were welcomed
there. Being located off the
Gulf of Mexico and near
Tampa are considered to
be the Tampa Bay area.
The county is Pinellas, and
the' city’s population is
248,232 as per the census.
Our state population is the
fourth highest in the
United States, and the area
of our state ranks 26th. Our
state motto is “In God We
Trust.” Our state song is
“Old Folks at Home” (Su
wannee River) by Stephen
Foster. State bird is the
mockingbird, flower is
orange blossom, rock is
agatized coral, reptile is al
ligator, tree is sabal palm,
mammal is Florida pan
ther, gemstone is moon
stone and fish is large
mouth bass.
We welcome you to
Florida, family: Atkins,
Blount, Briggs, Chapmans,
Collins, Dixon, Fabray,
Forehands, Harris, How
ards, Osbornes and Perkins
via planes, trains,.vans and
cars. Destinations, St. Pete,
Gainesville, Bowie, Md.,
Valdosta, Ga., Hiram, Ga.,
Anaheim, Cal., Orlando,
Chicago, Ill., Tampa, De
troit, Mich., San Diego,
Cal., Long Branch, N.J.,
Evanston, Ill., Oak Park,
Mich., Aurora, Colo., Co
lumbia, S.C., East Elm
hurst, N.J., Jacksonville,
Arlington, Va., Indianapo
lis, Ind., Hyde Park, N.Y.,
Marines, N.C. and Clinton,
Md.
Hampton Inn, 34th
Street N., was residence
for family members and
out of staters. Thursday
night was registration and
chat and chew at the
Hampton Inn. Friday, July
18, 8-10 a.m. was a conti
nental breakfast for guests
at the hotel. .
Friday night, July 18, a
banquet was held at the
Orange Blossom, a semiformal night of fun - eat
ing, awards, soft music by
Worthan and group. Ham
and roast turkey and dress
ing were the order of the
evening lasting until elevenish. Gifts for oldest,
youngest, fairest and the
first heads of family and
members.
Saturday, July 19,
lunch from 11:30 a.m. until
1:30 p.m. at the Columbia
Restaurant at the Pier,
world famous since 1905.
This wonderful restaurant
overlooking the Pier has a
reputation for bringing
wonderful flavors from
Cuba to Florida. The
menu: 1905 salad, arroz
con pollo, merluza Russian
style and the original Cu
ban sandwich. All selec

tions include soft drinks
and hot Cuban bread.
Saturday, July 19, after
lunch, tour/stroll down
Baywalk and the Pier. Sat
urday evening was a free .
night or Sun Cruz Casino
at 5:45 p.m. The boat left
at 6:30 p.m. from John’s
Pass in St. Pete Beach. The
fun cruise included a ban
quet style dinner with the
feel of a casino on water
for $15 a head. There were
22 of us. A great time was
had by all. Yours truly lost
big time.
Sunday, July 20,10:20
a.m., family worship at
McCabe United Methodist
Church where the dynamic
Reverend Dwayne Craig
inspired us with sermon-,
“The power through the
storm,” entrance and
praise, the gathering, musi
cal prelude, lighting of
candles, acolytes. Worship
through music - Voices of
McCabe, the poet Anthony
Langhorne;
worship
through Daireem Parker
and Kendall Williams;
worship through step Soldiers for Christ, Mc
Cabe Sunday Youth; wor
ship through prayer - the
welcome; worship through
hymn,
“Marching
to
Zion,” #733. A special solo
by
Jennifer
Everett.
Closing
song
was
“Through it All,” #507.
Welcome, Forehand
family reunion - We are
extremely happy that you
have chosen McCabe as
the place of worship for
your 2003 family reunion.
We pray that his worship
experience will be a mem
orable one. God bless you!
And now while we are
at McCabe, let’s visit their
sick and shut-ins with
prayer for them at Mc
Cabe’s “Circle of Con
cern,” bringing sunshine
into the day of a shut-in
with cards, calls or visits
and remember them in
your prayers:
Violet Johnson, Coqui
na Key Health and Re
habilitation Center; Mil
dred Perkins, Bay Point
Nursing Pavilion; Kenneth
Valentine, at home, 28th
Street S.; Amelia Williams,
at home, Arlington Avenue
N.; Paul Mitchell, at home,
26th Street S.; and Alberta
Smith, c/o Ms. Vivian
Hall, Baltimore, Md.
Sunday, July 20, our
indoor picnic from 2-5
p.m. We got the best of all
worlds by enjoying the
bar-b-que while inside a
nice air conditioned envi
ronment and at the same
time while saying goodbye
to family members at St.
Episcopal Church, St.
Petersburg.
23rd Anniversary
Will be celebrated Sat
urday, July 26, 8 p.m. until
2 a.m. The Pac-Mafi Social
Club of St. Petersburg are
holding their anniversary
dance. Carrie Roberson is
the president. They are
asking one and all to join
them at the PBM Club
house, 2235 Central Ave
nue. Come on down and
have a great time. It’s a
B .Y.O.B. with a D J.
Yea, though I walk
through the valley of the

shadow of death, I will

fear no evil: for Thou art
with me.

UNTIL NEXT WEEK,
JUMP TO IT!

Jazz Club Welcomes
Associate Members to Board

Robert Moore

Betty Lou Burton

Richard Gee

SARASOTA - The
Jazz Club of Sarasota has
created the new board
position of associate mem
ber and has elected three
area residents to the posi
tion. The new members are
Betty Lou Burton, Rick
Gee, and Robert Moore.
The Jazz Club created,
the new associate board
member position on its
board of directors because
"new ideas and creative
energy are always need
ed,'1 said Wes Bearden,
vice president. "We wel
come our new members,
and look forward to a long
association."
Sarasota resident Betty
Lou Burton is President of
the Pines of Sarasota
Foundation and is involved
with the Jazz Club as an

advisor for marketing and
public relations. Burton’s
voice can be heard on the
24-hour Jazz Club hotline.
Rick Gee, former pres
ident of Rick Gee’s Jazz
Jamm, Inc ., has been a jazz
promoter and agent for
many years. A New Jersey
transplant, Gee currently
resides in St. Petersburg.
He recently served as chair
of the Jazz Club’s 20th
annual Jazz on the Water
held on May 4. Almost 200
people enjoyed the after
noon cruise.
Robert Moore has
worn several hats during
his professional life—uni
versity professor of philos
ophy, corporate consultant
and jazz musician. Moore
and his wife, Helen, came
to the Sarasota area from

Boston and now reside in
Lakewood Ranch.
The Jazz Club of
Sarasota was founded in
1980 to promote, preserve
and perform jazz, the orig
inal American musical art
form. This not-for-profit
organization
presents
numerous events annually
including member con
certs; jazz jams; free con
certs throughout the com
munity; artist-in-residence
and other educational pro
grams; an award-winning
newsletter; and community
outreach projects. Its activ
ities culminate each year
with Jazz Festival Week.
For information about
the Jazz Club, call 941366-1552 or visit the web
site at www.jazzclubsarasota.com

Journey

try actually allowed you to
lay hands on the products,
talk to the vendors, find
out what their processes
were..."
rtYou’re dealing with
primarily a lot of third
world countries," Treva
added. "You’ve got to
make sure they’ve got the
capabilities to provide you
with the goods in a timely
fashion and in the quanti
ties you need." The sisters
primary means of import
ing the products is through
a consolidator who finds
the sources they need and
brings the items to the
states.
Soon, Treva was able
to visit South Africa, as the
government there was
sponsoring trips in order to
gear up for the World
Summit meetings. "One of
the ladies who works in the
Embassy in South Africa,
was just a great resource to
us," Psalms said. "She was
the one that told us about
this possibility."
"I kept saying, ‘They’re
not going to select us,"
recalled Treva..
"And I kept saying, ‘Yes,

they are!’"
interjects
Psalms.
Psalms had the fortune
of being able to previously
travel to Africa, due to a
business trip for the col
lege. Although she could
not accompany her sister
on the trip, she knew it
would be a great opportu
nity for her.
"I wanted her to see
what I saw and get turned
on just as much as I had
about South Africa," said
Psalms of her sister’s jour
ney. After visits to
Capetown
and
Johannesburg, the culture,
the beauty of the beaches,
and the overall feeling of
serenity they felt by being
there had both sisters
impressed. "You’re look
ing at this nature and this
beauty, and your brain tin
gles," revealed Psalms.
Armed with a renewed
spirit, the sisters were even
more determined to devote
all of their energy into the
opening of the galleria.
After working from a
home equity loan, doing a
little more planning, taking
a-few business courses,
and settling on a location,
the galleria was on its way
to a grand opening.
Their African mer
chandise includes the
wares of Ghana and
Morrocco. The shop’s
products represent a vari
ety of other international
countries, including China,
Brazil,
Columbia,
Ecuador, Peru and India.
Among the novelty items
are the notable Thomas
Blackshear collectible fig
urines, carved Kisii soap
stone casings from Kenya,
hand-painted crystal glass
ware from Israel, and
exquisite ostrich eggs from
South Africa. Hand-crafted
cards with an African
theme are also sold for
about $4.
With every item, there
is a new journey to discov
er, a new story to be told.
Macknificent Imports
Galleria is open Monday
through Saturday, 10 a.m.
- 8 p.m., and Sunday, 12 6 p.m. For more informa
tion, call (813) 882-9494.

from pg. 1 —
Macknificent Imports is
one that originated only a
few short years ago, in late
2001. It was Psalms who
first ventured on the idea
of working together, said
Triva, recalling that impor
tant phone conversation.
"I was in Saudi and we
were talking one time, and
I was thinking of doing a
non-profit
[venture],
because we belong to the
same investment club
(Broker Babes),1' she said.
"We were talking and she
asked if maybe we could
open up a shop together..."
From there, it was all about
planning and networking,
as well as capitalizing on
the moment.
Only a few short
months later, the sisters
would take a trip to Ghana
that would really launch
their business opportuni
ties. "When we went to
Ghana and [the Ivory
Coast], we ended up get
ting
business
cards
galore," she stated, pulling
out several stacks of card
files. "The trip to the coun

Volunteer Opportunities
AvailabIe in the Bay Area
PINELLAS COUNTY
- Can you fill a need? Here
are some positions from
the Retired and Senior
Volunteer
Program
(RSVP) stations requesting
volunteers. Many of these
opportunities do not re
quire any special skill, just
a desire to help.
• Social Security Ad
ministration - Volunteers
are needed to perform gen
eral filing and office duties
as well as routine clerical
functions related to district
and branch office opera
tions.
• Enoch Davis Center Volunteers are needed at
the front desk to greet and
direct visitors, answer
phone, also to assist at the
snack bar.
• Children’s Home
Society - volunteers are
needed for supervised visi
tations, Bonding Facilita
tor, assist in the Teen Life
skills Program, office as
sistant, and marketing as
sistant. These needs are at
the Family Visitation
House.
• The Hospice of Flori
da Sun Coast - Volunteers
are needed for a variety of
duties: patient/family sup
port, thrift shop staffing,
providing
bereavement
support, computer opera
tors, office assistance,
community outreach, and
proving assistance at spe
cial events.
• All Local HospitalsVolunteers are needed at
all local hospitals in vari
ous areas: transporting
patients, admitting, cleri
cal, surgical waiting room,
gift shop, and more. You
can choose one nearest to
you.
• St. Petersburg Free
Clinic - Volunteers are
needed for medical intake,
inventory clerk, reception
ist, Beacon house cook,
USDA distribution clerk,
data entry, volunteer doctor/nnrse, handyman, guest
speaker for group activi
ties. Volunteer program
assistant, and more.
• Palm Harbor Library
- Volunteers are needed at
information desk; duties
include answering phones
and directing patrons to
right locations.
• St. Petersburg Police
Department - Volunteers
are needed for office posi
tions at the following re
source centers: Bartlett
Park, Maximo, and Sun
rise.
• Neighborly Senior
Services - Volunteers are
needed for a variety of
duties such as assisting at
the Adult Day Service
Centers, Counseling at
North and South County
Mental Health Centers,
telephone
reassurance,
transportation, and to serve
as mentors to middle
schools students in writing
and Art activities during
the summer, now through
July 31.
• Florida Holocaust
Museum - Volunteers are
need in the Gift Shop,
Admissions, Gallery Guar
dian, museum greeter, and
helping with the bulk mail
ings.
• Christmas Toy Shop
- Volunteers are needed for
bike repairs, battery and
electronic toys, sorting,
and cleaning.
• Academy Prep Edu

cation Center - Volunteers
are needed to tutorlassist
1-3 students per evening in
the study hall 5-7 p.m.,
teach an after-school activ
ity (3:30-4:30) to 5-15 stu
dents 1 or 2 days a week,
in-class teacher’s aide,
office assistant, data pro
cessor, and substitute
teaching as needed.
• City of ClearwaterNeed volunteers for Admission/Information Desk
Attendant from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. to take money for
admissions,
answer
phones, and answer guest
questions.
• Guardian Ad Litem Needs volunteers to speak
for the best interest of chil
dren in court and to help
find them safe, permanent
homes. Training classes
will be provided.
• Suncoast Health
Council, Inc. - Volunteers
are needed for the Com
passionate Drug Patient
Assistance Program. Du
ties will include: data
entry, clerical, assisting
with the compilation and
mailing of application
forms, working closely
with patients and staff as
needed, answering phones
and returning calls to *
patients, physicians, and
drug companies if re
quired. There are two sites;
one each in St. Petersburg
and Clearwater.
•
Center Against
Spouse Abuse (CASA) Volunteers are needed to
assist in a variety of pro
grams: 24 hour Crisis
Line, Support Group, Visi
tation Center, Community
Education,
Substance
Abuse Services, Children
& Youth Services (grandmalgrandpa program), and
also in the thrift store.
• Pinellas County
Schools - Volunteers are
needed for 1-2 hours as
tutors and mentors for
struggling students in Pi
nellas County Schools.
• Safety Harbor Public
Library - Volunteers are
needed for data entry,
Special Projects, Circula
tion and Reference Depart
ments, Technical Services/Book Processing, and
the deaf literacy Program.
• Largo Police Dept Volunteers are needed to
teach 55 Alive classes,
maintain fleet cruisers,
taping segments of LPD,
conduct campaigns, front
desk and clerical assis
tance.
• Leepa-Rattner Muse
um of Arts - Volunteers are
needed to assist at the front
desk and store area, the
archives dept., and helping
for special events.
• Retired Senior Vol
unteer Program - A volun
teer is needed in the office
twice a week for four
hours to file, answer
phones, mailings, and oth
ers clerical duties.
• PARC Thrift Shop Volunteers are needed for
cashiers, sorters, pricing
merchandise, and salesper
sons.
o St. Petersburg Museum
of History - Volunteers are
needed as docents and giv
ing tours to school groups.
Anyone ■ particularly
knowledgeable in Japanese
culture would be a bonus!
For information on these
and other positions, call
(727) 327-8690 ext. 22.

SPORTS NEWS
African-American NASCAR Driver, Bill Local Track Group to Compete in Jr.
Lester, Featured on Honey Nut Cheerios Olympics-------- - -------- ---------------------- —
Students competing are
The
AAU
Junior
Package -------- —------------- --- --- _-------------------Teiya Brown, 7, daughter Olympic Games began 33
ATLANTA — For most
of his life, Bill Lester, driv
er of the #8 Dodge Dealers
Dodge
Ram
in the
NASCAR
Craftsman
Truck Series, has generally
been more interested in
what is inside boxes of
Honey Nut Cheerios.
But , now, his picture
will appear on the outside
of the popular breakfast
cereal package.
i Honey Nut Cheerios, a
long-time NASCAR auto
racing sponsor, today
unveiled new packaging
that will feature Lester, the
first
African-American
NASCAR driver and first
driver from the NASCAR
Craftsman Truck Series to
appear on his own cereal
package. The special-edi
tion 14-ounce Honey Nut
Cheerios packages will hit
grocery store shelves, pri
marily in the southeastern
United States, in the next
two weeks.
"This is a thrill for me,"
said Lester, one of the top
names in the popular
national series, which has
25 races during the
NASCAR season. "I ate
Honey Nut Cheerios cereal
as a kid and I still eat it
today. To think that my pic
ture will be on the box is a
pretty awesome thought."
Honey
, Cheerios and;
Letter , bad announced an ,
endorsement partnership in

March.
"Bill Lester's populari
ty among fans of all ages is
very evident. All you need
to do is watch the fan reac
tion in the grandstands,"
said Laurie Greeno, vice
president of Motorsports
for
General
Mills.
"Coupled with the long
time popularity of Honey
Nut Cheerios, we feel this
is a tremendous opportuni
ty for all of us."
Lester, who was bom
in Washington, D.C.,
received a degree in
Electrical
Engineering
from the University of
California at Berkeley, and
became an award-winning
Research and Development
Project
Manager
at
Hewlett-Packard. He made
a nearly lifelong dream
come true when he was
selected to drive Dodge's
Diversity Program truck
for
Bobby
Hamilton
Racing at the end of the
2001 season. He ran his
first full
season
in
NASCAR's
Craftsman
Truck Series last year, fin
ishing 17 th in the final
points standings. Through
the first 11 races of this
season, Lester is 13th in the
standings and well within
range of the top 10. He
posted a 10th place finish
at the O'Reilly ,250 at Jhtq
Kansas Speedway on July
5,.; making him the first
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DETROIT -- The
Striders Track Club of St.
Petersburg is in Detroit this
week competing for gold at
the XXXVII Amateur
Athletic Union (AAU)
Junior Olympic Games.
Head coach David
Brown, along with assis
tant coaches and parents

The Honey Nut Cheerios box featuring AfricanAmerican NASCAR driver, Bill Lester

African-American driver to
place in the top 10 in a
national NASCAR tour
race since 1971.
Lester,
the
only
African-American driver in
any of NASCAR's premier
national touring series, has
been instrumental in help
ing promote diversity
throughout the motor
sports industry. Partnering
with Honey Nut Cheerios
will extend the reach of his,
pioneering efforts into the

homes of millions of
Americans and continue to
bring the sport to new fans.
According to recent inde
pendent polls, NASCAR's
fan base continues to grow
more diverse. For example,
African-American
fans
have increased 18 percent—
approximately 2 million
people—since 1995.

GOD BLESS
AMERICA

Bow Wow, Hector Elizondo and Major General Alfred Valenzuela join Kraft Foods, Boys &
Girls Clubs of America, and KidsPeace to celebrate children nationwide
with non-perishable items
to be donated to local
homeless shelters that ben
efit families and invites the
public to support the effort
by bringing canned goods
to the event.
"At Kraft Foods, we
are dedicated to supporting
Boys & Girls Clubs of
America because they
enrich
the
lives
of
America's families," said
Deborah
Mackiewicz,
Senior Brand Manager of
Multicultural Strategy &
Kids Alliance at Kraft
Foods. "To that end, Kraft
is honored to sponsor
National KidsDay, an
annual event that brings
families together and cele
brates children."

Kraft LalaPLAYlooza
As part of its participa
tion in National KidsDay,
Kraft Foods will host
LalaPLAYlooza, fun-filled
activities fostering healthy
living and family unity.
Kraft LalaPLAYlooza will
kick off with a family walk
and continue with a series
of interactive games,
friendly competitions, arts
and crafts where children
and adults can spend mean
ingful time together. Kraft
LalaPLAYlooza will take
place at the National
KidsDay
Picnic/Family
Event on the Ellipse in
Washington, D.C., at the
Kips Bay Boys & Girls
Club in New York City's
Bronx borough and on
Santa Monica Pier in Los
Angeles.

Dwight Barber, Daphne
Brown, Lawanda Bodden
and Monica Allen have
been preparing the students
all
summer for the
Olympics, which is being
held at Rynearson Stadium
of
Eastern
Michigan
University from July 2330.

years ago at the nation’s
capitol, Washington D. C.,
with two sports: swimming
and track and field. The
inaugural games marked
the first time in the history
of the AAU Youth Sports
Program that two national
championships were held
at the same time.
The event has explod
ed over the years from 523
participating athletes in
1967 to over 14,000 partic
ipants in 25 sports in 1999.
The Games are known as
the largest national multi
sport event for today’s
youth. It showcases the
nation’s most outstanding
junior athletes, year in and
year out.

Basketball 101 Camp

Third Annual National KidsDay
Celebration Coming Soon
NORTHFIELD, Ill. On August 3, rap artist
Bow Wow, actor Hector
Elizondo
and
Major
General Alfred Valenzuela
of the U.S. Army will join
Kraft Foods in supporting
the third annual National
KidsDay®, a nationwide
celebration spearheaded by
Boys & Girls Clubs of
America and KidsPeace to
honor
and
celebrate
American's number one
resource
children through the gift of mean
ingful time.
Taking place all across
America,
National
KidsDay features fun-filled
activities that bring kids
and
parents
together,
allowing them to play arid
rediscover one another.
With special events in
Washington, DC., New'
York City and Los Angeles,
National KidsDay also
aims to establish the first
Sunday of August each
year as a national holiday
honoring children nation
wide.
As part of the cere
monies, Kraft Foods is pre
senting a total of $45,000
to the local Boys & Girls
Clubs organizations in
Washington D.C., New
York and Los Angeles for
the express use of improv
ing Boys & Girls Clubs
athletic and active play
facilities so that children
can maintain healthy,
active lifestyles. In addi
tion, Kraft will fill a giant
Community Picnic Basket

Members of the Striders practice at Lake Vista
Park before leaving for the AAU National Junior
Olympics in Detroit.

of Tracia Richmond and
Barry Brown;
Zhaina
Bryant, 8, daughter of
Charles and Lawanda
Bodden and David Bryant;
Michael Bush, 11, son of
Priscilla Bush; Donniesha
Corbett, 15, son of Pam
and Donnie Corbett; Darius
Davis, 14, son of Ronald
and Cathy Davis; Kajira
Davis, 9, daughter of
Katrena Pugh and Kevin
Davis; Shaquill Griffin, 7,
son of Bumess and Tangie
Griffin; Shantavia Nelson,
13, son of Atty. Jean
Nelson; Devontae Persha,
son of Dwight and Tisa
Barber;
and Marquel
Sanders, 15, son of Lisa
and Claude Townsend.

"Kraft Foods has been
a generous supporter of
Boys & Girls Clubs for
many years," says Roxanne
Spillett, President of Boys
& Girls Clubs of America.
"Their participation in
National KidsDay helps us
not only touch the lives of
more families but also
honor the rich diversity and
contributions of our kids."
Celebrities, many of
whom are Boys & Girls
Club alumni and include
rap artist Bow Wow, actor
Hector Elizondo and Major
General Alfred Valenzuela,
are joining Kraft Foods and
the Boys & Girls Clubs in
their efforts and will be
making special appear
ances
at
Kraft
LalaPLAYlooza.

The Annual Meaningful
Time Check-up on U.S.
Children & Families
As part of this year's
National KidsDay, the
results of the first Annual
•Meaningful Time Check
up on U.S. Children &
Families will be released.
The first of a series of
annual "snapshots," this
research examines how
America is caring for its
kids in the areas of health,
nutrition, education, emo
tional well being, parental
involvement and key cur
rent events. The research
was sponsored by Boys &
Girls Clubs of America and
KidsPeace, with noted
child psychiatrist Dr. Alvin,
Poussaint taking a lead
role. The complete survey

results along with an abbre
viated version for the pub
lic to take and compare
with the national results is
available
on-line
at
www.kidsday.net.

About
KidsDay

National

National KidsDay is
supported by the U.S.
Conference of Mayors, an
official nonpartisan organi
zation of 1,139 cities
across the country. Art
additional Honor Roll of
supporters
include:
American Zoo & Aquarium
Association; Association of
Children's
Museums;
Association for Library
Service to Children, a divi
sion of the American
Library
Association;
Covering Kids; Foundation
for Small Voices; National
Association of Elementary
School Principals; National
Center of Missing &
Exploited Children; Search
Institute; and Voices for
America's Children. Major
corporate sponsors include:
BLOCKBUSTER; General
Mills; The Home Depot;
Kraft Foods; Major League
Baseball; Party City; and
Wal-Mart.
For more information
on National KidsDay activ
ities and "The Annual
Meaningful Time Check
up U.S. Children. &
Families," visit www.kidsday.net.

ST. PETERSBURG "Basketball 101 Camp:
Teaching Fundamentals for
Basketball and Life" will
hold a camp at 6 p.m. July
28-30 at the St. Petersburg
Beach Recreation Center,
7701 Boca Ciega Drive.
The camp will teach the
fundamentals of basketball
to youngsters from 13 to 17
years old.
"Young people are not

being taught proper funda
mentals in all sports and,
someone needs to step up
to teach and not be so con
cerned about winning or
losing,"
says
Hubert"
McCloud, program director
for Basketball 101 Camp.
The Basketball 101
Camp is aimed at giving
young people a chance to
learn new techniques, to
enhance their present

game, to advance their skill
level, to better understand
the sport and to realize that
hard work will go along
way.
Along with McCloud,
the clinicians for the ses
sion include Rob Williams,
former NBA player for the
Atlanta Hawks;
Rico
McMillian, former Howard
University guard; Arnold
Hill, a former Boca Ciega

High School basketball
standout.
Early registration is
$60 and $75 at the door.
For registration or camp
information,
contact
Hubert McCloud at (727)
385-0691 or St. Petersburg
Beach Recreation Center at
(727)363-9244.

NCAA Approves Florida A&M for
Division 1-A Football--------- ---------TALLAHASSEE
Florida A&M University
announced Monday that
the NCAA Reclassification
Committee had officially
approved its application to
move to Division 1-A foot
ball.
The favorable ruling
means that Florida A&M
can proceed full steam with
plans to play as a Division
1-A program next year.
Florida A&M Interim
Athletic Director J.R.E.
Lee, III was elated at the
NCAA’s decision Monday
evening.
"This is a great day for
Florida A&M Athletics and
the
University.
The
NCAA’s decision will
allow us to move full speed
ahead with our plans to
take not only football, but

the total athletic program to
the' highest level ,"Leesaid.
'

Florida

;

A&M

President Fred Gainous
said of Monday’s develop
ments: "I am pleased with
the efforts of the Board of
Trustees and the Athletic
Department in this historic
move. The NCAA has
placed the ball on the oneyard line and we are cer
tainly going to score."
Florida A&M, which
began Division l-AA play
25 years ago, has been a
perennial Top 25 program
since 1995.
Head coach Billy Joe
was also excited about the
announcement.
"I’m
extremely pleased that the
NCAA has granted us
Division 1-A status. This
will immediately level the

playing field for us in Com
petition "with other Division
1-A programs, especially in
the area of recruiting," Joe
said.
"We are aware that we
must get our infrastructure
in order, such as staffing,
scholarships,
coaches,
funding and facilities
before we can consider
ourselves a full-fledged
Division 1-A program," Joe
added.
FAMU has played a
number of Division 1-A

teams since 1979, when
they upset the University of
Miami, 16-13, in their firstever match up against an
upper division foe. In addi
tion to the six meetings
with Miami, the Rattlers
have also faced Temple
University and Troy (Ala.)
State. The University of
Florida is on this year’s
schedule, Sept. 13, at
Gainesville. Illinois and,
Oklahoma are slated as
opening road games for
FAMU in 2004.

She's a very
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GREEN’S MARY ANN
AFRICAN STYLES

Together we can stamp
It; only teo
. one voice; to make a
difference. Finct, yaurs .. a
www.freedoacenter,oxg

Distributor/Fashion Consultant

3409 - 16th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 439-2082 or (727) 432-7329
Mary Ann Green • Moses Green

Ladies Church Hats and Suits
including:
Mr. John Classic, Mr. D’s,
Tim Crawford, Brenda Bolling,
DonnaVinci, Ben Marc,
She’s Line, Lisa Rene and more...
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ENTERTAINMENT
B.B. King Music Festival Swings Down
to the Sun Dome--------- ------------ —--------TAMPA - This year,
the sounds of B.B. King
and company will make it
down to Tampa, as the 12th
Annual B.B. King Music
Festival takes place on
Saturday, August 9, at the
USF Sun Dome.
The nationwide festi
val kicked off on July 25 in
Las Vegas and includes
stops in Los Angeles, New
York, Chicago and Atlanta.
This year’s line up features
King and co-headliner Jeff
Beck. Ns wefll/1 New
Orleans
funk
outfit
Galactic and Florida-bred,
murky-blues band Mofro
will join the festivities as
these legendary artists
share the stage!
Always a favorite sum
mer concert choice, this
year’s B.B. King Music
Festival promises to be a
rare and unique opportuni
ty for audiences to see two
diverse yet similar musical
worlds share the same bill
and, on special occasions,
the same stage. Plus, King
will be showcasing selec
tions off his latest release,
"Reflections," now in
stores. The new record fea
tures the widest and per
haps most surprising range
of material yet heard in an
extraordinary career that
spans more than 50 albums
in as many years.
For the last 11 years
the B.B. King Music
Festival has been a high
light of thte summer touring
circuit. Created for the
"King of the Blues" him

self, the festival represents
King’s lifelong dream to
bring t the blues and top
musical talent to an everexpanding audience; both
young and old. In years
past, King has consciously
chosen to tour with some of
the great artists from a vari
ety of genres in order to
keep each summer’s festi
val unique and fresh.
Continuing that tradition,
this year’s lineup features
bands representing the
emerging grassroots rock
scene. Past themes have
included traditional blues
artists such as George
Thorogood and Jimmie
Vaughan, classic blues
artists Etta James and
Buddy Guy, The Neville
Brothers and Dr. John from
the legendary New Orleans
funk scene, and up and
coming blues talent show
cases like Jonny Lang.
. With an innovative
technique ajid a signature
guitar sound, visionary
British guitarist Beck is
one of the most acclaimed
musicians to play the festi
val to date. This former
Yardbirds guitarist has
been one of the most influ
ential artists of the last
three and a half decades.
By continually inventing
new techniques and experi
menting with modem, cut
ting-edge music, Jeff Beck
has made his name synony
mous with the electric gui
tar.
Emerging from New
Orleans in the mid-90s,

Upcoming new album, ‘So Damn Happy,’features Mary J. Blige

Galactic’s progressive funk
fusion is a contemporary
expansion on the syncopat
ed street beats of its home
town. The six-piece band
revolutionizes
New
Orleans funk in a modem
context, updating retro-.
spective grooves with elec
tronic effects, extended
improvisation, and an
adventurous set of stylistic
influences, including mod
em jazz, dance beats, hard
rock, and country blues.
Prior to this festival
Galactic will be in the stu
dio with producer Dan the
Automator putting the fin
ishing touches on their next
release due out in the fall.
Hailing from the black
water swamps of northern

BETHEL community BAPT. CHURCH
2901 54th AVE SO. • ST. PETERSBURG, FL.
.-(across the street from Albertson's)-

Saturday, August 2, 2003
Doors open at 6 p.m. • Service time at 7 p.m.

The Legendary
Doc McKenzie &
The High-Lites
Singing Their #1 Hit Songs:
*I'LL BE ALRIGHT; ‘HOLD ON
‘MAN IN THE MIDDLE
*1 WON'T COMPLAIN
*RIDE WITH JESUS;
*USE ME LORD
‘SOW GOOD SEEDS
*IF I COULD SAY A WORD;
*JESUS WILL MAKE A WAY

Lake City, South Carolina

& MANY MORE ANOINTED SONGS!

Pooh &
The Young
Inspirations

Florida, Mofro is pure-bred
"front porch soul." With an
affection for the southern
flavors of R&B, funk and
blues, the band members
have spent the better part of
their lives listening to and
playing this particular
brand of music. Since the
band's inception in 1998
they’ve toured with Ben
Harper, Robert Randolph
& the Family Band, Vida
Blue and Karl Denson just
to name a few. Eager to hit
the road again, Mofro is
ready to show this festival
crowd the true meaning of
front porch soul.
What makes this year’s
festival so exciting is the
melding of two seemingly
disparate yet very like
minded worlds . The grass
roots rock scene fan base is
by most accounts the most
open-minded since . the
young music enthusiasts of
the late 60s/early 70s.
From jazz to blues to hard
rock to funk, there’s no cat
egorization or segregation.
While young Galactic and
Mofro fans will be wowed
by two of the greatest gui
tar players of all time, the
blues and classic rock fans,
well acquainted with King
and Beck, are sure to be
enthralled by the supreme
ly talented rising stars.
The USF Sun Dome is
located at 4202 E. Fowler
Ave., Tampa. For ticket
information, contact the
Sun Dome at (813) 9743111.

Bradenton, FlortSljJ

#1 Hit Songs; *Get Your
Blessings; ‘Doctor Jesus
& More

Inspiration Dance Team

Tampa, Florida

first single from "So Damn
Happy," her eagerly antici
pated new album, it was
recently announced by
Antonio "L.A." Reid,
President and CEO, Arista
Records. As "The Only
Thing Missin'" entered its
fourth week at radio, it was
the #2 spin gainer, with a
total audience in excess of
5.2 million and adds con
tinuing to pile up from
every market, a strong
showing of support for
Aretha's latest hit.
"The
Only Thing
Missin"' is the opening
track on "So Damn
Happy," set to arrive in
stores on September 16th.
It is Franklin's 12th Arista
album since 1980, and her
first major new release
since 1998's "A Rose Is
Still A Rose." That album
featured the title tune hit
single and its follow-up,

BJR. King

A Glorious Night Of Praises!

Featuring in concert:

Aretha Franklin Back in the Top 10;
'The Only Thing Missin" Hits #10 on
Urban AC Monitor-------------------------------

Adv. Donations: $12 • Children Under 12/$6 At Door
Tickets: St. Petersburg: Looking Good Men’s Wear - 2201 34th St. So. • Flowers &
More - Maxi Mall • Reader’s Choice Books - Maxi Mall • Bethel Community Chunph
- 866-2567 • Mallay’s 18th Ave. Supermarket Bradenton: Looking Good Men’s Wear
- Desoto Junction Mall Tampa: College Hill Pharmacy For More Info. 727-266-7675
Sponsored by Bethel Community Economic Development Ministry
Time to WWPR 1490 AM Every Sunday@ 1PM • Gospel witli Sister Dollie!

There’s
A
Reason
To Read

The Weekly
Challenger!

Aretha Franklin
NEW YORK - Arista
recording artist Aretha
Franklin has zoomed to

#10 on the Billboard Urban
AC Monitor with "The
Only Thing Missin'," the

Kids Can Enter Drawing Contest for a
Chance to Visit Macy’s Thanksgiving
Day Parade--------------------- -------- —-——
TAMPA— Kids from
the Tampa area could win a
trip to New York City for
the legendary Macy’s
Thanksgiving Day Parade
by entering the "Put
Yourself on ‘The Big
Comfy Couch’ Drawing
Contest." The trip's high
lights include four days
and three nights in the Big
Apple, VIP passes to the
parade on November 27,
and a private party with the
east of "The Big Comfy
Couch," an award-winning
educational series for

preschoolers.
The contest is spon
sored by WUSF and the
acclaimed public television
program "The Big Comfy
Couch," which features
everyone’s favorite clown,
Loonette, and her best
friend, Molly the Doll. The
program is broadcast on
WUSF every weekday at 7
p.m.
To enter the contest,
children are asked to draw
themselves on "The Big
Comfy Couch" or with
Loonette and Molly. They

can include anyone else
they would like such as a
sibling, teacher or family
pet. The entries must be on
8 1/2X11 paper, but chil
dren are free to choose the
tools they use to create the
drawings: crayons, pencils,
ink, acrylic paint, etc. are
acceptable.
The drawings should
be submitted to "The Big
Comfy Couch Contest,"
WUSF, University of
South Florida, 4202 East
Fowler Ave., TVB 100,
Tampa, FL 33620. All

DALLAS - Can't make
your family reunion this
year? Don't worry, because
it's headed your way.
Starting this July, the
Ebony
Black
Family
Reunion Tour (EBFRT)
hits the road, making stops
in nine U.S. cities. The tour
features an interactive fam
ily reunion for the public
against the backdrop of a
simulated home, packed
with free, all-day activities
for the entire family.
Ebony magazine has
always, emphasized the
importance ’of the Black
family. The goal of the
EBFRT tour is to bring
Black families together in a
unique and fun-filled set
ting, and provide them with
the necessary tools to
enhance their lifestyle and
build upon their own fami
ly bonds. It's a celebration
of love, life and the . rich
history of the Black com
munity.

Now in its second year,
this 3-month tour kicked
off in Birmingham, Ala. on
Saturday, July 12; with
additional
stops
in
Nashville, TN (July 19);
Atlanta, GA (July 26);
Dallas, TX (August 2);
Houston, TX (August 9);
Cincinnati, OH (August
16); Chicago, IL (August
23);
Charlotte,
NC
(September 6); and Detroit,
MI (September 13). Each
event takes place on
Saturday from 10 a.m~- 4
p.m., and the tour expects
to draw about 50,000 peo
ple.
The
EBFRT
tour
includes three lifestyle
areas that reflect the main
elements of a family affair.
There is also an entertain
ment stage:
• In The Kitchen Features Ebony Food
Editor and "New Ebony
Cookbook" author Char
lotte Lyons who will host

soulful and heart-healthy
cooking demonstrations
and taste testing; plus food
sampling, raffles and prizedrawings.
• Family Room - Folks
can kick back and relax
with family and friends,
and even capture the
moment with a free photo
opportunity.
• Laundry Room People can shoot basket
ball hoops and try their
luck at winning fun give
aways, plus enter a raffle to
win special prizes, includ
ing a washer and dryer.
• Wellness Center - Dr.
Rovenia Brock ("Dr. Ro"),
America's most wellknown African-American
nutritionist, health expert
and media correspondent
will facilitate this compo
nent, which includes fit
ness demos and nutritional
advice; and the first 200
people to sign up will also
receive a free cholesterol

Obstetrics and Gynecology
George E. Banks,
MJ).

Marilyn W. Fudge,

5203 Central Avenue
St. Petersburg, FL

(727) 327-2966
• Most Major Insurance Plans Accepted
• New Patients Welcomed
• Office Hours By Appointment

Ir

entries must be accompa
nied by an official entry
form, which is available
from several sources: call
1-800-683-3395,
visit
www,bigcomfycouch.tv!00
13; or call WUSF at (813)
974-4000 and visit its web
site, www.wusf.org.
Winners will be select
ed from two age categories:
three to five and six to
eight. All entries must be
received by September 30.

It's a Family Affair: ‘Ebony’ Black
Family Reunion Tour Hits Major Cities
This Summer---------------- ------- ----------- —-----

George E. Banks, MJ),
and
Marilyn W. Fudge, M.D.

•3

"Here We Go Again," and
generated nearly a dozen
Grammy and NAACP
Image Awards nominations
in 1999. "The Only Thing
Missin'" was produced by
Troy Taylor, and co-written
by Taylor with Gordon
Chambers, Myiia Davis,
and Rick Williams.
Franklin is performing
"The Only Thing Missin'"
as well as her other classic
hits on her current tour,
entitled "The Queen Is
On... the 2003 Tour." As an
added surprise, certain con
certs will include at least
one special guest duet per
formance with Aretha, with
such names as Cissy
Houston
(in
a rare
reunion), Ronald lsley
(Isley Brothers), Dennis
Edwards (Temptations),
and Ali "Ollie" Woodson
(Temptations) already con
firmed.

M.D.

screening.
•
Main
Stage
Attendees can enjoy a free
"old school" concert from
some of the hottest funk
bands from 6 - 8 p.m.
People are advised to come
early due to this segment's
overwhelming popularity.
"Family has always
been the true essence of the
Black community. Since
publisher John H. Johnson
founded the magazine, the
vital need to uphold the
Black family has been at
the heart of all we do. CEO
Linda Johnson Rice is con
tinuing to make family
focus a top priority. In
today's fast-paced society,
this tour reinforces the
importance of maintaining
strong family, bonds for
both individual families
and the entire Black com
munity,"
said
Lerone
Bennett Jr., Executive
Editor of Ebony Magazine.
"When you come to
this event, you can't help
but feel like you're attend
ing a reunion with people
from your own family
because the atmosphere is
filled with festivities, edu
cational activities, music,
games and great food, it's
something that everyone from age 2 to 82 can
enjoy,"
said
Berrece
Andrews,
Associate
Director,
Multicultural
External Relations, Procter
and Gamble.
To get more informa
tion, check out www.ebonyblackfamilyreuniontour.com.

WOMAN’S WORLD
Romance Novelist Opens Eyes
Yyj**1 Punchy Tales of Black
Church Life-------------- --------------- —
bv Patricia Rice
Post-Dispatch
ST. LOUIS - Michele
Andrea Bowen is pioneer
ing a new literary genre the
African-American
Christian romance novel.
Michele Andrea Bo
wen is a novelist who
writes vividly about what
she knows well - black
church life in St. Louis.
In her new novel,
"Second Sunday," several
female members of a fic
tional St. Louis church
conspire to keep its all
male leadership from hir
ing yet another womaniz
ing pastor. The women
hatch a sting operation.
Their secret meeting takes
place in a Buick station
wagon at the White Castle
parking lot at Kings
Highway and Martin Lu
ther King Drive. The scene,
set in 1975, is so real you
can almost smell their dou
ble order of cheese fries.
Bowen, a St. Louis
native, is a pioneer of a
new genre - the AfricanAmerican Christian ro
mance novel.
"I like to give my sto
ries some punch, put some
humor in to lessen the
blow, make it easier to
digest the serious parts,"
said Bowen, 46, in a recent
interview at a downtown
hotel in St. Louis.
Bowen, who now lives
in Durham, N.C., says her
mission is to encourage
readers to lead Gospelfilled lives. It's her second
book. She married comput
er programmer Harold
Brown a month ago and
now is writing full time and
rushing to finish a third ro
mance novel by Thanks
giving.
All three novels are
morality tales about black
church folks wrapped in
descriptions of clothing
color-coded to the charac
ters' moods, weddings and
honeymoon suites (at the
Chase Hotel). Sex scenes
are steamy and limited to
the married, she said,
She has a good ear for
conversation, including the
sleep-inducing droning of a
preacher, yips of a "sweet
potato" woman giving birth
and the jive of a "a party
hearty hussy in a hot-mama
dress."
Bowen recently re
turned to her hometown for
a book signing at Wash
ington Metropolitan Afri
can Methodist Episcopal
Zion Church in midtown.
The party was a home
coming. Her grandfather,
the late Rev. Jetson Bowen
Sr., was an assistant pastor
at the church. From the
time she was a baby, her
parents, Minnie and the late
Wadell Bowen, took her to
the church, she s,aid. She
said she used to cry when
her father, a supervisor at
the downtown post office,

couldn't take them.
Her contralto voice
swelled the church's choir
while she was a student at

Michele A. Bowen

Beaumont High School,
Washington University and
later at the university's
George Warren Brown
School of Social Work. In
1981, she married for the
first time and moved to
South Carolina, where she
worked with foster families
as a social worker.
She's
seen
many
church fights, particularly
around the search for pas
tors.
"People are demanding
that their pastors are spiri
tual," she said. "They know
the Lord God governs the
pastor's life, and they want
a pastor who knows that
God is the boss."
Women often provide
the great majority of the
volunteer labor and dona
tions at black churches. So,
like the women in her new
book, they are demanding
more voice in congrega
tional policy, she said. With
more
women
pastors
breaking the old-boys cler
ical networks^ pastors in
general may get more
scrutiny before being hired,
she said.
Her own denomina
tion, the African Methodist
Episcopal Church, anoint
ed its first-ever woman
bishop, Vashti McKenzie
of Payne Memorial A.M.E.
Church in Baltimore in
2000.
"A.M.E. was founded
in 1796, and we didn't get
our first woman bishop
until 2000she said.
In "Second Sunday,"
the white pastor of a fic
tional mega-church in St.
Charles seems chiefly in

terested in power and mon
ey. Pastors like that charac
ter may have started their
careers wanting to spread
the Gospel message, she
said, but the temptations of
fancy living, sleek cars,
private planes and special
treatment put even pastors
of small churches at risk.
"I don't think the peo
ple in the Bakkers' PTL
Club, which became such a
terrible mess, started out
that way," she said, refer
ring to the scandal sur
rounding
televangelists
Tammy Faye and Jim Bakker. He served time in
prison for defrauding PTL
donors of $158 million.
Bowen knows AfricanAmerican church history.
One of her master's degrees
in black church history.
Immediately after get
ting that master's degree,
she deferred plans to write
a doctoral thesis in black
church history. Instead, she
put some of that history
and tradition into her first
Christian romance novel,
"Church Folk."
"I'm not going back to
the Ph .D. I love writing fic
tion too much," she said.
She has loved to write
all her life. When she was
in fourth grade at the nowclosed Bates Grade School

is

on Jefferson Avenue, she
won a pencil and eraser for
writing the best "scary
story" for Halloween about
a murderous motorcycle
gang. Buoyed by that prize,
she dreamed of becoming a
writer, she said. Her father
stressed that she had to pre
pare to earn a living and
encouraged her social work
career. Bowen said she "got
the courage" to write a
novel only after her father
died at 59.
So, that summer of
1994, to honor his memory,
she went to a computer and
wrote.
"I knew there were
plenty of black church
folks who would love to
read about Christian fami
lies like theirs," Bowen
said.
Her book agent, Denise
Stinson of Detroit, unsuc
cessfully tried to sell pub
lishers "Church Folk."
She'd been successful sell
ing books by other black
nonfiction writers, includ
ing evangelist Rev. T.D.
Jakes and Christian singer
Cee Cee Winans.
"No publisher wanted
'Church Folk,'" said Stin
son in a telephone inter
view from her Detroit of
fice. "Publishers couldn't
figure out how to market
it."
Most publishing hous
es don't have insight into
black or Hispanic readers'
taste, she said.
"Church Folk" was on
“Essence
Magazine's”
bestseller list for more than
a year. The book sold
50,000 copies in hardback,
Bowen said. Now more
than 100,000 have sold in
paperback, according to
Stinson?
Bowen's sales show
that
African-American
Christian readers want a
good read that relates to
their lives and that is cen
tered on Christian ideals,
Stinson said.
Reprinted with permis
sion of the St. Louis PostDispatch, copyright 2003.

Meet the Author

African American to Head Elite
Private School------------- ----------------MOUNT HOLYOKE,
Mass. - Stephanie J. Hull is
the new head mistress for
the Brearley School, one of
the nation’s most presti
gious K-12 schools for
young women, located in
New York.
Hull, 35, will be the
school’s 14th head and first
African American to lead
the 118-year-old institu
tion.
Hull has long cher
ished the dream of working
in educational administra
tion in a school for young
students, which was what
attracted her to the posi
tion, including Brearley's
mission of educating girls

for a democratic society.
She also looks forward to
living in an urban environ
ment and pursuing interests
in urban architecture, cine
ma, and art, she said.
Hull, assistant to the
president and secretary of
the College and adjunct as
sistant professor of French
at Mount Holyoke College
(MHC) in Hadley, Mass.,
credits her time working
with President Joanne V.
Creighton with giving her
an appreciation for strate
gic planning.
"I will take with me all
1 have learned about cteiating and implementing a
plan, the importance of

having one, and sticking to
it, despite any challenges
that arise," she said. Hull
assumed her position at
MHC in 1998.
"Stephanie is a won
derful friend, colleague,
and administrator who has
played a major role in mov
ing Mount Holyoke Col
lege forward over the past
five years," Creighton said.
"Stephanie knows how to
bring people together and
get things done. All mem
bers of our community .students, faculty, trustees,
alumnae, staff, and admin
istrators - have benefited
from Stephanie's effective
and hardworking commit-

ment to educating women
leaders. I'm sure that her
experience here has pre
pared her well for her
important post at Brear
ley.”
Hull, who earned mas
ter's and doctoral degrees
in French literature from
Harvard University and has
taught French courses at
Wellesley College (her
undergraduate alma mater),
Harvard, and Dartmouth,
came to MHC from Dart
mouth, where she was an
administrator and faculty
member.

Decorate for Happiness: How
Color Affects Mood
bv Cassandra and Yuwanda
Black
Ever wonder why
black signifies mourning?
Yellow, happiness? Red,
danger? Gray, conserva
tive? It's because color af
fects mood.
More of us are experi
menting with color in our
homes. If you've ever won
dered why this room is so
depressing, that room feels
so lively and that other
room just doesn't feel right,
take a moment to discover
the meaning behind color
and how it can affect you.
About Color: A Quick
Lesson
There are three groups
of colors: primary, second
ary and tertiary. The pri
mary colors are red, blue
and yellow. Secondary col
ors are green, orange and
purple. The tertiary colors
(a.k.a. intermediate colors)
are red-violet, blue-violet,
blue-green, yellow-green,
yellow-orange, and redorange.
Primary colors are
pure, meaning that no mix
is needed to achieve them.
Secondary colors are creat
ed by mixing equal propor
tions of two primary col
ors. For example, if you
mix equal portions of red
and blue, you get purple.
Tertiary colors are (a.k.a
intermediate colors) are
made by mixing a second
ary and a primary color,
e.g., red and purple make
pink.

Cassandra and Yuwanda Black

One Of the most impor
tant tools an interior deco
rator uses is a color wheel.
The color wheel is a chart
of colors that demonstrate
the relationship' between
colors. For example, com
plementary colors (e.g., red
and green) are opposite
each other Analogous col
ors (e.g., red and yellow)
are side by side.
Becoming
familiar
with colors arid how they
relate to each other is inte
gral to understanding how
color evokes moods
What Color Evokes
What Mood
The color wheel is
divided into warm and cool
colors. The warm side is
red to yellow-green. The
cool side is from greenblue to violet. Warm colors
are known to excite; cools
colors to calm. Depending
on the hue, color can over
stimulate or depress. . It is
usually in the tertiary col
ors that we find the right
balance. The following is a
list of attributes that are

described to pri
mary and secondary colors.
Primary colors:
• Red: (think passion)
stimulates, arouses, height
ens awareness j
• Blue: (think water;
the ocean) relaxes, calms,
-transfixes.
• Yellow;, (think sun)
recharges, energizes, revi
talizes
Secondary colors cre
ate gradations of the feel
ings attributed to primary
colors.
• Green (Blue/Yellow)
stabilizes; balances.
• Orange: (Red/Green)
cheers, orders.
• Purple: (Blue/Red)
protects, comforts.
How to Effectively
Use Color in Your Home
Now that you know
more about which colors
evoke what moods, it
should be easier to begin
selecting colors that not
only fit your design palette,
but your emotional palette
as well.
Warm colors work well

in areas where you wish to
stimulate conversation and
promote interaction. Think
lively yellow in the kit
chen; demure red in the liv
ing room; terra cotta
orange in the den. These
are rooms where family
and friends congregate and
interaction is expected.
By contrast, you want
to put cool colors in areas
where you relax: lavender
bathroom; ocean-blue bed
room; forest green study.
Although these are
widely accepted notions,
the assignment of qualities
to color is based on culture.
For example, in America,
black is for mourning. In
China, it's white.
The use of color in
your home can be fun and
exciting. Yuwanda Black,
co-owner of the online
retailer EthnicHomeDecor
.com states. "I love color. It
makes; me feel complete.
My home runs the gamut:
green bathroom, lavender
bedroom and an orange/
terra cotta, color in the liv
ing room."
The
overwhelming
emotion you want to feel at
home is happiness - so con
sult a color wheel and start
painting!
Sisters Yuwanda and
Cassandra Black are the
owners of EthnicHome
Decor.com, headquartered
in New York City.

Michele Andrea Bowen Will be
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at Reader’s Choice

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS

Books and Gift Expressions,

Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser

4301 - 34th St. S., Suite, 102,

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

Wednesday, July 30,5-8 p.m.

i
I

i

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God Given Power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene

i

Mid PENINiuiA Seafood I
MARKET & RESTAURANT
400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL
327- 8309
328- 8309
Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday ..Gone Fishin1

FRESH CONCH, MARINATED
IN LIME JOICE AND SPICES,

COMBINED WITH LOTS OF
FRESH VEGGIES!

4.99

2.99

6.99

LIMITED TIME ONLY!

WHERE THE LOCALS BUY ... FOR OVER 21 YEARS

1
1

1

i

mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
i
false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky

i

numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She

i
I
I

will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
i
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of

IT’S BAAAACK!

DON’S HOMEMADE
CONCH SALAD

1

i

i
I

I was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like
everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves me.
- Hillary Williams

1

all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to I
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be I
helped and freed from all your troubles?

Don't fail to call or write to her today.

Send Self-Addressed Envelope

1

Rev. Mother Superior Williams

!

3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

!

(813) 874-5581
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
Pleasant Grove
Missionary Baptist
Church-------—-------Pastor Joseph Gordon
and the Pleasant Grove
Church family invite you
to worship with them on
Sunday, July 27.
The Gospel Chorus
will render Song Service,
and the Adult Male Usher
Board will serve in the 7
a.m. Early Morning Wor
ship Service.
Sunday School begins
at 9:30 a.m. with Superin
tendent Deacon Philip Car
ter presiding.
Mid-morning worship
begins at 10:50 a.m. The
Youth Praise Team and
Choir will render Song
Service, and the Youth
Usher Board will serve.
Also at 4 p.m., the
Youth Choir will sponsor a
summer musical. Guest
choirs have been invited to
share on this program.
The Bible Drill Team
will rehearse on Friday,
July 25, at 6:30 p.m. with
Commander Deacon Jim
Anderson.
The Youth Choir will

Travelers’ Rest
Missionary Baptist
Church----------------- —

rehearse on Saturday, July
26, from 1:30-3:15 pm.
Parents - please bring and
encourage your childlchildren to attend. Tempie Eth
eridge is the supervisor.
Also at 3 p.m., the
Youth Usher Board will
meet with their directors,
Henry and Julia Watkins.
Likewise, parents - please
encourage your children to
attend.
The Outreach Mission
Center has free clothing,
shoes and non-perishable
food for the needy. The
center is located at 2500 Ninth Ave. S., 9:30 a.m.-5
p.m., Monday through Sat
urday. For information, call
(727) 322-5350. Sandra
Bentley is the director.
Let us continue to keep
all sick, shut-ins, bereaved
and our troops in prayer.
Thought for the week:
“Be ye therefore followers
of God as dear children.”
(Ephesians 5:1)
May His peace be with
you until we meet again.

Jesus Is Lord

Children are precious
gifts from God, and we
love them. It takes a whole
village to raise a child to
compassion, competence
and character.
Pastor D. Franklin
Browne and the congrega
tion of Travelers’ Rest wel
come everyone to service.
This fourth Sunday is
Youth Sunday, and we cel
ebrate and accentuate our
children.
Worship services: 8
a.m., Contemporary Wor
ship with the Praise Team
leading the Music Minis
try. The sermon will be
preached
by
Pastor
Browne. 9:30 a.m., Life
Development
Sunday
School, and 11 a.m., Tra
ditional Service with Pas
tor Browne delivering
God’s Word, and the Youth
Department in charge of
devotional service, Music
Ministry and Ushering.
Men’s Ministry will serve
as greeters.
The church family is
reminded to bring all
school supplies to church
on Sunday, July 27, for dis
tribution to our children

Church has Lecture
Series on Black
Presence in the Bible

before they return to school
on August 5.
Weekly activities:
Thursday, July 24 - Indepth study of the scripture
and nursing home visita
tion; Mid-Day Bible Study
Ministry, 11 a.m.; Konsonant Choir rehearsal, 7
p.m.
Friday, July 25 - Praise
Team rehearsal, 5:30 p.m.
Saturday, July 26 Verlie Ford Circle meeting
and visitation of sick mem
bers, 12 p.m.
- Monday, July 28 Deacon Ministry meeting,
7 p.m.
Wednesday, July 30 Prayer meeting, 7-7:30
p.m.; and Adult Bible Stu
dy, 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Seeking church mem
bership? We invite you to
join our fellowship.
If you need transporta
tion to worship service or
church activities, please
contact the church office,
(727) 822-4869, the day
prior to any scheduled ser
vice and not later than 12
noon on Saturdays.
See you in church on
Sunday!

GO® IS G00©

The Rock of Jesus draw on the writings of the
Missionary
Baptist Rev. Walter Arthur Mc
Church, housed at Cove Cray, author of “The Black
nant Presbyterian Church, Presence in the Bible: Dis
4201 - 6th St. S., is having covering the Black and
a city-wide “Black Pre African Identity of Biblical
sence in the Bible” lecture Persons and Nations.”
series, primarily for men.
Rev. Frank Peterman,
The series has been devel Jr., pastor of the Rock of
oped to encourage black Jesus Church, says, “As
male participation because Christians, we believe in
of the socio-economic the teachings of Jesus as
impacts (prison, incar stated in the Bible that
ceration, drug abuse, ‘God is no respecter of per
unemployment) concern sons’ (Acts 10:34), which
ing
African-American is interpreted that God ren
males in this country. How ders justice and mercy to
ever, everyone is invited.
all people regardless of
The series begins 7 their color or background.
p.m. Tuesday, August 5, However, the Bible clearly
and continues for a month demonstrates that people of
every Tuesday at the same African descent helped to
time.
establish the great Chris
For years, noted black tian movement that we
theologians such as Dr. know today.”
Cain Hope Felder, New
The Rock of Jesus
Testament professor at Missionary Baptist Church
Howard University School conducts its worship serv
of Divinity, and Dr. James ices at 8:45 a.m. in the
Cone, professor of Syste sanctuary of Covenant
matic Theology, Union Presbyterian Church which
Theological
Seminary, is where the lecture series
have emphasized the fact will take place, 4201 - 6th
that there were distinctive Street S.
black personalities who
For further informahelped to establish the ' tion, call (727) 822-7674.
Christian faith, information
that is not readily known in
our communities.
The lecture series will
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Greater Light AME Zion Church
1400 9th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 823-3611

"Soaring Higher in
Christ Jesus"

African Methodist Episcopal Church

• Wednesday- Prayer Meeting & Bible Study,
7:00pm- Until
• Thursday- Tutoring for K thru 5th,
6:30pm- 7:30pm
• Friday- Great Book Review for Youth, 7:00pm
• Saturday- Young Men's Bible Study, "Teen Word"

Pastor Dr. Henry Jones

9:00am- 10:00am

4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

The CWC is prepariIg
for their Women’s Retrelt
October 17-18. Please con
tact Charolette Bryant, La
Verne Roberts or Connie
Welch for additional infer-*
mation. We are encourag-l
ing all women of Prayer
Tower to please partici
pate, and “let us enjoy the
Lord together in unity!”
The YPWW District
Meeting will be at Prayer
Tower July 26 at 3:30 p.m.
Also, don’t forget that on
July 30 at 7:30 p.m.,
Pentecostal
Temple
COGIC will culminate our
pastor’s anniversary serv
ices.
Remember to pray for
our sick and shut-in mem
bers. Pray and study the
Word of God constantly. If
I be lifted up from the
earth, I will draw,all men
unto Me. Let everything
that has breath praise the
Lord!

“O give thanks unto
the Lord, for He is good,
His mercy endureth forev
er.” (Chronicles 16:34)
Supt. Elder Clarence
Welch and the Prayer Tow
er COGIC church family
welcome you with open
arms to worship with us at
any time. We encourage
your continual patronage,
love, fellowship and sup
port of our church. Re
member that Prayer Tower
is the tower of power, so
you will be uniquely
blessed!
Mission itinerary:
Prayer Tower will be
having our annual Vacation
Bible School starting July
28 to August 1 . If you need
transportation, please con
tact Johnny Welch.
The Missionary Socie
ty service will be July 27 at
5:30 p.m. Missionary
Christine Beacham is in
charge of the service.

Greater Light A.M.E.
Zion------ —--------------Greater Light A.M.E.
Zion Church will be host
ing their Annual Back-toSchool Giveaway, this
Saturday, July 26, from 10
a.m. to noon. Among the
items on the list are free
school supplies, clothes,
and shoes. Everyone is
welcome to attend! Greater

Light A.M.E Zion is locat
ed at 1400 9th St. S„ St.
Petersburg, Rev. Harry
Jones, Pastor. For more
information,
call
the
church offices at (727)
823-3611.

2232 62nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 867-2400

Pastor Keturah
D. Pittman

WOrks!
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Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838
The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

Covenant

11 sI-Il
Church
3850 Pompano Drive SE,
Coquina Key
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Ph: 865-9636

Each 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
F
E
L
L

9:45am
11:00am
6:00pm- 7:00pm

Spiritual Counseling

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11 a.m.

GRACE

-J

Saint Mark
• Sunday- Church School,
• Sunday- Worship Service,
• Tuesday- Operation "BIG EAR",

Tuesday........................................ ....... Bible Study 7 p.m.
Friday................................. Evangelistic Service 7 p.m.

Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

bi.

Prayer Tower COG 1C

Pastor,
Joseph Bobby Reid

Ordained(Missionary
(Johnnie (Mae (Howard
Caff: 121 895-5239

Prayer/Praise Service
7:30 p.m. Wednesday

Bible Study
8:00 p.m. Wednesday

A “Woman After
CENTER

GRACE
O
service
Sunday School
9:30 - 10:30

Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30

Wed. - Pray 7:00

W
s

Phone
(813) 328-9412

H
I
P

NURSERY AND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Bible Study 7:30

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

Queen Street

350137th. St. So. • St. Pete, FL 33711
Church: 867-4144
Pastor: Elder Franklin Evans

1732 9th Avenue SOuth
St. Petersburg, FlOrida 33712
(727) 896-4356
8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Tuesday Bible Study
7:30 P.M. - Thursday Pastoral
Teaching

Co-Pastor: Sis. Rebecca L. Evans
9:30 a.m.

Sunday School

11:15 a.m.

Morning Worship

Bible Study (Monday)

7:00 p.m.

Youth Bible Study (Tuesday)

6:30 p.m.

YPWW First and Third Sunday of
Each Month after Morning Service

6:30 p.m.
Prayer (Wednesday)
Prayer (Tues. & Thurs.) 11 a.m.-12 p.m.

Prayer (Sat.)

Sunday School

Spiritualty Connected

9:00 a.m.

Cafffor “Prayers &
Testimonies

Sunday Worship
10:00 a.m.

Church Ot God In Christ

Elder A.P. Cottage, Pastor

Emmanuel Christian Fellowship Inc.

Qods
Own (Heart...

LIGHTHOUSE CATHEDRAL OF FAITH
309 15th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
Telephone: 727-823-5750
Fax: 727-821-9000
Archbishop Willie Bolden, D.D., D.D.
Pastor Glenda Bolden, PH.D., D.D.
Delores Ross, Resident Pastor

Willie & Glenda
Bolden

Sunday Morning Prayer................ ................. .................................... 8:00 AM
Sunday School......................................................................................... 8:15 AM
Sunday Worship Service...................................................................... 9:00 AM
Intercessory Prayer - Wednesday...................................................... 6:30 PM
Bible Study - Wednesday......................................................................7:30 PM
Intercessory Prayor - Saturday........... ................................................. 6:00 PM
“Arise shine; for thy light is come, and the glory of the Lord is risen upon thee.” (Isaiah 60:1)

6:00 a.m.

“All Are Welcome” • “Bring A Friend”

Moore’s Chapel
AME Church
Rev. James T. Blount - Pastor
Sunday Worship - 8:00 and 11:00 a.m.

Sunday School (all ages) - 9:30a.m.
\foon Day Prayer/Bible Study - Wednesday -12:00 p.m.

Bible Study - Wednesday - 7:00 pm.
3037 - Fairfield Avenue south
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(727) 321-3545
“Where The Word Is Changing Lives”

Greater Mt. Zion
African Methodist
Episcopal Church
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Rev. Clarence Williams,
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Pastor
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

1

St MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
Schedule of Services
Church School.......................... 9:30
Morning Worship ........................ n
Baptist Training Union................... 5
Evening Worship ..................... 6:30
Prayer Meeting
Thursday.......................................... 7

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

p.m.

„

Rev. Brian K. Brown

“One weekjrom church makes one weak.”

KELJGIOU^IEW^ontinues

THE WEEKLYCHALLENGER/THURSDAYIULY24-3(L2003

Friendship Missionary Baptist
Church-------- -- ----------- --- -----------------When praises go UP,
blessings come down.
Pastor John A. Evans,
Sr., the official church staff
and the entire Friendship
Missionary Baptist Church
family invite you to join us
for Sunday Worship Ser
vice this Sunday, July 27,
and to all church-related
activities and events during
the upcoming week.
Services begin at 7:45
a.m. Devotion will be led
by the Deacons Ministry,
the Angelic and Teen
Choirs will serve in both
services and Pastor Evans
will proclaim the divine
Word of God.
Church School begins
at 9:30 a.m. with the super
intendent in charge.
A second service is
held at 10:45 a.m. opening
with Minister, of Music
John Frazier and the Praise
Team.
“If My people who are
called by My name shall
humble themselves and

pray and seek My face and
turn from their wicked
ways, then will 1 hear from
heaven and will forgive
their sin and will heal their
land.”
Schedule of events:
Annual church picnic,
Saturday, July 26,10 a.m.2 p.m. on the church
grounds.
Monday, July 28, 7
p.m., Pastor’s Anniversary
meeting. All are invited to
attend.
Tuesday, July 29,
Youth Church Enrichment
and all Youth Ministries.
Please plan to attend.
Wednesday, July 30,
Noonday Bible Study; also
Wednesday from 12-2
p.m., Bread of Life Minis
try serving lunch to all
needy in the community; 7
p.m., Prayer Service,
Praise Team. Proclamation
- Bible Study book, Luke.
Theme for Prayer Service
in the month of July, “Sav
ing souls and salvaging

Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church
“Then Jesus said unto
His disciples, ‘If any man
will come after Me, let him
deny Himself and take up
his cross and follow me.’”
(Matthew 16:24)
Pastor
Clarence
Williams, the church staff
and the entire Mt. Zion
A.M.E. Church family
welcome your presence on
this fourth Sunday in July.
Services are held at 7:30
a.m. and 11 a.m. with the
Praise Team setting the
tone. The Youth Choir and
ushers will serve in both
services, and Pastor Wil
liams will bring a message
from on high. Church
School will follow at 9:30
a.m. with our superintend-ent in charge.
Our. Vintage Adult Bi
ble Ministry (55 and over)
invites one and all to visit
with us each Wednesday
from 11 a.m.-l p.m. for Bi
ble Study and a nourishing
meal. Pastor Williams is
the teacher, and the Word is
presented so that all under

lives” (Philippians 1:1920). Bible Study theme:
“Good news for all” (Luke
12), 7:30 p.m.
Applicants
wanted:
The Friendship Missionary
Baptist Church Music
Ministry is accepting res
umes for an organist. If you
are interested or know of
someone, please contact
the church office at (727)
906-8300 or the Minister
of Music John Frazier at
(727) 866-1172.
We are remembering
all our sick and shut-in
members in prayer and
love knowing that a phone
call or a visit can really lift
one’s spirit when confined
in our homes or any med
ical facility. Bereaved fam
ilies: Calvin Hunter in the
passing of his uncle and the
family of Thaddis Fowler.
Other pertinent news
can be found in the church
bulletin that’s passed out
each Sunday during serv
ice.

stand. The fellowship is
great, and you’ll get a spir
itual and physical feeding.
In need of a mid-week
lift? Then, Mt. Zion is the
place. Each Wednesday
night from 7-8 p.m., we ex
perience the awesome
power of the Holy Ghost at
our “Hour of Power” wor
ship. Songs of praise, testi
monies and the Word are
provided. Come join us as
we lift high the name of
Jesus. We are having a hal
lelujah good time. Come as
you are and be blessed!
The Harvest Day plan
ning committee is geared
up. Any and all persons in
terested in joining are
encouraged to come out
Thursday, July 24, Tues
day, July 29, and Tuesday,
August 5, at 6:30 p.m. Feel
free to bring your ideas to
the table.
Women of Power will
hold their monthly meeting
on Saturday, July 26, at 11
a.m.
O.L. Nicks Missionary

FOfget nOt the LOrd and His many blessings!

Society meeting is sched
uled for Tuesday, July 29,
at 7 p.m.
Your participation is
welcome to ahy and all of
our church activities.
Weekly activities:
Monday - Bible Study,
6-7 p.m.
Wednesday - Vintage
Bible Study, 11 a.m.-12:30
p.m.; Men’s Bible Study, 67 p.m.; Hour of Power
Praise Service, 7-8 p.m.
Thought for the week:
“If we don’t control our
tongue, every part of our
life is threatened.”
Be blessed and have a
Jesus-filled week.

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church-----------Let everything that has
breath praise the Lord.
The New Hope Mis
sionary Baptist Church
family invites you to wor
ship with us.
Sunday School begins
at 9 a.m. with Brenda Ad
ams in charge.
Morning Worship Ser
vice begins at 10:15 a.m.
with the deacons in charge
of Devotion. Rev. Alfonso
Woods of Galilee Mission
ary Baptist Church will de
liver the Bread of Life. The
Youth Choir will sing
praises to the Lord with
Minister of Music Tony

Young. Please join us in a
spirit-filled worship ser
vice.
Weekly events:
• Prayer meeting and
Bible Study, Tuesday, 6:30
p.m.
• Prayer Band, Thurs
day, 11 a.m.
• Mass Choir rehearsal,
7:30 p.m.
Upcoming events:
• Annual clothes and
school supply giveaway.
• Men’s Ministry
church picnic.
• Trustee Day, August
24.

Bethel Metropolitan Baptist
Church-------------------- ------------------Bjethel Metropolitan
invites the community to
join us for worship service
at 8 a.m., Sunday School at
9:30 a.m. and worship
service at 11 am.
Beginning in August
the Prayer Ministry Pantry
will be open every 1st and
3rd Wednesday and every
1st and 4th Saturday.

The Prayer Ministry
has also put in place the
Upper Room Prayer Time
each Friday at 7 p.m. They
seek the participation of the
entire church and commu
nity in praying for sick and
shut-in, guidance of the
Holy Spirit in our search,
church ministries and our
daily lives.

Bethel Metropolitan is
a friendly body with a
kaleidoscope of ministries
for all ages. We have been
striving to give a positive
Christian witness for 100
years, and we invite you to
join us.

GOD
BLESS

|-CB[UI<CH 1)1[]l<E(ZTORIE!s
Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. s.
St. Pete, FL 33712

Greater 81. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

Missionary Baptist

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

327-0997

Sunday School .... . . ... .................. .. . 9:30 a.m.

Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor

g

Morning Worship

11:00 a.m.

Evening Worship

. . . 6 p.iy.

3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300

Sunday School 40:00 a.ms
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.

——«

Ttres'da'y'Nigbt

General BibIe Study

.W'r,

TUESDAY

Thursday Night Prayer

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.

Meeting & Teachers Meeting

FRIDAY
Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.

Rev. Clyde WiIliams

We welcome you at all times.

PRAYER TIMES
Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour before
service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.

RADIO BROADCAST
Sundays 7:45 a.ffi.
If you would like to come to church and do not have a way, call
327-0997.

Sunday. 7:45.AM and
11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Wednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life
Thursday
Prayer and Bible Study 7 PM
also Youth Enrichment Hour

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
Church
’We're Busy as Bees -

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

But Sweet As Honey"
912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg. FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089

4100 Dr. Martin Luther King
Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
727-894-5315 • Fax: 727-894-5315
Email:
www.lakemaggiore c@vahoo.coro

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
Pastor

Church School .................... 9:00 A.M.
New Member Class........... 9:00 A.M.
Morning Worship........................... 10:30A.M.

Pastor Ronald Fluker
and wue, Snana

Sunday Night Worship.................................................. 7:00p.m.

Wednesday Prayer/Bible Study .. ................... 7:00 p.m.

A Cooperative Southern Baptist, Multi-Cultural

Church, Everyone Welcome!

Traveler’s Rest

2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor

Morning Glory
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Community Bible Study
Prayer & Bible Study
Intercessory Prayer

Sunday

Tuesday
Wednesday
Saturday

9:30 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
5:45 a.m.

“A church working togetherfor the upbuilding of Qods kingdom”

First Baptist

Rev. Wayne

Missionary BaPtist
Church

INSTITUTIONAL

G.

Church

Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School, - 9:30

2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822*4869
Residence: 824-6021

a.m.

MORNING WORSHIP - 11:OO A.M.

Come Worship With
the First Baptist FamiLY

Mid-Morning Worship Service . .10:45 a.m.

Sunday School..............

........ 9:30 a.m.

Prayer/Praise Service (Weds.)

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church

Rev. Donald
F. Browne

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

5Z^Lon.
3455 26th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
dephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240

H-mail: bchurch5@tampabav.rr.com
Morning Worship: 8:00 and 11:00 A.M.

Sunday School - 9:30 A.M.

Wednesday: Prayer Meeting/Bible Study/

955 - 20th Street SOuth
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311
www.mzprogressive.org
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.

AWANA - 7:00 P.M

Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.

" Church of The Open Door -

Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.

Centennial Celebration"
" 100 Years of God’s Favor"

feptecostal Teiyplc Church of God ip Christ

St. Petersburg, FL,
Phone: 323-7518

Minister In Training

Sunday Night Disciple Training...... ............... 6:00 p.m.

Sunday Morning Bible Class . ............... 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship..................10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday............... .7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship .................... 5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class............... 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

3144 Third Avenue; South

John A. Evans

Sunday School...................................................... 9:30 a.m.

Bro. Robert Smith

Prayer / Bible Study .Tuesday 7:00 PM.

Youth Bible Study . .Thursday 6:00 PM.

Sunday Worship ................................................ ..11:00 a.m.

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

Pastor John A. Evans

5 p. m?*

SUNDAY.......

903

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

Friendship

Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
2003

(Adult and Youth)

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

Are you doing what God wants you to do?
Need your Ministry Degree or Ordination?
Call Us Today!

RELIGIOUS NEWS continues

Feast ‘n Fellowship at
New Philadelphia

Rev. Constance Samuels Receives Honorary Doctorate Degree

L-R: Dr. Curtis Burrowes, Dr. David Boyd, Rev.
Constance D. Samuels and Dr. Harriett E. Boyd

Family and Friends
photos provided by Peace Productions & Photography.

The Rev. Deborah R. Green and the Rev. Dr.
Constance D. Samuels
TAMPA - The Tampa
Bay Bible College held its
2003 commencement cere
mony on July 12 at the
University of South Florida
Cooper Hall. Family and
friends gathered to be a part
of this special occasion,
applauding the achieve
ments and shouting the vic
tory, “For they have come
this far by faith.”
This celebration was
not the culmination but the
beginning of many hours of
hard work, sacrifice, study
and classes as the paths will
unfold even more so for
these individuals to do the
work of the Lord. Their
studying to show them
selves approved has in fact
paid off.
The keynote speaker,
Dr. Harriett B. Boyd of
Harvest Time Ministries,
Inc., delivered a power-

packed message to those
receiving their degrees and
who will go on to deliver
the unadulterated Word of
God. With sensitivity and
wisdom, Boyd encouraged
her listeners to live up to
the standards God holds for
them and to maintain their
strength and character
while representing the di
vine Word.
The Rev. Constance
Samuels of Earth Mission,
Inc., sat beholding all that
was taking place. As she
watched, listened and med
itated, expressions of joy
and satisfaction were upon
her face. Many of those
graduating were young
Christians she took under
her wings to help them de
velop their own foundation
for this mission.
Samuels has been on
tire battlefield for the Lord

L-R: The Rev. Deborah R. Green, Dr. Constance
D. Samuels, Nancy Kirkland and Evangelist
Charlotte Anderson

for as long as some of us
can remember. She was
licensed and ordained as
the first minority in the
Baptist denomination and
ordained as the first female
by the Rev. Nathaniel
Tindall.
Samuels was honored
during this ceremony and
graced with an honorary
Doctor of Humanities
degree. The degree was
presented to her by Dr.
David Boyd and Dr. Curtis
Burrowes.

Humbly accepting this
honor, Samuels’ character
is certainly reflective of
such a proverbial woman, a
woman after God’s own
heart, a woman whose walk
with God is evident in the
Tampa Bay community.
Samuels, saved by
God’s wonderful grace
more than 38 years ago, is a
woman who has gone forth
despite her many trials,
tribulations and stumbling
blocks. She
a deserving
woman of God, one who

is

has demonstrated compas
sion for those in need and
who has an enterprising
spirit of giving and nur
turing those standing by the
wayside with no sense of
direction, giving them a
message of peace the hope
for their future.
Samuels has been a
foster parent for 31 years, a
chaplain and musician for
25 years, youth director of
Union Foreign Baptist
Association for 35 years.
She can also be credited for
having licensed more than
12 ministers, ordained nine
ministers, two missionaries
and
one
evangelist,
installed two pastors and
inspired hundreds of others
to listen to the calling of the
Lord. Other accomplish
ments of this woman of
God are many, and the list
will continue to unfold
while she allows God to
use her to His divine glory.
Samuels’
daughter,
Minister Deborah Green,
has been by her mother’s

side every step of the way,
assisting her in Earth
Mission’s Ministry. Green
also received her masters
degree in church adminis
tration during this ceremo
ny. She is the youth pastor
and executive director of
the Youth Cultural Arts
Program at the church.
Green, like many others,
was licensed and ordained
under her mother’s pastorage. Following in her
mother’s footsteps, she too,
is developing into a power
ful woman of God and has
proclaimed His Word as
her guide.
Theodore Roosevelt
said, “Much has been given
us, and much will rightfully
be expected from us,” and
to recite Luke 12:48,
“Much is required from
those to whom much is giv
en.”

The church family of
New Philadelphia will
feast and fellowship on
Sunday following midmorning worship. The hon
oree is Y’desha Alsup, a
senior at Florida A&M
University. She will be
departing within coining
week to finish her final
year of undergraduate stud
ies. Y’desha’s future plans
are to enter graduate
school. Members and
friends
will
prepare
favprite food dishes of
Y’desha to be served at the
feast and fellowship cele
bration.
Prayer fellowship and
intercessory praying take
place on Monday at 6:30
p.m., except on the third
Monday. On this day,
members of church family
attend monthly meeting of

Twin
Brooks
Neighborhood Association,
which is also held at 6:30
p.m. Members attending
are urged to be on time.
Concluding
Bible
Study sessions on the doc
trine of “election” are
presently being held week
ly on Thursday at 7 p.m.
This specific topic is part
of general theme of study,
“God’s Will.” title of this
week’s discussion is, “Heir
of Salvation, Purchased of
God.” The goal of session
is to discern how doctrine
of election can revolution
ize one’s relationship with
God on a relevant and
practical level. Study mate
rial is provided but partici
pants should bring Bibles.,

Lake Maggiore Baptist Church
The mission of the
Lake Maggiore Baptist
Church is to be a covenant
fellowship: Worshipping
God, equipping the believ
ers, evangelizing the lost,
and ministering effective
ly. (Matthew 28:19-20)
We have a community
food pantry and clothes
closet that is a Ministry of
PRAY Ministry sponsored
by Lake Maggiore Baptist
Church and Southside Tab
ernacle Baptist Church.
Upcoming Ministries:
Through July 31 Hunger Awareness Day for
Florida Baptist Convention

churches. Theme, “Open
your heart...stretch your
hand.” To help or if you
need more information,
contact the Rev. Ron
Fluker, (727) 894-5315 or
call direct to the Southern
Baptist Convention at
(800) 226-8584, ext. 8251.
July 25 - Street Minis
try at 6 p.in.
July 26 - Baptist Men
at 6 p.m. in Fellowship
Hall at the church.
A cooperative south
ern Baptist, multi-cultural
church where everybody is
welcome!

Earth Mission Miracle Temple Of Deliverance
The Church Where The Anointing Makes.
The Difference ”

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Sunday Morning Worship
10 a.m.
Church School & Prayer
9 ajn.
Weekly Bible Study Tuesdays 7 pan.
Ministerial Class Thursdays 6 pjn.
Cultural Arts Pro8rams After School

Mon.. Wed-. Friday - 6:OOpm -8:00pm

Free Registration
For more information, contact

Deborah R. Green, Executive Director,
at: (727) 821-9472

Early Morning Worship......... .............. ,.;,.7:00 a m.
Sunday School............................... .......... ................... ......9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship................................................. ........ ...10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union..... ............................................... 4:30 p.m.
Communion................... ........................7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays...... ......... ....................................................... ..7:30 p.m.

2611 5th. Ave.« St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Church Phone: (727> 323-3210
Pastor’s QfBce: <727) 895-9591
Rev. Constance D. Samuels - Pastor

Bus ministry provided for ail services •

Rev. Joseph Gordon

Your presence is welcomed

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

Unity Temple Of Truth
Church

505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship.......... ............................ 7:45 a.m.
Sunday SchooI ............................................. 9:15 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship ..................... . . .10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ................................. .5:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship ......Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible Sludy/Ftciyer Service . .Thursday 7:30 p.m.

} 11 Prescott Street South
Sunday Morning Study ............10:00 AM
Morning Worship......................11 :00 AM

Rev. Emily Gillespie, Guest Minister
(The Church Of The Daily Word)

Comejoin us at the Churck where everyone is idefcome!
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God By Faith

aWb

3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St.
Petersburg, FL

■ jE

327-5926 • 327-2656

CammumtU Church

^eftr

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733
Wisdom. School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

Prayer Tower Church OS God In Christ

Sunday Services:
Church School................
............................
9am
Praise & Worship Services . . .................................
. . 10:30am
Tuesday Services:
Prayer' Service . . ........................
............................. ..
6:30pm
Bible Study .....
............
....................................
7pm
Join us aswe faff up

tfe name ofJesus

Weekly Services

Sble CIctss Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
The church where everybody is somebody andChrist is ad.

St. Joseph Church

2051 • 9th Avenue Soulh,
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Clifford F. Cannedy, Sr., Pastof
' (813) 822-2455

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
(727)896-5228

Sunday Services

Sunday Service ............................................................ 8 00am
Sunday School....................................................
9 30 a m
Mor ni ng Vtorship .......................................................... 11:00am
Baptist Training Union ...................... .......................... 5:oo p.m.

PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

2120 -19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

Church School... .9:30 a.m.
Wednesday Youth
Morning Worship. 11:00 a.m.
Rehearsal.... ........ 5:30 p.niJ
jjTJ................... .,5:00 p.m. - Thursday Prayer S Church
Evening Worship . 6;00 p.m. School Study.. ..7:30 p.m
Tuesday Evening
Bible Class
7 30 p m
Choir RehearsaI Tt-00 a m

Deacon Ministry........................ .........................................................
Deacon Edward Nesbitt
Finance Ministry............................................................ ................. ...
James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry.................. ....................... ... ..................... .............. Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry.................................................................... ...................................... Wyvonnia McGee

1500 N. Pennsylvania Avenue
CIearwater, Aorida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Personage: 446-6056

.... .9:30 am.
SuncJdy Sc hod, >,.
SBjSpj Morning Worship......... . ........ ... ....... .11 am Night Worship............................ ...... 7 pm.
Tuesday Sfcte Class.. 1 ......... ............ 8 p.m.
Friday Tory Service..............
........... 8 pro,
Saturday, Sabbath School.,. . .,,..,11 am

s.

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor

St. John Missionary ‘Baptist Cfiurch

a All Nations Church of

MB

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody” ,

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg
Sunday Masses Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Gospel Choir 9 ajn.
Traditional Choir 11 a.m.

Stewart- Isom MemoriaL Christian Methodist
EPISCOPAL Church

1135 37th Street South, St.
Pete,FL
Elder Clarence WeIch, Pastor
Sunday Schoo110 a.m.
■ - < 1 sNY
Morning Service 11:31) a.m.
YPWW5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
* -.A
Night ServIces 7:30 p.m.
"JnAW
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.

1820 Walton Street S„ St. Ftete, FL 33712
<813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9 30 a m.
Morning Worship: 11:00 a m
Bible Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.
Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

*
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NORTH CENTRAL NEWS
OCALA
NEWS

by Jim Thorpe
RELIGIOUS NEWS
The Saint Paul Mis
sionary Baptist Church,
3861 Southeast Maricamp
Rd., Ocala, will observe
their Family and Friends
Day program on Sunday,
July 26.
The 11 a.m. service
speaker of the hour will be
Rev. Johnny Bernard, and
for the 3 p.m. service, the
Rev. Dwayne Williams.
Everyone is invited to
come out and worship with
us in Jesus’ name.
Dinner will be served
after the 11 a.m. service.

The history of New
Hope Missionary Baptist
Church is as follows:
An idea was bom in the
minds of a few believers
that a Baptist church was
needed in Anthony, Fla. On
August 4,1913, their ideas
became a reality. They
received a generous gift of
land from the Thompson
family and erected the
church in uptown Anthony
on old 301.
The first pastor was the
Rev. Aaron White. There
was very little warmth
except for possibly that
provided by one wooden
stove.
We pause to salute the
pioneers of this effort:
Deacon Zack McCray,
Lucy McCray, Deacon
Houston, Sister Houston,
Ada Warren, Laura White,
Deacon William Burgess
and Rosa Burgess.

Following Rev. White
was the Rev. O.M.
McQueen, the Rev. Sand
Graham, the Rev. Taylor,
the Rev. Statens and the
Rev. R.H. Lee.
Rev. Michael was later
called to be pastor of New
Hope. Under his leader
ship, the church purchased
land from the Green family
and moved to its current
location.
Following Rev. Mi
chael was the Rev. Hart,
Rev. Howell and the Rev.
Mayo.
The Rev. Andrew Bell
was called, and he was a
great leader, too. After his
demise, the Rev. W.J.
Brooks was called to lead
the flock.
We are proud to say
that the Rev. Telia Batts
became our assistant pastor
and helped the Rev. Brooks
until his demise. Rev. Batts
did a wonderful job of
assisting Rev. Brooks and
tending to the flock. Rev.
Batts has been the first and
only assistant pastor in the
history of New Hope.
The Rev. Michael J.
Baker, Sr., is currently the
pastor of New Hope. He
has proven to be an excel
lent leader and a dynamic
pastor. Under his leader
ship, the church has flour
ished and achieved much.
The present deacons
are: L.P. Woods, Sr., Alfred
Butler, Lincoln Mitchell,
Jr., Vernon Chisholm and
Lewis P. Woods. The moth

Austin Long hails from
Jackson County, Marianna,
Fla., and has been a resi
dent of Ocala for 63 years.
THEY NEED OUR
He received his education
SUPPORT
Wouldn’t it be great if at Howard Academy (now
Ocala could make history Howard Resource Center).
two times in the year 2003? Long is one of Marion
We have Diana Stafford County’s best businessmen
Greens as Deputy Superin that we can appreciate.
He first opened Long’s
tendent of Marion County
Schools. A reception was Grocery for business in
held Sunday, July 20, in 1947, and for 39 years he
Fellowship Hall at Greater served the public well. He
Hopewell for Samuel has been missed by the
Williams, former Miami- community and those who
Dade County Assistant patronized Long’s Grocery
County Manager for Public since his retirement.
Long has been a mem
Safety. He is one of two
candidates for Ocala Police ber of Greater Hopewell
Chief. He is a resident of for many years and serves
Fairfield, Fla. Two African- on the Trustee Board. In
Americans the same year in the community, he is active
Marion County would be in the NAACP, Masonic
history. So, when the City Lodge and the American
Council meets on that Legion.
Not only did Long
Tuesday, try to be there to
manage
Long’s Grocery
support him. Let us stop
waiting for other people to with the help of his wife
do the thing for us that we but improved living condi
tions in west Ocala by
can do.
improving properties and
making them available for
MONEY TALKS
A big silver dollar and rental homes.
He has also worked
a little brown cent rolling
along together went rolling through the City of Ocala
along on the smooth side to serve as a collector of
walk; The dollar said (for utility bill payments to
dollars do talk), “You poor assist those persons who
little cent, you cheap little were unable to get to the
mite. I am bigger than you utility office,
Long, even after retir
and twice/as bright. I’m
worth more, too, a hun ing from his store on
dredfold. And written on February 28, 1986, still
me in letters bold is the keeps busy. He is not a sit
motto drawn from a pious ting duck but a moving tar
creed, ‘In God we trust,’ get. His desire is to keep
his mind going. It’s too
which all can read.”
“Yes, I know,” said the active to let lay. He wants
cent. “I’m a cheap little to stay in the public to be of
mite, and I know I’m not some service to the combig nor good nor bright, munity.
Our hats off to Austin
and yet,” said the cent with
a sweet little sigh, “you Long, one who has done so
don’t go to church as often much to help so many. May
God continue to give you
as I.”
strength and courage to do
SOMEONE WE KNOW good work.
AND LOVE

er of the church is Earlene
Woods.

LIGHT
OF THE
WORLD
by Rev. Daniel Banks

Is God a Negro?
I’d been doing re days is God! Since His hair
search on the matter of Is like wool, then no won
Jesus’ ethnicity and the der St. John the Divine saw
physical make-up of Adam Jesus in the revelation that
and Eve when I .was pleas he received with the same
antly surprised by a scrip attribute of wooly hair and
ture that jumped off the moreover with “feet unto
page at me! It’s found in fine brass, as if they
Daniel 7:9 and reads thus- burned in a furnace.”
ly, “I beheld till the thrones (Revelation 1:14,15)
I’m reminded of a very
were cast down (all set up),
and the ancient of days did prolific statement made by
sit, Whose garment was the twelfth bishop of the
white as snow and the hair African Methodist Episco
of His head like the pure pal (A.M.E.) church some
wool: His throne was like time between 1880 and
the fiery flame and His 1915 (the time he was con
secrated bishop and the
wheels as burning fire.”
Though I’d read the time that he died, respec
passage before, it had an tively). Henry McNeal
extra special meaning for Turner was a Georgia
State
me this time! You see, Republican
during
some people equate the Representative
ancient of days with Jesus. Reconstruction. He was
at
Morris
I declare that the ancient of chancellor

The “wheels” in Dan
Brown College.
He initiated a “back to iel’s vision, like the wheels
Africa” emigration, and he in Ezekiel’s vision (wheel
was the first Negro chap in the middle of a wheel)
lain in the U.S. Army. He represent the spirits of the
fought for the right of saints of the true and living
women to vote, and he God. Wheels weren’t the
played a major role in only things that Ezekiel
introducing the A.M.E. saw in his visions of God.
church into South Africa. Out of the whirlwind of
Yet, out of all his life’s fire came four living crea
experiences, Bishop Turner tures, “and they sparkled
proclaimed that God is a like the colour of bur
nished brass!” (Ezekiel
Negro!
Today, I truly believe 1:7).
An entity sometimes
that Bishop Turner was
onto something. His bold mistaken as Christ in the
statement, of course, alien book of Daniel was also a
ated him with the conser heavenly citizen of color.
vatives of his day. It will, “Then I lifted up mine
no doubt, alienate me with eyes, and looked, and
behold a certain man
some of you!
Undaunted, however, clothed in linen, whose
Bishop Turner told blacks loins were girded with the
of that era to reject every fine gold of Uphaz: His
thing the white church said body also was like the
about the inferiority of beryl, and His face as the
blacks. He felt that the role appearance of lightning,
of the black church was to and His eyes as lamps of
develop racial pride and fire, and His arms and His
consciousness among the feet like in colour to pol
millions of blacks that had ished brass, and the voice
been beaten down by cen of His words like the voice
turies of ,slavery and op of a multitude.” (Danie
pression. Like Turner, I 10:6) This was a black
feel that the black church angel.
TO BE CONTINUED
has that same obligation
NEXT WEEK
today!

Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church
BROOKSVILLE
The pastor and members of
Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church,
Mondon Hill, had a beauti
ful service on Sunday.
Chesteen, Cook, and Lawson, and Huggins, along
with the Sons of Allen
Youth Choir were in charge
of the worship service.
James Stephens presided.
Rev. Lowery's sermon
topic, "The Gift Of Repen
tance," was taken from
Acts 5:31. His message

gave us something to think
about all this week.
Pastor Lowery thanked
the members who accom
panied him to the Apollo
Rehabilitation Center in St.
Petersburg on Sunday, July
13. He also commended
the young men and their
mentors for conducting the
worship service this past
Sunday.
Sister Cook, as usual,
accompanied and directed
the Sons of Allen choir.

We always have a spiritfilled service at Mt. Zion,
Mondon Hill. If you ever
find time in your busy
schedule to visit us, you'll
be glad that you came.
Our church school
begins at 9:15 a.m. and
worship service is at 11
a.m.
Bible Study is on
Monday nights at 6:30 p.m.
This Sunday at 4 p.m.,
the Lay Organization will
have their annual "Lay
Day" service. The presi-

dent, Beulah Lawson, has a
beautiful program planned
and hopes that we will
“pack the pews.”
For further informa
tion, call the church office
or Pastor Lowery at (727)
866-0126.
Meanwhile, have a
blessed week and remem
ber, "Love makes the dif
ference."

EBb

^Zlkibirb Would
Sponsored By:

• Free Thank You Gift with Purchase
- No Money Down
• o% Financing
• Fast Express Delivery
• Furniture. Malar Annllances. Teliulslons. Stereos.
Lawn & Garden (Mowers, tractors, etc.l

2200 MLK St. S.
822-3741

No Credit Turned Down Sale!

Pinellas Park
7330 49th St. N
544-6481

’’Exciude

anyone

in the

middle

of bankruptcy.

If we go back a couple hundred years, it would have been hard to imagine today’s promise. For African-Americans, this country offered very little hope, recognition, and prosperity. However, so much of
what we have today is here because of the heroic efforts of African-Americans. This feature is dedicated to their spirit which could not be denied despite very little opportunity. Today, opportunity abounds.
Learn about their stories, learn from their determinedness, and be inspired to take advantage of opportunities. We pray the inspiration is contagious.

The March on Washington———---- - --------------- ————
National Civil Rights Leaders Celebrate 40th Anniversary with a Congressional Celebration

f March on Washington for Jons ana rreeuom: iue auuieiive ai UK LHivuiu
Memorial rally, Autist 28,1963. The March on Washington for Jobs and
eeS tfl96?wa«"the largest political demonstration in U.S history to that
date and still one of the most vividly remembered.
photo by Dan McCoy
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home furnishing’
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Washington, D.C. —
Members of Congress and
national civil rights leaders
commemorated the 40th
anniversary of the March
on Washington Wednesday
with a congressional cele
bration on Capitol Hill.
The theme for the 40th
anniversary congressional
tribute was "Celebrate Our
History ~ Reaffirm Our
Commitment to Freedom
and Justice." Invited speak
ers included the leadership
of the House and Senate
and representatives of civil
rights, labor and religious
organizations that reflected
on the principles of equali

ty, economic justice and
non-violent reconciliation
that birthed the March on
Washington. The program
also featured the luminous
voice of opera soprano,
Kathleen Battle.
U.S.
Congressman
John Lewis (D-GA) also
shared his story as the
youngest speaker at the
March on Washington. At
the age of 23, Lewis spoke
at the March as chairman of
the Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Committee.
Today, he is the only sur
vivor of the "Big Six" civil
rights leaders that issued
the national call for a

march on Washington.
August 28, 1963 trans
formed the face of
America. On this day,
thousands of citizens of
every race and ethnicity
answered the call for a
March on Washington for
Jobs and Freedom. They
traveled by plane, car, bus
and foot to the nation's
Capitol to
peacefully
protest against the inhu
mane system of racial seg
regation and discrimina
tion. They stood in a unit
ed front for the cause of
civil rights.
Gospel singer Mahalia
Jackson riveted the crowd

with her rendition of "I’ve
Been 'Buked and I Been
Scorned." She preceded
Martin Luther King Jr., the
most popular of all the civil
rights leaders, who deliv
ered a speech that would be
heard on television stations
across the land from 1963
to the present. It was a
speech of hope and deter
mination, epitomizing the
day's message of racial har
mony, love, and a belief
that blacks and whites
could live together in
peace. Known as the "I
Have a Dream" speech, it is
currently considered one of
the greatest and most influ

___

CENTERSw®

Only when lions have historians will hunters cease being heroes. ” — African Proverb

ential speeches ever.
The event was a
resounding success, exten
sively covered by the
media. There were no
major disturbances. The
more than 1,000 military
soldiers .present were in no
way necessary. Many
Americans witnessed for
the first time black people
and whites united, march
ing and celebrating side by
side.
Forty years later, the
March on Washington is
remembered as the most
significant political demon
stration in U.S. history.
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DOH Volunteer Program Wins
Innovation in American Government
Award —- ------------------ —----------- ------Volunteer health care provider program named one of top 100 programs
TALLAHASSEE
The Florida Department of
Health's (DOH) Volunteer
Health Care Provider Pro
gram has been named
among the top 100 pro
grams in the 16th annual
Innovations in American
Government Awards com
petition. Representatives
from Harvard University's
Kennedy School of Gov
ernment, the Ford Founda
tion, and the Council for
Excellence in Government
selected the program for its
novel and successful ap
proach to addressing timely
and crucial public sector
problems.
"Through this pro
gram, hundreds of health

care providers are volun
teering thousands of hours
and millions of dollars in
services to those who
might otherwise have to
use an emergency room or
go without treatment," said
DOH Secretary John O.
Agwunobi, M.D., M.B.A.
"Volunteerism is a key
component in the continu
um of health care services
needed in a state as diverse
as Florida."
The Volunteer Health
Care Provider Program is a
program that consists of
volunteer physicians, nurs
es, hospitals, and other
health care professionals
who donate their services
and goods. The program

serves eligible people who
are uninsured and underin
sured and meet a financial
requirement. The program
provides health care to
Floridians who would oth
erwise have to use emer
gency rooms or go without
treatment.
The program began in
1992, and in fiscal year
2001-2002, more than
15,000 individual health
care providers donated
over $89 million of servic
es and goods. Service is
available across the state
and is provided through
local volunteer clinics,
community health centers,
county health departments
(CHDs), and other health

care providers.
For a patient to be eli
gible, they must:
• Have no insurance for
the condition for which
treatment is sought.
• Have a family income
at or below 150% of the
federal poverty income
standards.
• Have been referred
by the DOH.
• Be a Medicaid recipi
ent where there is no
Medicaid provider.
For more information
on how to volunteer for this
program or to obtain serv
ices, contact the Volunteer
Health Services Program at
(850) 245-4104.

Quince is Summer Commencement
Speaker at Florida A&M —---------- —
TALLAHASSEE
Florida Supreme Court
Justice Peggy A. Quince is
the commencement speak
er for Florida A&M
University’s summer grad
uation on Friday, July 31.
In 1993, Quince be
came the first AfricanAmerican woman to be ap
pointed to one of the dis
trict courts of appeal with
her appointment by thenGov. Lawton Chiles to the
Second District Court, of
Appeal to a term effective
Jan. 4, 1994. She was re
tained in office by the elec
torate in November 1996.
On Dec. 8, 1998, Quince
was appointed by Chiles

Peggy A. Quince

and Gov.-elect Jeb Bush to
the state Supreme Court.
Bom in .Norfolk, Va.,

Quince is married to attor
ney Fred L. Buckine. They
have two daughters, Peggy

LaVerne, a graduate of
Florida A&M, and Laura
LaVerne, a senior at the
University of Central Flor
ida. Quince graduated in
1970 from Howard Uni
versity with a B.S. degree
in zoology. She received
her J.D. degree from the
Catholic University of
America in 1975.
Quince is a member of
New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church in Tampa.
Her civic and community
activities include member
ship in Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc., Jack and Jill
of America, Inc., the Urban
League and the NAACP.

College-Bound High School Students
Should Register for ACT Exam by
August 22----------------------------------------The next ACT Assess
ment will be administered
on September 27. Collegebound high school students
must register for the exam
by August 22 - the deadline
for having the registration
postmarked. There is a late
registration postmark dead
line of September 5, but an
extra fee is charged for late
registrations. Students can
get registration packets
from their high school
counselors or register on
line at www.act.org.

ACT scores are accept
ed by virtually all U.S. col
leges and universities, in
cluding. all Ivy League
schools. Many colleges, in
cluding Yale, Duke, Am
herst, Vassar, Colgate,
Johns Hopkins and others
will accept ACT scores in
lieu of both SAT I and SAT
II scores. The ACT is not
an aptitude test - it is an
academic achievement test
that measures students on
what they learned in high
school. The test fee is $29.

ACT’s website (www
.act.org) has helpful infor
mation, sample tests and
the opportunity to order
inexpensive test prep mate
rials. A free sample test is
available from high school
counselors in a brochure
called Preparing for the
ACT Assessment.
The September test
date is not a national test
date. The September test is
given in only 13 states Arizona, California, Flor
ida, Georgia, Illinois, In-

diana, Maryland, Nevada,
North Carolina, Pennsyl
vania, South Carolina,
Texas and Washington. The
ACT Assessment is given
nationally, in all 50 states,
in October, December,
February, April and June.
The next national test date
for the ACT will be
October 25. Registration
deadline for the October
test is September 19.

FDR Takes to the Airwaves, Tells Bush to
Stop Bullying and Byrd to Stop Selling
Policy------------------------------------ ------ —
Chairman Maddox encourages Floridians to call the Governor and
Speaker and demand ethical behavior
TALLAHASSEE
Once again, special session
came and went without a
resolution. Now, as Flor
idians wait until August 5
for the legislature to return,
the Florida Democraitic
Party (FDP) is concerned
that Gov.r Bush and his
bagman, Speaker Byrd,
will increase their bullytactics in an effort to secure
malpractice caps.
To ward off such egre
gious behavior and rally

public outcry, the FDP re
leased a statewide online
and televised media cam
paign asking Bush to "let
legislators do their job" and
Byrd to stop lining his
campaign coffers while this
issue is being debated.
"No one likes a bully
or a shakedown artist, "
said FDP Chairman Scott
Maddox. "Jeb Bush and
Johnnie Byrd need to back
off and let legislators do
their job."

The two 30-second ad
vertisements features snap
shots from news coverage
of the intimidation and
fundraising tactics played
out over the last few
weeks. It also asks viewers
to contact Bush and Byrd
and voice their displeasure
at their unethical govern
ing. The two spots will air
on the Florida News
Channel and on the FDP
website,
www.fladems
.com.

"No matter which way
you spin it, shaking down
special interests for cam
paign cash, or strong arm
ing legislators to pass
flawed policy is just plain
wrong," said Maddox.
"The people of Florida,
especially patients affected
by this legislation, deserve
better behavior from their
elected officials."

GOD BLESS AMERICA

L-R: BeverIy Marshall-Lunev, area development director for the United Negro College Fund's (UNCF’s)
North and Central Florida offices, accepts a $46,800 mock check from Craig McAllaster, dean of the Rollins
College Crummer Graduate School of Business in Orlando. Rodney Gaddy, regional vice president of
Progress Energy in Lake Mary, and Yvonne Loggins-Coleman, of LCB International in Orlando watch the
celebration. The college and UNCF recently held a press conference to announce a two-year, full-tuition mas
ter's of business administration scholarship that will be offered to graduates among UNCF's 39 member
colleges.
Photo by EYESEEIMAGES, ToyaFleweilyn

Florida’s Job Creation Statistics Indicate
Continued Growth —
————
TALLAHASSEE
Gov. Jeb Bush recently
announced that Florida cre
ated just over 89,000 new
jobs during the 12-month
period ending June 30,
continuing an impressive
15 straight months of posi
tive job growth in the state.
The largest private-sector
job gains came in health
care and professional and
business services (architec
tural, engineering and
related services). The new
job figures also show the
state's unemployment rate
holding steady from the
previous month, remaining
below the national average.
"We are truly fortunate
to live in a state that con
tinues to experience such
remarkable and unparal
leled economic success,"
Governor
Bush
said.

"While many states contin
ue to lose jobs, Florida
remains a leader in the
nation in total employment
growth and business ex
pansion. However, success
is never final. It is essential
that we continue to diversi
fy our economy, and make
those needed reforms to
essential policies and serv
ices— like medical mal
practice - so Florida will
forever shine bright as the
Sunshifte State."
Bush was is in Califor
nia last week to meet with
one of Florida's major em
ployers - Northrop Grum
man. The defense contrac
tor has more than 6,000
jobs throughout the state,
with major facilities in
Jacksonville, St. Augus
tine, Melbourne and Apop
ka. Northrop Grumman is

also the lead contractor in
the Space Gateway Support
team at Cape Canaveral.
According to statistics
released recently by the
Agency for Workforce In
novation:
•
Florida
created
89,200 (seasonally adjust
ed-) jobs from June 2002 to
June 2003.
• For the year ending in
May 2003, the latest month
data from other states is
available, Florida contin
ued to rank number one in
total employment growth.
* Among the ten most pop
ulous states, Florida had
the fastest job growth rate.
• The unemployment
rate remained the same
during last month's rate of
5.3 percent.
• For the 16th straight
month, Florida's unem-

ployment rate is below the
national average (6.4 per
cent)
• Florida had the sec
ond lowest unemployment
rate among the 10 largest
states in May 2003.
Beginning next month,
public hearings will be held
across the state seeking
public input in? shapingYhe
state's economic future. A
strategic planning task
force established by the
governor will hold a series
of eight regional work
shops throughout Florida
that will encourage busi
ness, community, govern
ment and economic devel
opment leaders to identify
priorities and steps to
diversify the state's econo
my.

Calling All Florida Writers!----- —
Tallahassee Writers Association Opens Writing Contests
TALLAHASSEE
The Tallahassee Writers
Association announces its
annual 2003 Seven Hills
Contest for Writers open to
all Florida writers. First
place winners in each cate
gory will win $100. In
addition, selected winners
will be published in the
annual "Seven Hills Re
view." Deadline for sub
mission is October 1.
Entries will be accept
ed for unpublished works

in the following categories:
• Short Story: 2500
words maximum
• Essay: 1500 word
maximum
• Memoir: 2500 words
maximum
• Short-short story: less
than 250 words
• Children's Literature:
2500 word maximum for
children from 8 to 12. No
picture books or illustra
tions can be accepted.
Submit complete story or

chapters of a book. Specify mailing address, phone and
age of target audience. email address. Please
Fiction for Young Adults include a short bio.
(Teens) will be-judged in The fees non-TWA mem
adult categories.
bers are: $15 for one sub
Format: Typed, dou mission; $5 each for addi
ble-spaced, 81/2 X 11". tional submissions (no
paper, one side, with sub limit) Send to: TWA Seven
mission title in upper right Hills Contest for Writers,
comer of each page. Au P.O. Box 32328, Talla
thor's name is not to appeat hassee, FL 32315 Com
on manuscript pages. plete rules can be found on
Cover page with story title, the TWA website: www.
category entered, word twaonline.org.
length, author's name,

GOTLAUNDRY?

CENTRAL AVE.
LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANERS
ACROSS FROM BURGER KING AND CHURCH’S CHICKEN
ON THE CORNER OF 35th AND CENTRAL AVENUE
OPEN EVERY MY 7AM-11PM R WORKINGTJ
^SAME PAY^
SERVICE FOR
LATE? NO
(323-0146)
DRY CLEANING
ALWAYS ATTENDED, 40 SINGLE TO
PROBLEM...
WHEN IN BY
0 LOAD WASHERS, 40 DRYERS,
PICK-UP UNTIL
9AM
COLD A/C,
10PM EVERY
(MONDAY thru
PLENTY OF PARKING,
FRIDAY)
DAY
LAST WASH 9:30 KM. EVERY PAY
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NATIONAL NEWS
‘U.S. News & World Reports’ Ranks
Tuskegee among “Best”----- —------------

Davis’ Amendment Restores $3.5
Million to HBCUs-------------- ---------- —

TUSKEGEE, Ala. U.S. News & World Report
has again ranked Tuskegee
University among the
nation’s “best” in it’s
“America’s Best Colleges
2003” index of colleges
and universities.
Of 33 southern schools

WASHINGTON, DC Alabama Seventh District
Congressman Arthur Davis
(D-Birmingham) won ap
proval of an amendment on
the House floor recently to
restore $3.5* million in
funding to Historically
Black Colleges and Uni
versities (HBCU) landgrant colleges cut by Presi
dent George Bush's pro
posed FY04 budget.
Schools such as Ala
bama A&M and Tuskegee
University would have met
budget cuts of more than
$200,000 in federal funds,
in addition to reduced rev-

offering master’s degrees,
Tuskegee ranked 23rd,
higher than any other his
torically black college or
university on the list.
Tuskegee’s small class
sizes, highly trained facul
ty, retention of freshmen,
dedication to enhancing the

physical plant and support
ive alumni continue to win
national acclaim by stu
dents, their families. and
researchers.
Additionally, the uni
versity is developing un
ique undergraduate pro
grams in bioethics and air-

ways science and is prepar
ing to unveil its third pro
fessional degree - a Ph.D.
in integrative biosciences,
said Dr. Benjamin F.
Payton, Tuskegee’s presi
dent.

Pelosi and Magic Johnson Team Up
to Increase Access to HIV1AIDS
Drugs----- —------------------------------- --------WASHINGTON, DC Recently, House Demo
cratic Leader Nancy Pelosi
and basketball legend Ear
vin
"Magic"
Johnson
teamed up recently to make
HIV/AIDS drugs more
available to those in need.
Johnson, who was di
agnosed with HIV in 1991,
met wife Pelosi to discuss
the importance of allocat
ing more federal dollars for
the AIDS Drug Assistance
Program (ADAP), which
funds programs that help
dispense medications to
low-income AIDS patients
in the United States.
"For 16 years, I have
worked in Congress to
increase funding for HIV/
AIDS research, prevention,
and treatment, including
funds to insure all people
living with HIV/AIDS
have access to lifesaving
AIDS medications," Pelosi

Nancy Pelosi and Earvin “Magic” Johnson
said. "When Magic John
son voices concern about
the lack of access to the
proper medications that
HIV/AIDS patients desper
ately need, it brings new
attention to the issue."
Magic Johnson said:
"We have a big problem.

The problem will only in
crease if we don't get the
proper funding. There are
new medical advancements
everyday. It's not about the
drugs anymore, it is about
the access to the drugs."
"I have been truly
blessed. There are so many

people out there that are
trying to take care of them
selves. All they need is
help getting what they need
to live long, productive
lives. That is why I am
here," Johnson added.
The House Labor,
Health and Human Ser
vices, Education Appropri
ations bill includes $753.3
million for ADAP in 2004.
Pelosi, Johnson and other
HIV/AIDS advocates re
quested $994 million.
Also attending the
meeting:
Congressman
Baron Hill (D-IN); former
Congressman Alan Wheat
(D-MO); Terje Anderson,
executive director, Nation
al Association of People
with AIDS; and Beny J.
Primm, M.D., executive di
rector of the Addiction Re
search and Treatment
Corporation.

Giving Employees a Chance to Give
Back to the Community---------------- —
(NAf’SI)-People who
volunteer often find that
they get more than they
give from donating their
time and energy which can
inspire them to volunteer
even more.
That was certainly true
for Nicole Humphries, who
entered the University of
Chicago in 1994, intending
to major in environmental
engineering. Since the
school did not offer this
course of study, she de
clared chemical engineer
ing as her major. In the
spring of her freshman
year, she found out about
the National Society of
Black Engineers (NSBE).
NSBE is a non-profit
organization that strives to
increase the number of
black engineers who excel
academically, succeed pro
fessionally and impact the
community positively. It
has roughly 300 chapters
on college and university
campuses, 75 alumni ex
tension chapters and 75
pre-college chapters na
tionwide.
After attending an
NSBE conference, Hum
phries was able to network
and get a better perspective
on the engineering profes
sion. Four months before

her graduation in May
2000, she received and ac
cepted a job offer from
Verizon as a network sales
engineer for the Enterprise
Solutions Group.
She attributes her suc
cess to NSBE, its programs
and networking atmos
phere. Understanding the
importance of all those re
sources, she decided to
help young black students
achieve the same level of
success she has achieved
through volunteer work
with NSBE.
"As I went through col
lege, I benefited from
NSBE and its network of
volunteers," said Hum
phries. "Now it's my turn to
become a part of the volun
teer network and help oth
ers freely."
Her employer, Verizon,
encourages its employees
to volunteer for something
they love and provides a
Web address and bulletin
boards to find volunteer
opportunities in their com
munity. Known as Verizon
Volunteers, the program
was launched in 2001 and
continues to grow steadily.
Employees who volunteer
50 hours or more at a non
profit agency each year can
receive a $500 grant for up

to two separate agencies.
The grants are given on
behalf of the employee's
volunteer service. In addi
tion, teams of 10 or more
employees who participate
in a fundraising pledge-athon for a qualified non
profit can get matches from
the foundation for funds
they raise up to $25,000 per
team. Last year, Verizon
employees nationwide vol
unteered in 18,300 differ
ent ways through this pro
gram.
Altogether, through the
volunteer program and
other contributions, Veri
zon Foundation awarded
22,000 grants totalling
more than $70 million to
nonprofit agencies working
to improve basic and com
puter literacy, enriching
communities through tech
nology and creating a
skilled workforce.
The foundation uses its
resources in the U.S. and
abroad to develop partner
ships in technology and
connect them with organi
zations serving the needs of
diverse communities, peo
ple with disabilities, vic
tims of domestic violence
and the economically and
socially disadvantaged.
"The telecommunica-

tions industry has a long
history of caring for the
communities in which it
operates," said Susan Sulli
van, director of employee
volunteerism at Verizon
Foundation. "We cultivate
that heritage with founda
tion programs that encour
age employees to be in
volved in charitable agen
cies in their communities."
Humphries volunteers
for the NSBE Alumni
Chapter in Tampa, tutoring
students in math and sci
ence,) speaking to students
and community leaders on
technology such as DSL;
giving young people an upclose view of an engineer
ing career and helping to
raise funds.
Lakisha Clark, found
ing chairwoman for the
NSBE Alumni Chapter,
says, "Humphries' 'dedication is second to none, all
we have to do is call Nicole
and she is there to help out.
She is so keen on giving
back to her community."
For. more. information
on the NSBE, visit www.
nsbe.org. For more infor
mation on Verizon Founda
tion, visit www.verizon
.com/foundation.

The Weekly Challenger thanks Badcock Furniture, the
Verizon Foundation, and the Tampa Bay D-Rays for
their contributions benefiting students at John
Hopkins Middle, Gibbs High, Boca Ciega High, St.
Petersburg High and Academy Prep.

enue in state matching
funds, if the cuts had
remained. Offsets for the
funds will come from the
USDA common computing
account. The legislative
victory is Davis' first since
coming to Congress in
January.
"I
am
especially
pleased that we were able
to push this amendment
through on behalf of
Alabama HBCU land-grant
colleges and their counter
parts across the country
who share their noble mis
sion," Davis said. "We have
said since discovering this

issue several months ago
that it was a matter of fun
damental fairness, and I am
glad that my colleagues on
both sides of the aisle
viewed it in the same
light."
Davis, a member of the
House Budget Committee,
first raised the funding dis
crepancy between 1862
land-grant
institutions,
which are predominately
white and 1890 land-grant
institutions, which are pre
dominately black, earlier
this year during the House
Budget Committee debate.
While the Agriculture

appropriations bill cut
funding for both sets of
schools, the cuts for 1890
institutions were five times
greater than the cuts to
1862 institutions.
Funding for 1890 insti
tutions is critical to support
agriculture and economic
development activities in
rural areas across the coun
try. The majority of these
schools are in the South,
which is already suffering
disproportionately in the
current economic crisis.

Faith Communities, White House to
Curb Teen Marijuana Use-------------- ----WASHINGTON, DC Faith plays a powerful role
in preventing youth mari
juana use, yet few faith
communities have active
youth drug prevention pro
grams. At a recent press
conference, the National
Youth Anti Drug Media
Campaign, in partnership
with faith communities and
the White House Office of
Faith-Based and Commu
nity Initiatives, released
multi-denominational re
sources to encourage all re
ligious communities to for
cus on youth drug preven
tion.
"Faith plays an impor
tant role when it comes to
teen' marijuana preven
tion," said John P. Walters,
director of National Drug
Control Policy. "We are
urging youth ministers,
volunteers and faith leaders
to integrate drug preven
tion messages and activi
ties into their sermons and
youth programming and
are providing them with
key tools and resources to
make a difference. Faith
communities can help in
fluence a teen's decision
not to use marijuana and
other drugs."
Most faith institutions
have youth ministries,

however, few incorporate
significant teen substance
abuse prevention activities.
Drug and alcohol programs
instead focus on adult sub
stance abuse treatment.
According to the 1998 Na
tional Congregations Stu
dy, funded by Lilly Endow
ment and a variety of other
organizations, only two
percent of congregations
surveyed had participated
in or supported substance
abuse programs within the
past 12 months.
Research shows that
faith plays a critical role in
preventing substance abuse
and other risky behaviors.
A study published in March
2003 by the American Psy
chological
Association
found that adolescents who
viewed religion as a mean
ingful part of their life and
as a way to cope with prob
lems were half as likely to
use marijuana than adoles
cents who didn't view reli
gion as important.
More teens use mari
juana than all other illicit
drugs combined. Research
shows that marijuana can
lead to a host of health,
social, learning and behav
ioral problems at a crucial
time in young lives when
bodies and brains are still

developing. Marijuana can
be addictive and more kids
are in drug treatment for
marijuana than for all other
illicit drugs combined.
Teens using marijuana are
also more likely to take
risks, such as having sex,
engaging in violence, rid
ing with someone who's
driving high or using alco
hol or other drugs.
"Religion plays a ma
jor role in the lives of
American teens," said Jim
Towey, Director of the
White House Office of
Faith-Based and Commu
nity Initiatives." According
to data from Monitoring
the Future, ninety percent
of teens in the U.S. are af
filiated with a religious de
nomination and 43 percent
of eighth graders attend
religious services weekly.
Churches, temples and
mosques are well posi
tioned to cultivate anti
drug values and teach ef
fective coping tools to deal
with negative peer pres
sure." "We know that drug
use is a problem among our
youth, and we know that
faith communities are in a
position to make a differ
ence," said the Rev. Eric
Ovid Donaldson, Execu
tive Director, One Church

One Addict. "These re
sources provide the faith
leader, lay person and local
volunteer with much need
ed support."
Pathways to Prevent
ion was developed by the
National Youth Anti-Drug
Media Campaign in part
nership with faith leaders
nationwide. The activity
guide was tested at Mus
lim, Christian and Jewish
faith institutions in Wash
ington, D.C., Tennessee
and Minnesota. It provides
guidance on a range of
issues from how to incor
porate drug prevention into
sermons, to how to inte
grate ready, to. use teen drag
prevention aCtiVTti‘6’g into
youth ministries and reli
gious education classes.
To learn more about
preventing youth marijuana
and other illicit drug use,
log on to www.TheAnti
Drug.com/Faith for faith
communities and www.The
AntiDrug.com for parents.
Free copies of the activity
guide and brochure can be
ordered through www.The
AntiDrug.com/Faith or by
calling the National Clear
inghouse for Alcohol &
Drug Information at 1-800-.
788-2800.

A New Magazine Targeted for a New
Generation of Urban Professionals
car buying, insurance and
career search.
NEXT UP's look and
feel reflects input from
hundreds of college stu
dents who participated in
ongoing market research
and focus groups. In addi
tion, a majority of NEXT
UP's editorial will come
from college-aged journal
ists in order to keep the
tone, attitude and delivery
in the manner NEXT UP's

NEXT UP is launching
its lifestyle and money
magazine to an under
served market segment of
black college students in
2004. The publication will
be targeting the next gener
ation of African-American
urban professionals.
The goal is to provide
them with "how-to" infor
mation and help them come
to terms with real financial,
money management and
lifestyle issues. NEXT UP
magazine's premiere issue
will reach college students
who are naturally involved
in various money related
matters such as credit
cards, student loans, bank
ing, saving and investing,

reader's will expect.
"We are very pleased
with the look and feel of
NEXT UP magazine along
with the segmented market
we are reaching," said pub
lisher Lee Green. "It has
become obvious. over the
last few years that the 1824 year-old black market
needs a money magazine of
its own. From our research,
we are thrilled to find out
that not only do they need

it, but that they want their
own money magazine."
NEXT UP, published
quarterly by Next Up
Publishing, Inc., is the only
money/lifestyle magazine
geared to 18-24 year old
African-Americans.
Headquartered
in
Florida, NEXT UP maga
zine is part of a multimedia
platform for today's black
young adults.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Mandela’s Birthday Gifts: A T.V.
Network, a Bridge-------------------------

Nelson Mandela

by Gabriel Packard
NEW
YORK

(IPS/GIN) - To mark Nel
son Mandela’s 85th birth
day last week, a new Jo
hannesburg bridge was
named for him and he was
also given a new satellite
television network.
South
Africa-based
Mindset
Network,
launched by the Liberty
and Standard Bank Foun
dations, will develop a
range of educational chan
nels including preschool,
entrepreneurial skills, and
Aids awareness. '

Other birthday celebra
tions and dedications in
cluded Bill Clinton deliver
ing the inaugural lecture of
an annual series bearing
Mandela’s name; an MTV
documentary on his life
that will reach a potential
audience of 1 billion peo
ple worldwide; and - to
mark Mandela's time as a
heavy-weight boxer - he is
being inducted into the
World Boxing Hall of
Fame.
Anti-apartheid hero

and former president of
South Africa, Mandela cel
ebrated his birthday on July
18, just 12 days after U.S.
President George Bush cel
ebrated his own 57th birth
day.
Although Bush visited
South Africa recently, he
did not meet with Mandela,
who left the country on the
same day the American
president arrived.

of schooling. For this rea
son, Mindset Network will
be available at least twelve
hours a day seven days a
week."
The first educational
channel on the system is
Activate, targeting grade
10, 11 and 12 learners and
providing maths, science
and English subject support
to 300 schools country
wide. In a country boasting
28000 schools and about
12 million learners, this is a
modest start.
A time-tabled curricu
lum is broadcast in the
mornings and late after
noons to allow for school
and home viewing and in
the early afternoons for
educators. Broadcasts run
from 8.30am to 5.30pm on
weekdays.
" Mindset Kits - which'
include satellite receivers,

by Gabriel Packard
(IPS/GIN) - About 1.7
million lives could be.
saved in South Africa over
the next seven years if
AIDS medication is given
to everyone needing it, says
a government report leaked
to South Africa’s Cape
Times last Monday.
There are no "more
justifications for delaying
treatment" says the AIDS
advocacy group that leaked

the key findings of the
report, The Treatment
Action Campaign (TAC),in a letter to politicians and
organizations.
"Delays in starting this
program [of giving AIDS
drugs] will cause preventa
ble deaths, orphans and
suffering," says the letter,
which accused the govern
ment of stalling on this
matter.
According to the Cape

Times, the report - com
piled by the government
several months ago but not
yet released - also says that
1.8 million more children
will become orphans by
2010 if anti-retroviral
AIDS drugs are not given
to everyone who needs
them. And that the cost of
providing the universal
coverage of the medicine
would be $2.8 billion.
The South African

Govemment Communica
tion and Information Sys
tem says that the leaked
report was just a draft and
that the government "con
sistently indicated that
work was continuing oil
finalizing the report for
submission to Cabinet, and
that the matter was being
treated . with the utmost
urgency."

IMF Plays Tough in Zambia Again

A New Mindset, a New
Educational TooI in South Africa
JOHANNESBURG Standard Bank Foun
(IPS/GIN)) - South Africa dations have together com
has finally got a technical mitted R74 million. Found
solution to its educational ing partners include the
and healthcare challenges - Nelson Mandela Founda
Sunday
Times,
Mindset Network, a new tion,
R225-million multimedia PanAmSat, Sentech and
satellite television network. Multichoice Africa, while
Presented as an 85th the SABC is a support part
birthday "gift" to Nelson ner.
Hylton Appelbaum, ex
Mandela, Mindset Network
will develop a series of ecutive director of the Lib
channels, each of which erty Foundation and the
will focus on a particular man who conceptualized
educational issue - from the network explains why
pre-school education to the network has opted for
AIDS education to entre the satellite route:
“We realized that two
preneurial skills. These
channels will be broadcast hours a day on TV was
by DStv, and supported by never going to be enough
content on the Internet as to make the necessary
well as supplements in impact across all of school
appropriate print publica ing. The Learning Channel
has played a vital role in
tions.
The network is a pub- matrjc support, but we need
; lie-private " '7 pafttiefship ~ fe MdresS: the"earlier ycars
where the Liberty and as well as the fast two years

Leaked AIDS Report Show How
Many Lives can be Saved----------

decoders, smart cards, tea
cher training and techno
logical support ; cost R12
000 each. Many private
individuals have dipped
into their pockets to con
tribute towards these kits.
But the content is pro
vided free of charge, and
hardware and teacher train
ing is also provided for free
to economically disadvan
taged schools.
A health channel will
be launched in October,
focusing on HIV/AIDS,
and eventually broadcast
ing into 7,000 clinics and
hospitals around the coun
try, with information for
patients and training for
healthcare workers.
Two more education
channel^ and a livelihood
channel will also be
launched next year.

LUSAKA (IPS/GIN)In yet another case of flex
ing its muscles with poor
countries, the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) has
rejected Zambia's econom
ic management plans, and
kept its assistance to the
country on hold indefinite
lyZambian officials be
gan talks with the Fund this
week, hoping to persuade it
to release $100 million, un
der the Poverty Reduction
Growth Facility, blocked
since June when the Fund
demanded an explanation
f<?r the country's higher
projected budget deficit,
now expected to reach
three percent of gross do
mestic product from a pre
vious forecast of 1.55 per
cent.
Deputy Finance Minis
ter Mbita Chitala told Reu
ters in an interview last
week that the 600 billion
kwacha deficit was a result

of wage increases totaling
200 billion kwacha to tea
chers and doctors in a bid
to arrest a "brain drain"
which were not included in
the 2003 budget, and hous
ing allowance increases.
He said the govern
ment was working on
measures to plug the
deficit. The measures
would include cutting the
civil service to 80,000
employees from 120,000,
reducing spending on nonessential items in ministries
and looking for voluntary
wage-cuts. Civil servants
have already agreed to a 30
percent wage cut.
Chitala said there were
more than 20,000 people
on the government payroll
who were not actually
workers who would be
removed. “All those who
have been stealing money
from the government and
those who placed non
workers on the payroll will

be punished because this is
theft," he said.
He further said that the
government was saddened
by the sensational manner
in which the IMF had
approached the issue of
over-expenditure in this
year's budget when the
state had explained factors
that led to the overrun.
In fact, Chitala even
castigated IMF resident
representative Mark Ellyne
for alleged use of undiplo
matic language in express
ing concerns over the
deficit, saying that the IMF
official's statement bor
dered on inciting public
opinion against the govern
ment and could easily lead
to instability in the country.
Zambia, which de
pends heavily on donors to
finance education, health,
and poverty reduction pro
grams, had hoped to draw
42 percent of its 6.5 trillion
kwacha budget from for-

eign donors.
Analysts say other
western financiers would
only release money once
the IMF approved Zambia's
economic program. They
add that the country of just
under 10 million people
would face serious eco
nomic problems if the do
nors did not release the
money.
Sources say that the
county might agree with
the IMF to have a staff su
pervised program to moni
tor the performance of the
economy periodically.
This is the second time
the IMF has played tough
in Zambia. Last year, it
delayed one billion dollars
in debt relief, until the
nation agreed to sell its
state-owned commercial
bank, the Zambia National
Commercial Bank.

Somalian Seeks to Become Africa’s First Female President
bv Gabriel Packard
(IPS/GIN) - Asha Ah
med Abdalla is campaign
ing - under the slogan
"Give Somalia a Mother’s
Nurturing!" - to become the
Somalia’s first female pres
ident. If she is elected from
among more than 40 candi
dates running she will also
become the first female
president in Africa’s histo
ry-

"Women should use
their power," says the 45year-old mother of three.
"I've always loved politics.
I love to fight for people's
freedom. Also, I like equal
ity, especially women's
equality."
Abdalla was elected as
a member of parliament in
Somalia’s interim govern
ment, the Transitional
National
Government

(TNG), when it was formed
in 2000. She is currently
the TNG's Minister of
Demobilisation, Disarma
ment and Reintegration.
Abdalla has some stiff
competition in her bid to
become president. More
than 40 big-name con
tenders are running for the
position, including Hussein
Aideed, son of former fac
tion leader General Mo

hammed Farah Aideed, for
mer International Football
Federation official Farah
Adow and Dr Najib Abdulkarim, a lecturer in a
university in the United
States.
Items on her 12 point
agenda for the presidential
position include: stabilize
and maintain the country’s
judiciary system; secure
Somali unity and support of

all Somalis in rebuilding
the country; disarm all
armed groups within So
malia; promote and main
tain proper healthcare and
rehabilitation
facilities;
promote women’s social,
economic and political em
powerment and promote
and preserve Somali cul
ture, sports and art.
Somalia remains unsta
ble after more than a dec

ade of civil war and contin
ued tribal disputes, and the
TNG only has control over
the capital city of Mo
gadishu and a number of
small areas in Somalia.
Observers say that the
country remains too vola
tile to hold a general elec
tion, so the president will
be elected by 351 MPs. The
MPs currently being select
ed at the Somalia National

Reconciliation Conference,
a peace conference held in
Kenya that has been on
going for nearly a year.
Abdalla has promised
to tackle issues including
disarmament, judicial re
form, health, education,
and women’s empower
ment. "If I become presi
dent," she says, "I will
bring law and order back,
and things will [go] back to

normal,”

NEWS
DEAD
LINE IS
4:00 P.M.
MONDAY

OBITUARIES
"It's all taken care of"

“The Lord is great and is to be
highly praised; His greatness is
beyond understanding.”

These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.

- Psalins 145:3

SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE 1987

Traditional - Memorial and
Chapel Services
Cremation
World Wide Shipping
Monuments for All Cemeteries
We arrange Military Honors and
Serve All National Cemeteries
for Veterans
“Upholding a tradition of service from our family to yours”
Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

727-894-2266 / FAX 821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Serenity Funeral Home, Inc.
Family Budget Plan $1,399.00
(Cloth Casket - Grey or Blue)

Traditional Burial $2,199.00
(20 Gauge Steel Casket)

So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can guarantee the future price at today's cost. ■

Elite Services/Deluxe $3,599.00
(18 Gauge Steel Casket)

Plans do not include: Minister, Flowers,
Police Escort, Programs, Grave Space
or Cemetery Services

Elder Leon Lavell Thomas, Sr.

Cremations

Founder/Executive Director

Lisa M. Speights-Harley, L.F.D.

832 N.E. 5th Street (Hwy. 44), Crystal River

1-866-515-9491

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
MEET
YOUR
M ATCH
1-900-226-5883
Ext. 3157
$2.99 per min.
Must be 18 yrs.
Serv-U (619)648-8434

Toonari Web Dev.
Presents:
African American
History For
Students And
Teachers On The
Web.

www.africanaonline.com

www.toonari.com

WRXB RADIO STATION IS

SEEKING AN ENERGETIC, SELF
STARTER WITH A MINIMUM OF
2 YRS. SALES EXPERIENCE.
COMMISSIONED. MUST POSSESS
GOOD COMMUNICATION
SKILLS AND BE PERSONABLE.
COMMISSION ONLY. PLEASE
FAX RESUME TO (727) 321-3025

The HospICE

Section 8 Housing
3,4, 5 Bedrooms For Rent
in St. Petersburg & Gulfpcpt

OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

Caring for Pinellas County,
Florida since 1977

(813) 244:7388

BENNIE BRINSON
Insurance Agency
Your Neighborhood
Insurance Agency
Specializing In
Affordable
Life«Health*Dental« Vision
DisabIIItyCommercial
Liability & Bonds Also
Ph: 727-328-9878
Fax: 727-328-9545

ASSEMBLY PERSON
Assembling of inserts, screws, gaskets, rivits and other hard
ware. Experience and knowledge of print reading is a plus.
Immediate opening for first shift. Please apply to Dale Redmon.

r

WEAR A PATCHI
Lose Weight!
Make MoneyI
ToII free:
1-877-217-2824

A Unique Professionll
Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications
RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required)
AHHA./CNAs
(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

YOUR LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR
2 & 3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES & APARTMENTS
SOME UNITS AVAILABLE AUGUST & SEPTEMBER

ALL APPLICANTS MUST QUALIFY BASED ON THE
CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG’S POLICIES AND
GUIDELINES. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY HOUSING.
SECTION 8.ACCEPTED.

EMPLOYMENT
DISPUTES?

Family Resources Counseling:

MAINTENANCE TECH - 2ND SHIFT
RESPONSIBLE FOR MAINTENANCE OF ALL EQUIP
MENT INCLUDING CNC EQUIPMENT DOWN TO BOARD
LEVEL. RESPONSIBLE FOR PM PROGRAM ON EQUIP
MENT AND BUILDING. EMPLOYEE WILL NEED WORK
ING KNOWLEDGE OF PLUMBING, ELECTRICAL AND
CARPENTRY. EXCELLENT WORKING CONDITIONS AND
PAY. PLEASE APPLY TO DAVE JERZAK.

call
Law Offices of

H & S SWANSON’S TOOL COMPANY
9000 68TH STREET NORTH
PINELLAS PARK, FL 33782

Roderick O. Ford, P.A.
(813)223-1200

THERE IS A

On Dental Services
Includes FREE Prescription, Vision
(ind Chiropractic Plans

. call
Law Offices of

(727) 864-6675

THE WEEKLY

Roderick O. Ford, P.A.
(813)223-1200

CHALLENGER

LEWIS ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION, INC.

“When You Need Quality
Craftsmanship"

■ NEWS DEAD

All Phases Of Residential
& Commercial Work

LINE IS 4 P.M,

(727) 492-8195

MONDAY

Bonded & Insured
UCJER130I2312

YOUR AD
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COULD BE
HERE WORK
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BUILOTHEDREAM.ORG

YOU!
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WASHINGTON D.C.

E.O.E. WE ARE A DRUG AND SMOKE FREE WORKPLACE

REASON TO READ

WORKERS COMP.
INJURY?

Olli

800-RUNAWAY (786-2929)

DEANIE K. VICTOR
Manager

THE CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG
JAMESTOWN COMPLEX
TOWNHOUSES & APARTMENTS

HOTLINE NUMBERS
The RunaWay Hotline:

LAKEWOOD BUILDINfG

2500 - 9th street south
St. Petersburg, FlorIda 33705

E.O.E. WE ARE A DRUG AND SMOKE-FREE WORKPLACE.

Not

WE WELCOME

(Deanie KN (Beauty Safon

H. & S. Swansons’ Tool Company
9000 68th Street North
Pinellas Park, FL 33782

SAVE UP TO

FAMILY STRESS
Is your family stresSed due to a family
member abusing drugs or alcohol? If so,
Operation PAR provides substance abuse
and mental health treatment services for
adults and children. In some cases treat
ment services are provided at no cost.
Services are confidential. Prevention
services are also available to the public.
For more information,
Contact Gerald Syrkett
Operation PAR - SeIf-Sufficiency
Project
727-893-5438

PHONE (727) 894-1734
FAX (727) 894-1736

Nt

Trial Court Administrator
6TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

Serves as the chief executive officer of a major urban
trial court encompassing Pasco and Pinellas
Counties. Oversees fee Administrative Office of the
Courts and work involves planning, organizing,
directing and coordinating activities of subordinates
engaged in processing the workload of the circuit
and county courts through the use of intermediate
supervisors. Req. BA with major coursework in
court admin., public admin., business admin., or
related field and 10 yrs. of professional exp. in court
admin., government'admin., or executive leadership,
8 years of which were a supervisory position.
Masters degree or JD may substitute for 3 yrs. of
non-supervisory exp. Salary commensurate with
exp. Position based in Pinellas County.
Court Applications ONLY by August 29
(Resumes may be attached)
Available at:
www.jud6.org
Criminal Justice Center, 14250 49th St. N., Suite
2000 (HR Dept.), Clwr.
Old Historic Courthouse, 324 So. Ft. Harrison Ave.,
Rm. 102, Clwr.
501 Building, 501 1st Ave. N., Rm. 729, (Alt
Dispute), St. Pete
Court Administration, Rm. 219, West Pasco
■
Judicial Center, 7530 Little Rd., New Port Richey
EOE AA Drug-Free Workplace. Any person with a
disability requiring a special accommodation to par
ticipate in the application process should call 727
453-7165.

(727) 384-8336

or (727) 449-8336

Your
ARIES (Mar. 21-April 20) Don't let your boss make you feel
guilty enough to take work home with you. Do things you enjoy
instead of being a chameleon. You are best to do your research
before taking on such a venture. Your charm will attract some
one special.
TAURUS (Apr. 21-May 21) You may have ignored or neglect
ed your mate lately. Residential moves will be favorable, and
larger quarters the most probable direction. Reciprocate by
offering helpful hints. Your emotional attitude with respect to
your status and direction in society may be unrealistic.
GEMINI (May 22-June 21) Don't reveal anything about your
personal life that could be used adversely. Travel should be on
your mind. You are best not to say too much to colleagues. You
can make some favorable changes to your looks.
CANCER (June 22-July 22) Your dramatic approach to life has
probably gotten to your mate. Try to avoid being extravagant
this week. You may win favors if you present your ideas and
include your family. Do you really want to start something with
someone you can't reason with?
LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Try to address the real issues in order
to turn things around. Residential moves will be favorable, and
larger quarters the most probable direction. You can make new
friends and get involved in new hobbies successfully. Problems
with ear, nose, or the throat are likely.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 23) This may not be your day if you are
overly melodramatic and unnerving everyone around you. Do
your own thing. Problems with gas, oil orwater in your home
may disrupt your routine. Don't let your stubborn nature get the
better of you.
LIBRA (Sept. 24-Oct. 23) Be aware that joint financial ventures
could fall apart. Consider applying for a job in another part of
the world. Investments that deal with property will pay off but
could cause conflict with some family members. Take care of

the needs or responsibilities of elders.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Gambling will be a waste of time
and money. Be sure to catch up on overdue correspondence and
help those you love find solutions to their dilemmas. Travel if
itls needed to start the ball rolling. Spend time with youngsters

PICK OF THE
The Weekly

GoodwiII
AffordabIe Housin’

thanks Badcock

Did you know GOODWILL has affordable barrier-free housing
complexes with HUD-subsidfzed rent in your area?

Furniture, the

Freedom. Village, Pinellas Park
(727) 541-6620

FOundation,

20-35-48

Apartment living lor people who are 62 and older or have physlcal disabllittes

and the Tampa

CA$H 3

Freedom Village, Clearwater
(727)443-6799

Bay D-Rays for

635 791 826

Apartment living for people who are 62 and older or have physical disabilities

their COntribu-

368

tions benefiting

Freedom Village, Tampa
(813) 831-6988
Apartment living for people who are 62 and older or have physical disabilities

students at John

051 968 214

Hopkins

Heritage Oaks of Palm Harbor
(727)787-0792 '

Middle, Gibbs

Apartment living for people 62 and aider

High, Boca

Heritage Oaks of Ocala
(352) 854-1515

Ciega High, St.

Apartment Jiving for people 62 and older

8-1 2-6 7-3

Petersburg

Disability must be doctor-documented and
irscoRie limits appIitjd forhousing availabflity.

6-4 5-7 2-8

High, and

Academy Prep.

Goodwill

Industries-Sunceaat, inc. I
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ll|e Weekly <hallewee
Are you in college?
Retired?
Semi-retired?
Looking for Part-time Work?

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Subscription:
Man
Home DeliVery
Name

demands. Talk to employers in order to promote your career
objectives. Don't let peers distract you or push their work your

The Weekly Challenger

Phone

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21-Feb. 19) Your changing philosophies
may lead you into new circles and open doors that will give you
a unique outlook on life. Losses are evident. Develop some of

Give Us a Call - You’ll Be Glad You Did

likely if yon take risks.
,
CAPRICORN (Dec 22.-Jan. 20) Romance is quite possible it
you are willing to approach someone who interests you. Don't
let others try to create unwarranted guilt if you can't meet their

5-13-19

VerizOn

If you can answer YES to any of the foregoing questions
This opportunity is for YOU!
If you like talking to people, like sales,
and looking for a great way to Supplement your income...
You Could Be A Successful Newspaper Salesperson for

this week.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) Don't be too hard on your
mate. You can enjoy doing- things that include children. Do not
let them blow situations out of proportion. Minor accidents are

WEEK!

Challenger

6 Months
$18
10

Annual
$30
18

Address
City

State

Zip Code

Is this a renewal?___ If so, who is your carrier?

your good ideas. Concentrate on work or make changes to your
self.
PISCES (Feb. 20-Mar. 20) Don't let others bait you into argu
ments. You may want to plan physical activities that will help
bum off some of their excess energy. Go out with friends. Your
uncanny insight will help you make the right choices.

(727) - 822-8996

CALLTODAY
"There’s a Reason to Sell The Weekly Challenger"

Make checks payable to: Th? Weekly Challenger
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Huge CIearance SaIe

Sponsored by:

Up To 75% OFF
Preowned Merchandise

Did You Know?

HOME FURNISHING CENTERS

Limited Time

Pinellas Park
7330 49th St. N.
544-6481

St. Pete
2200 MLK St. S.
822-3741

• Free Thank You Gin With Purchase
• No Money Down
•0% Financing
• Fast Express Delivery
- Furniture, Major Appliances, Telivisions, Stereos,
Lawn & Garden (Mowers, tractors, etcJ

No Credit Turned Down Sale!
Exclude anyone in the middle of bankruptcy.

Ann Gregory: A Golfing Legend
Ann Moore Gregory,
was a pioneer, a trailblazer
on the frontiers of athletics,
social justice and civil
rights.
Bom in Aberdeen,
Miss, in July 1912,
Gregory migrated to Gary,
Ind. in the early 1930s,
where she began playing
tennis. While never having
played tennis until she was
a young adult, Gregory
became so good, so quick
that she won the Gary city
championship in 1937.
In 1939, she married
Leroy "Percy" Gregory.
Their daughter, JoAnn, was
bom in 1942. Shortly there
after, Percy was drafted
into the United States
Navy. It was Percy who
introduced Gregory to golf,
prior to going off to serve
his country in World War
II. By the time he returned

Ann Gregory

Publix makes saving simpIe.

from the service in 1945,
Gregory had become a
pretty decent golfer.
By 1950, she had
become a top flight golfer.
In that year, she won six
championships of the seven
tournaments
that
she
entered, including the
National UGA Tournament
in Washington, D.C. In
1956, Ann became the first
African-American to enter
the
U.S. . Amateur
Championship held in
Indianapolis, Indiana.
She used this pioneer
ing experience as a spring
board to greater heights.
Her crowning achievement
came in 1989, while still
mourning the death of her
husband of fifty years. At
the age of 76, she beat all
players over the age of 50
to win the gold medal in the
U.S. Senior Olympics.

Looking through the
photographs and newspa
per clippings in Gregory’s
books, one realizes that her
heroics as a civil rights
activist and community
leader rivaled her skills as a
golfer. Long frustrated by
discrimination at Gary’s
Gleason Park municipal
golf course, Gregory defi
antly strode to the tee in the
early 1960s, declaring,
"My tax dollars, are taking
care of the big course and
there’s no way you can bar
me from it."
She was the first
African-American appoint
ed trustee of the Gary
Public Library and devoted
long hours to the Girl
Scouts of America and
other service organizations.
At the peak of her
career, Gregory was con
sidered the country’s best

anyone else who might oth
erwise have been afraid to
face new frontiers."
Each year, the Urban
Chamber of Commerce in
Las Vegas, Nevada holds
the annual Ann Gregory
Memorial Scholarship in

her honor.

THERE IS ONLY
ONE RACE IN THIS
WORLD - THE
HUMAN RACE

*

Tropicana
Pure Premium Juice

Where shopping is a pleasure.
Visit our website at www.publix.com

Prices Effective
Thursday, July 24 through
Wednesday, July 30,2003.
Only in the Following Counties:
Lee, Collier, Hillsborough, Pinellas,
Pasco, Lake, Hernando, Citrus,
Manatee, Sarasota, Charlotte,
Polk, Highlands, Brevard and Osceola.
Quantity Rights Reserved.

black golfer in the country.
In a career that spanned
over five decades, the
"Queen of Negro Golf,"
won more than 300 tourna
ments all around the world.
Upon her death in 1990,
she was eulogized as "a
breath of fresh air and an
inspiration to golfers and

Boneless
ShouIder
Roast
Publix Premium
Certified Beef,
SDA Choice, Beef Chuck

X.

cM-p

r.kRP.REQm»

reQjL//a

Tangerine With Calcium, Homestyle
Premium, Original Premium, Grovestand
Premium, With Calcium Premium, With
Double C Premium, Grove With Calcium,
Pineapple With Calcium, Strawberry +
Calcium Premium, Banana With Calcium
Premium, Low Acid Premium or Healthy
Kids No Pulp Premium Orange Juice or
Premium or With Calcium Ruby Red
Grapefruit, 100% Pure Juice, Fresh
From Florida, It’s Just Not for
Breakfast Anymore, 64-oz ctn.
r.M-D REQU,r>

w

PUB L I X

Boneless
Fried Chicken
Breast Tenders

12-Pack
Corona Extra
Beer

Hot or Fresh Pack,
Made Fresh in the Publix Deli!

Or Corona Light or Foster’s Lager,
12-oz hot.
•or Pacifico Clara Beer,
12-oz LNNR hot.

Sourdough Round
French Bread

SeIected
Coca-Cola Products

Baked Fresh Throughout the Day,
From the Publix Bakeryi
16-oz loaf

2-L hot.
(12-Pack Selected Coca-Cola Products,
12-oz can... 2/6.00)
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2003-2004 Back-to-School (Open House) for Pinellas County Schools

Elementary Schools .......................... .

............ Week of July 28 and Tuesday,
................................ Aug. 12 or Aug. 14

Fundamental Elementary Schools............

......... Wednesday, August 6, 13 or 20

Off-Site Partnership Schools .................

........................ ;..Wednesday, August 27

Middle Schools,
except for Azalea Middle ........ ....... .

............................. ...Tuesday, August 19
......................... .....or Thursday, Aug. 21

Azalea Middle School................ ........ . ............... .............................. ,... .Monday, August 4

13th Annual
Back To School
Special Section
Advertising Supplement of

The Weekly Challenger

Fundamental Middle Schools .......................... ............................ .....Monday, August 11
............................. or Monday, August 25

High SchooIs/Magnet Programs ..'....... .......... ................................... Tuesday, August 26
4x4 High Schools .............. . .....i..............

......................... .........Monday, August 18

ESE Centers .................. ............................................. ........ ...................... Tuesday, September 2

Seminole Vocational Education Center------ ............ .......... Wednesday, September 3
2003-04 PROGRESS REPORT
REPORT CARD DISTRIBUTION DATES

End of Grading Period... .............................. ................... Report Card Distribution
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

Advertising Supplement of The Weekly Challenger • July 24 - 30,2003 3
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REQUIRED IMMUNIZATIONS FOR THE 2003-04 SCHOOL YEAR
Grades K-2

MMR (measles, mumps and rubella - two doses)
Hepatitis B (three doses over a six-month period)
DTP (total of four or five doses required)
Polio (total of three or four doses required)
Varicella (chicken pox)

Grades 3-5

Shots required for grades K-2 but no varicella requirement

Grades 6

MMR (measles, mumps, rubella - two doses)
DTP (total of four or five doses required)
Polio (total of three or four doses required)

Grades 7-12

Shots required for grades 5-6 plus the following:
Tetanus-diptheria (TD) Booster
Hepatitis series (two or three doses; there is a two-dose
vaccine for children 11-15, check with physician)

All immunization dates must be on the Florida Certificate Immunization (DH
680)
For immunization information, contact your private physician or an HRS
Pinellas County Public Unit:
St. Petersburg Public Health Unit
500 Seventh Ave. S.
(727) 824-6900

Clearwater Public Unit
310 N Myrtle Ave.
(727) 469-5800

Pinellas Park Public Health Unit
6350 76th Ave. N.
(727) 547-7780

Tarpon Springs Public Health Unit
301 DisstonAve.
(727) 942-5457

Largo Center
12420 130th Ave. N.
(727) 588-4040
All Pinellas County Public Health Units provide free immunizations.

Thursday, October 16 .... .................... .................................... ....Friday, October 24

Tuesday, February 10.... ............................................. ...........Tuesday, February 17
Table of Contents
Page 3

Immunization Information
Family First Column

Tuesday, May 18........... ...... ......... .................... .................. ........ Tuesday, May 18
MIDDLE/HIGH SCHOOLS

Wednesday, September 17................... .................................. Friday, September 26

“Being part of the Eckerd Col lege PEL program was

a transforming experience for me. it broadened my

Page 4

2003-04 Meal Prices

Thursday, October 30.... .... ........... ................................ .....Monday, November 10

perspectives and redefined my direction in Ife.”
Francine Candelario, PEL Graduate

Thursday, December 18 ..... ..................................................... Mcnday, January 12

Page 5

Family First

The Weekly Challenger
has
invited
Family
Resources to produce a
monthly guest column that
addresses sensitive family
issues. It is a non-profit
organization that has
served troubled children,
youth and their families in
Pinellas County since
1970. The staff is highly
qualified in understanding
children and teens, and has
the knowledge, resources
and real concern to make a
difference.
In this month’s col
umn, a Family Resource
counselor addresses a con
cerned parent’s question
on how to change her
daughter’s rude behavior
that started last school
year. She wants help so
that her teenager can begin
the new school year on the
right track.
Q: I am a single par
ent, recently divorced and
working two jobs. My 15year-old daughter is hav
ing a hard time adjusting.
She started getting in trou

ble at school and was
eventually suspended. She
uses profanity, stays out
past her curfew and argues
with me about everything.
Her new “friends” have
more influence over her
than I do. She was doing
so well. What can I do?
A. Divorce can be a
very traumatic and stress
ful situation for everyone
involved. Both of you are
having to adjust to your
new life situation. While
you are trying to provide
financial stability for your
family with your two jobs,
you are probably less
available to your daughter
at a time that she needs
your guidance even more.
Trying to balance the new
demanding work schedule,
household responsibilities,
and working towards a
mutually gratifying rela
tionship often places a
major strain on the family.
Setting aside regular
“family time” just for you
and your daughter is very
important. Let your daugh
ter know you are con
cerned. Ask questions:
who, what, when, where,
and why. Parents frequent
ly fall into the trap of lec:
taring their teenager, and
only expressing annoy
ance and frustration. This
often causes a teenager to
shut down and become
defensive. Try to show
understanding and interest

in her life. Acknowledge
to your daughter how you
are feeling about the
divorce and your changed
life situation, and discuss
how you can help each
other adjust.
Maybe having her
friends over for activities
will let her know you’re
interested in her life while
also getting to know who
they are. It is important
that you remain the “par
ent” in your relationship
with her. Many divorced
parents attempt to become
‘friends’ with their chil
dren in order to ease the
pain, but this approach
typically aggravates the
situation. As much as
teenagers naturally rebel
against authority, they also
seek the consistency and
structure that a good par
ent provides.
It is also important
that you maintain perspec
tive regarding your daugh
ter’s behavior.
The behavior you de
scribe is common for teen
agers who are having diffi
culty adjusting. If these
continue despite your ef
forts to improve communi
cation and the relationship
with your daughter, you
might want to consider
seeking professional assis
tance through counseling.

Registration Information

Friday, February 13 ....... .................................. ............... ...... /Tuesday, February 24

A private middle school for
5th through 8th grade boys and girls
who qualify for the federal lunch
program

Page 6
Back-to-School Fashions

Friday, April 2 ............ . ..... ................................................. ....... Tuesday, April 13

Tuesday, May 18......... . ....... .............. ...................... ............ ...Thursday, May 27

Page 7
Pinellas County School Board
Code of Conduct

The Bachelor’s Degree For Adults in Tampa Bay

Next term begins August 18!

Page 9

School Calendar

Small classes, full-day, year-round activities in
a safe, structured academic setting

Call 800-234-4735 or visit

HIGHSCHOOLS

www.eckerd.edu/pel to

Wednesday, October 8 .. ......................... ...................... .....Wednesday, October 15

Full Scholarships Are Available
Now accepting applications

explore your future.

Thursday, December 18 .......... ................... ............ ...................... Friday, January 9

Page 11

School Uniforms

Monday, March 8 .... . ........................................ ....................Monday, March 15
Page 12

Frequently Called Numbers

Tuesday, May 18...... . ............. .................................... ...... ...Wednesday, May 26

Center for Education

Eckerd College
Program for Experienced Learners

Grades 5 and 6 - classes begin in August

For additional information: (727) 322-0800
2301 22nd Avenue South,
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
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2003-04 LUNCH PRICES

Helping Children Stay Focused
on Learning

(NAPSI) - Children
can easily become distract
ed from learning at school
and studying at home as
world
conflicts
and

domestic concerns occupy
the airwaves and daily
conversations. Focusing
on the common routines of
education, such as main

taining regular • study
habits, helps to support a
consistent learning envi
ronment and reinforces a
sense of security in a
child's life.
"Children's feelings of
anxiety can become visible
in behavioral changes and
school performance," says
Richard E. Bavaria, Ph.D.,
vice president of education
for Sylvan Learning Cen
ter. "Parents and educators
play a key role in helping
to alleviate this anxiety by
maintaining an open dia
logue and keeping their
children focused on every
day learning activities."
To help parents keep
their children focused on
learning, the experts at
Sylvan Learning Center
offer these suggestions:
•
Routines. Chil
dren feel more secure
Continued on pg. 5

Saint Petersburg
Police Department

The prices for lunches will remain the same as last year. They are:

Adults - $2.50

Middle and high school students - $1.75

Elementary school students - $1.50

All reduced-priced lunches are 40 cents *'
**

BREAKFAST INFORMATION
Studies have shown good nutrition improves a child’s ability to learn. Research indicates students who eat

breakfast work faster, make fewer mistakes, provide more original answers on open-ended tests and demon
strate more energy and a serving of protein.

Breakfast served in schools includes a half pint of milk, a half cup of fruit or juice and two servings of bread
or a serving of bread and a serving of protein.

Breakfast is served in all elementary schools and the following other schools and centers:

Boca Ceiga High

Northeast High

Calving Hunsinger High

Osceola High

Clearwater Intermediate

Paul B. Stephens Exceptional Center

Clearwater High

Pinellas Park High

Countryside High

PTEC - Clearwater

Dixie Hollins High

PTEC - St. Petersburg

Gibbs High

Richard L. Sanders School

Hamilton Disston School

Safety Harbor Secondary School

Kennedy Middle

Seminole High

Lealman Intermediate

Seminole Vo-Ed Center

Meadowlawn Middle

St. Petersburg High

Nina Harris ESE Center

Tarpon Springs High

North Ward Secondary School

Tarpon Springs Middle

All students in the school and centers where breakfast is served are encouraged to participate.

The price for breakfast is elementary is 75 cents; middle/high school is $1; adult is $1.50.

Join the Team
You Can Make a Difference
The City of St. Petersburg is now accepting applications and hiring qualified applicants for
the position of Police Officer. You can make a difference by joining th Team and serving a
wonderful community.

All reduced-priced breakfasts are 30 cents.

Students who qualify for free lunch also may receive free breakfast.

Academic:

To enter the cadet program, qualified applicants must be at least 19 years of age and have
obtained 30 hours of college credits from any accredited college or university.
If you qualify, you will be entitled to benefits such as:

• Health & Life Insurance for you and your family
• Take-home vehicle program (must reside in city)
• 100% sponsorship at St. Petersburg Junior police Academy and a starting salary of
$13.84/hdur
• Educational incentive pay and tuition reimbursement program in continuing your education
• tarting salary of $33,471.00/annually for Sworn Officers
• Paid Holidays, military leave, and vacations
• Mortgage assistance program for Sworn Officers
• Uniforms and equipment provided
• Retirement plan
If you have the qualifications to meet the challenge, or if you have any quastions, please con
tact Officer Mark A. Williams - Tel: (727) 893-7219 Email: markwilliams@stpete.org
Website: wwwjstpete.org

James B. Sanderlin Neighborhood
Family Service Center
2335 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: (727) 321-9444

Parental Involvement:
• Parent MeetingslWorkshops
• Volunteerism
• School Involvement

Registration: August 15-29
I Program starts Sept. 2, 4-7:30 p.m. |

•
•
•
•
•

Tutoring
Reading
Math
Homework Help
Test-taking Skills (FCAT, SAT)

SociaKgationi
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dance
Computer Instructions
Nutrition Classes
Family Night Celebrations
Art
• Sewing
Girl Scouts (Brownies)
Youth Council
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learning habits, such as
acting out in class or diffi
culty completing home
from pg. 4
work assignments.
when things are familiar
•
Communicate
and consistent. Make a with your child. Let your
point to establish and carry child know that it's all
out everyday routines. For right to talk to you.
instance, engage youf en Regular and open commu
tire family with "Drop nication provides a good
Everything and Read" opportunity to discuss
time each day. Consider world events while teach
reading books and news ing children about toler
papers that have positive ance or cultural differ
themes or provide insight ences.
into relevant topics, such
’ •
Creative Outlets.
as topics that explore vari Children may have diffi
ous cultures or religions.
culty finding the words to
•
Know your child. express their feelings
No one knows your child about things they don't
better than you and this is- truly understand. Creative
key to lending him support outlets such as drawing,
during times of stress. music or books can be
Watch for and be respon educational while helping
sive to changes in his

Helping
Children

children express their feel
ings and concerns.
•
Communicate
with your child's teacher
and/or guidance counselor.
Your child's teacher and/or
guidance counselor is the
best source for information
about your child's scholas
tic performance. It is espe
cially important to keep in
close communication dur
ing times of increased
stress, particularly if you
notice a sudden, change in
your child's learning habits
at home or a drop in her
grades.
For related tips on
instilling the joy of reading
or playing the game of
math, visit www.educate.
comli nfo or call 1-800-31SUCCESS.

Visit The Weekly Challenger Online @
www.theweeklychallenger.com

From your backya
to the world
Embark on new adventures
in your neighborhood,
SPC Midtown
St. Petersburg Housing
Authority's Center for
Achievement
22nd Street and 10“' Ave.

Join us for an
Information Session
Thursday, July 31
5:30-7:30 p.m.
SPC Midtown offers:
• Academic enrichment for
students in grades 6-12.

• DuaI high schooI and
coilege credit courses
for high schooI students.

• An SAT preparation course.
• SPC courses incIuding

aIgebra, business, and

composition.

Registration
School Starts Aug. 5 - Choice begins in Pinellas County
• New student registration has changed under the Choice Plan.
Parents with a child entering a public school for the first time (such as an
incoming kindergartener or new resident) need to do the following to register
for a school assignment:
1. Visit a Family Education and Information Center and bring the required
documentation (birth certificate or other proof of birth, proof of residency such
as a utility bill, student’s Social Security number and a recent report card for
students entering grades 1-12).
2. The child will be assigned to a school that has seats available in the par
ents’ attendance area.
3. Finish school registration at the child’s assigned school before school
starts Aug. 5. Parents should contact their child’s assigned school for registra
tion procedures.
• Students who have moved.
Parents with a child already assigned to a school who have moved within the
attendance area need to bring proof of residency to the child’s assigned school
and change the child’s address. Parents who have moved to a different choice
attendance area need to take proof of residency to a Family Education and
Information Center because the child must be assigned to a school in the new
attendance area.
• Telephone Help Line for parents.
To assist parents who have a question about their child’s school assignment, a
telephone help line (727) 588-5000 will be in operation for one week only
from July 28-Aiig. 1, 2003.

• Family Education and Information Center (FEIC) hours.
To accommodate families during the first week of school, FEIC hours of opera
tion will be 7 a.m.-8 p.m.
Aug 4- 7 and 7 a.m.i4:30 p.m. on Aug:8.
The locations and normal operating hours for the Family Education and
Information Centers are:
North county location: 1101 Marshall St.,.Clearwater; phone (727) 298-2858;
fax (727) 298-2864.
Hours: Monday, Wednesday and Friday 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.; Tuesday 9 a.m.-4:30
p.m.; Thursday 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Assistance for Spanish-speaking parents is avail
able Thursday evenings.
South county location:. 3420 Eighth Ave. S, St. Petersburg; phone (727) 5521595; fax (727) 552-1604.
Hours: Monday, Tuesday and Friday 8 a.m<4:30 p.m.; Wednesday 9 a.m.-4:30
p.m.; Thursday 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

School choice for the 2004-05 school year - what’s new?
• All families do not have to apply. Parents must fill out an application for a
choice attendance area school if:
1. They have a child entering kindergarten, coming to Pinellas County
Schools for the first time or returning to the district.
2. If their child is entering grade 6 or 9 next year and is not eligible for or
does not want to use extended grandfathering.
3. If their child wants to apply for a different school for next year.
• Application Period: Sept. l-Nov. 1, 2003 (The application period for
choice attendance area schools and countywide magnet, fundamental and high
school academies is the same.)
• Choice applications may be returned to a Family Education and Information
Center by fax, mail or in person.
• There will be a new automated telephone application system for magnet,
fundamental and academy programs.
• A detailed, informative Choice Information Guide will be available before
Sept. 1.
• Stay informed about school choice by visiting the choice website
(www.pinellaschoice.org).

For more information, call

(727) 341-4SPC
www.spGollege.edu

5

For more information, contact Andrea Zahn, Coordinator, Choice Plan
Communication, (727) 588-5172.
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A Class Act: Back-to-School Trends

Folkloric tops are popular for the back-to-school season.
(NAPSI) - Back-toschool fashion for 2003
includes a number of
important trends; so while
you’re preparing to hit the
books, don’t forget to in
clude Fashion 101 in your
studies.
Stocking up on all of
the latest trends can get ex
pensive. Therefore, you
can find many of this fall’s
must-have items for less at
retailers such as Kmart.
For Her
Athletic Chic - Ath
letic and leisure styles and
details are showing up on
everything from T-shirts to
mini skirts. Anything with
lace-up embellishment,

side stripe or cargo styling
captures the trend to a “T.”
And don’t forget the
matching track suit they’re everywhere - in
fabrics from velour to
satin. Check out:
•
Football and ath
letic-inspired graphic Tshirts;
•
Zip-front hooded
jackets;
•
Denim
mini
skirts; and
• • Cargo pants, in
cluding those with military
details in canvas, twill,
nylon and satin.
Folklore Finds - This
season’s folkloric trends
include a rich, autumnal

color palette and plenty of
embroidery and fringe. Try
peasant tops and tunics
with detailed;' fashion
denim. Other ideas in
clude:
•
Tunics with peas
ant tops with ethnic-styled
embroidery;
•
Lightweight tunic
sweaters with neck trim
detailing; and
•
Fashion
jeans
with fringed faux suede
belts.
For Him
Vintage lnspired Guys should stock up on
vintage athletic and prep
school-inspired looks. This
style is best captured when

layered. Try a vintage tshirt from the Route 66
brand at Kmart over a
long-sleeved Henley or a
striped polo over a longsleeved T-shirt. Also con
sider:
• Graphic and ringer Tshirts;
•
Cargo pants;
•
Muscle-fit polo
shirts; and
•
Henley shirts.
Street Smart - From
designer to discount,
skateboard and street wear
styles continue to inspire
men’s fashion. At Kmart,
large logos and numerals
adorn Joe Boxer sweat
shirts. Cargo and zip-pock
ets with contrasting color
details are everywhere.
Must-have items include: • Logo-front hooded
sweatshirt;
•
Cotton/nylon ac
tive pants with lots. of
detail and trims; and
• . Five-pocket sand
blasted.

Learning Disabilities

Teachers should be
aware of the early
warning signs of learn
ing disabilities to aid in
teaching young children.
(NAPSI)-To make the
most of available help,
parents
and teachers
should look out for learn
ing disabilities when kids
start school and all through
the year. Ninety percent of
kids who get help by first
grade can achieve normal
reading ability.
The experts at the
Coordinated Campaign for
Learning Disabilities sug
gest you watch for these
early warning, signs:
Preschool: Late talk
ing; pronunciation prob

lems; slow vocabulary
growth, difficulty finding
the right word; difficulty
making rhymes; trouble
learning numbers, alpha
bet, days of the week, col
ors and shapes; extremely
restless and easily distract
ed; trouble interacting
with peers; poor ability to
follow directions or rou
tine.
Grades K-4: Slow to
learn the
connection
between letters and sound;
confuses basic words (run,
eat, want); consistent read
ing and spelling errors;
difficulty learning basic
math concepts and signs;
slow to recall facts; slow
to learn new skills; impul
sive, lack of planning;
unstable pencil grip; trou
ble learning about time;
poor coordination.
To learn more about
learning disabilities, how
to spot them and what to
do about them, visit
www.focusonleaming.org.

• Student attendance: The only "field trip" absence is one initiated by the school
and chaperoned by a school board employee.

Aprincipaltnay waive the -48-hour notification requirement for absences for field
trips or other parental requests if extenuating circumstances exist.
College visitation days no longer are restricted to out-of-county institutions.

• Parental Responsibilities: The primary residential parent should complete the
clinic Card.

L-R: Supt. Howard Hinesley, Mary Russell, Nancy Bostock, Jane Gallucci
(vice chair), Linda Lerner (chair), Mary Brown, Lee Benjamin and Carol Cook

Overseeing Pinellas
County schools are seven
school board members,
five who must live in the
district they represent and
two at-large members.'All
school board members are
elected countywide. The
board appoints a superin
tendent, who serves as
chief administrative offi
cer of Pinellas County
Schools.
School Board meet
ings are generally the sec

• REASONABLE FEES
• COMPREHENSIVE AND BALANCED
• HOT LUNCH AND SNACKS AVAILABLE
CURRICULUM
• APPROVED FOR
• COMPUTER/MUSIC/MULTI-CULTURAL/
COORDINATED CHILD CARE
AND BIBLE INSTRUCTION
• CERTIFIED ADMINISTRATORS AND
INSTRUCTORS
Mr. Johnny Welch, Administrator/Director

• Detention: Parents must be contacted and spoken to by an administration prior
to a detention for eleiiientary or middle school students. High school a<Jministrators
must document efforts to contact parents by phone prior to a detention.
• Saturday School: An administrator must have a conversation with a parent
before assigning a student to Saturday School.
• Disciplinary reassignment: Students assigned to an alternative program may .
be offered an early work back agreement.

All students who have been assigned to'an alternative school for the last semester
of their senior year may appeal to the District Review Committee to participate in
graduation.
• Expulsion: A student serving an expulsion during the last semester of the sen
ior year may not participate in graduation.
Students’ recommended for reassignment a third time no longer automatically will
be recommended for expulsion.

If a student is expelled from all schools, a list of community resources will be
given to parents.

—

WE SEE YOUR NEED FOR LIFE
INSURANCE GROWING EVERY DAY.

l

IT’S NOT TOO SOON TO START INVESTING

FOR COLLEGE.
the help of someone who’s always been there for you. See me

about the potential tax benefits of an .education savings plan.

ENROLLNOWI

WE LIVE WHERE YOU LIVE1.

Don’t miss your chance to begin classes in

■w

Get registered now for programs

accepting new students.

Want to be a

SBBr, -t. awr
As your family grows, so does your need For protection.
And nobody can help you provide that protection like
me, your State Farm agent See me today.

Commercial Artist, Chef, Dental Assistant,

Bench Jeweler, or Web Designer?

PRAYER TOWER
CHRISTIAN ACADEMY

Phone: (727) 323-4184 or 321-0670 phone/fax

in the conference hall of
the Administration Build
ing at 301 4th Street SW in
Largo. The public is
encouraged to attend.
Jan. 27*
July 29.
Feb.10
Aug. 19 *
Feb. 24*
Sept. 9
March 9*
Sept. 23 *
April 13
Oct. 14
April 27 *
Oct. 28
May 11
Nov. 11
May 25
Dec. 9 *
June 15
Jan. 13.
* Meeting begins at 5 pm.

Encourage Your Children To Read!

Landscape Designer, Auto Tech, Welder,

1137 - 37th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711

ond and fourth Tuesday of
each month with the first
meeting of the month
beginning at 1 p.m. and the
second meeting beginning
at 5 p.in. Board meetings
are televised at 6 p.m.
Wednesdays and Thurs
days for two weeks fol
lowing the meeting date on
WPDS-Ch. 14, which can
be seen on Bright House
Networks Ch. 14 and Veri
zonAmericast Ch. 14.
All meetings are held

• Possession of guns, weapons and dangerous objects: A knife with a blade
longer than four inches, rather than the previous three inches is considered a
weapon.

Before you know it, college will be here. Start planning for it with

August.

Dean Robinson
1474 Gulf To Bay Blvd
Clearwater, FL
727-446-6200
dean.robinson.cr4r@statefarm.coni

Call for more info: 727-893-2500, X1024

se habla espanol
Administered by She jj
Department of Children ana
Families

PTEC is home to PREP, the Pinellas Refugee
Education Program offering adult English classes
and vocational training. For more information
call

(727) 215-6619

or visit our offices at 7901 4th Street North,
St. Petersburg, FL
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"Code of Student Conduct Changes"
for 2003-04

Pinellas County School Board

WE LIVE WHERE YOU LIVE."

REGISTRATION
Now In Progress
for

“Building a foundation to achieve maximum potential”
License # C 984142
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STATE FAtM

STATE FARM IS THERE.”

LIKE A' GOOD NEIGHBOR
INSUflANC^

NT * "■

Dean Robinson
1474 Gulf To Bay Blvd
Clearwater, FL .
727-446-6200

dean.robinson.cr4r@statefarm.com

statejarm.com*
State Farm life Insurance Company (Not licensed in NY or Wf)
State Farm Life and Accident Assurance Company (licensed in NY and WD

—

aw——

P03644 01/03
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Don’t Let Your Child Be Bullied
bv Teresa D. Brown
Challenger Editor
Your child could be
next.
Each year, more and
more children are the tar
gets of schoolyard bullies.
Bullying is far more seri
ous than just name calling
and teasing. It’s escalated
to include harassment,
beatings and even death
threats.
According to a study
by psychologist Dorothy
Espelage, 80 percent of
students take part in bully
ing, and 15 percent of sev
enth and eighth graders
say they bully someone
regularly.
In an older study, boys
were found to be four
times as likely as girls to
be responsible for physical
attacks and far more likely
to be victims of attacks. In
a study sponsored by the
Kaiser Foundation, 74
percent of eight- to 11year-olds, and 86 percent
of teens, report being
teased or bullied by their
peers. One child in five is
frightened in the class
room.
"It is a major problem
with boys on campuses
today," according to James
Dobson,
author
of
"Bringing Up Boys." "It
also. plays a significant
role in the bloody violence
that continues to distress
the nation. In the past four
decades, there has been a
500 percent increase in the
rates of homicide and sui
cide."
What is bullying?
What motivates children
to bully? How can the vic
tims of bullying fight
back? What can students,
parents and teachers do to
eliminate bullies in their
schools?
To start, bullying in its
truest form is comprised
of a series of repeated
intentionally cruel inci
dents, involving the same
children, in the same bully
and victim roles. Some of
the ways they bully other
people are by: calling
them names, saying or
writing nasty things about

them, not talking to them,
taking or damaging their
things, hitting or kicking
them or making them do
things they don’t want to
do.
There are a lot of rea
sons why some people
bully. They may see it as a
way of being popular or
making themselves look
tough and in charge. Some
bullies do it to get atten
tion or things or to make
other people afraid of
them. Others might be
jealous of the person they
are bullying. They may be
being bullied themselves.
Some bullies may not
even understand how
wrong their behavior is
and how it makes the per
son being bullied feel.
Some young people
are bullied for no particu
lar reason, but sometimes
it’s because they are dif
ferent in some way, per
haps it’s the color of their
skin, the way they talk,
their size or their name.
Sometimes young people
are bullied because they
look like they won’t stand
up for themselves.
Some people think
bullying , is just a part of
growing Up and a way for
young people to learn to
stick up for themselves.

But bullying can make
young people feel lonely,
unhappy and frightened. It
makes them feel unsafe or
that there must be some
thing wrong with them.
They lose confidence and
may not want to go to
school any more.
Copying with bullying
can be difficult, buy
remind your child that
they are not the problem,
the bully is.
Here’s
the
most
important actions to take:
• If someone in your fami
ly is being bullied at
school, you must talk to a
teacher.
• If you are not satisfied
with
the
school’s
response, do not give up there are other sources of
help available.
• Support and understand
ing at home are important
in helping people to cope
with bullying - do all you
can to help children and
young people value them
selves.
• Children and young peo
ple who witness or
become aware of bullying
may be unsure of what to
do and whether they
should tell someone.
Make sure they know that
they should talk to a par
ent or teacher, and why.
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Confidence is Critical to
Learning Success-----------(NAPSI) - Here's an
idea many parents may be
pleased to learn: A confi
dent child often does .bet
ter both in the classroom
and in everyday life. He is
more likely to ask ques
tions, participate in class,
express his ideas and take
on new challenges.
Children who suffer
from low confidence often
fail to achieve their full
potential," says educator
Richard E. Bavaria, Ph.D.,
vice president of education
for
Sylvan
Learning
Center. "In fact, a child's
confidence is one of the
most important things that
parents can help them
develop."
To help children maxi
mize
their
academic
potential, parents should
consider these confidenceboosters:

• Set realistic goals.
Help your child set attain
able goals for each class
and help her identify what
will need to be done to
reach each goal. For exam
ple, to get an A in math she
will need to turn in all her
homework, participate in
class and prepare for tests.
• Establish a homework
routine. Working with
your child to develop a
plan to efficiently com
plete homework tasks
leads to higher grades and
fewer
homework
headaches. Designate a
specific time and place for
your child to do his home
work.
• Let your child help.
Providing your child
opportunities to help you
will make him feel impor
tant. Ask him to help cal
culate the tip at a restau

rant or read a recipe aloud
while making dinner.
• Discover his learning
style. Your child may be a
visual (seeing), auditory
(hearing) or haptic (doing)
learner. Working within
her learning style, both at
schooland at home, will
help her perform better on
homework and tests.
• Highlight the positive.
Point out what your child
is doing well. Starting on a
positive note shows your
child that you care about
his accomplishments.
•For additional tips on
study skills and learning
styles from the experts at
Sylvan Learning Center,
visit
www.educate .comltips or call Sylvan
Learning Center at 1-80031-SUCCESS.
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Immaculate Conception
Early ChiIdhood Center
2100 26th Ave. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Now enrolling children 2-5 years old.
Hours: 6:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Open Year Round

We Potty Train!
CCC accepted
Meals provided at no extra charge
License #C950046

fart, mate than 30 qaate.

Ms. Rita Jackson, Director
(727) 822-2156
fax (727) 553-9133

How to Care
for Back-toSchool Wear
(NAPSI) - A few tips
from the experts can help
back-to-school
clothes
make the grade for weeks
and months after the
school year starts.
Here are some fabric
care tips from the
Whirlpool Institute of
Fabric Science to keep
kids' clothes at the head of
the class:
Before removing any
stain, consult the care
label for the manufactur
er's
recommendations.
With any brightly colored
items, check an invisible
comer to ensure that the
treatment you choose will
not affect color.

PINELLAS COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE

Pinellas County Schools’ Student Calendar 2003-2004
Tuesday, Aug. 5

Schools open, classes begin

Friday, Aug. 29

School Improvement Planning Day,
dismissal two hours early for students

Monday, Sept.l

Labor Day, schools closed

Friday, Sept. 12

School Improvement Planning Day,
dismissal two hours early for students

Friday, Oct. 17

Professional Day, schools closed for students

Tuesday, Nov. 11

School Improvement Day Planning Day,
dismissal two hours early for students **

Sunday, Nov. 16Saturday, Nov. 22

American Education Week

Community Affairs Department
Divisions:
• Human Relations
• Community Advocacy

• Civilian Police Review

www.slpete.org
(727) 893-7345
Fax: (727) 892-5064

Great American Teach-In

Wednesday, Nov. 19

Monday, Nov. 24 and
Tuesday, Nov. 25

District Training Days,
schools closed for students

Wednesday, Nov. 26Friday, Nov. 28

Thanksgiving Holidays, schools closed

Friday, Dec. 19

First semester ends

Friday, Dec. 19

Professional Education Day,
schools closed for students

Monday, Dec. 222-Friday, Jan. 2

Winter Holidays, schools closed

Monday, Jan. 5,2004

Schools reopen - second semester begins

Friday, Jan. 16

School Improvement Planning Day,
dismissal two hours early for students

Monday, Jan. 19

Martin Luther King Jr. Holiday, schools closed

Monday, Feb. 16

School Improvement Planning Day,
dismissal two hours early for students

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER/MINORITIES ENCOURAGED TO APPLY
SHERIFF EVERETT S. RICE

Monday, March 22Friday, March 26

Spring Holidays, schools closed

A GOOD EDUCATION begins
with GOOD VISION!

Monday, March 29

Schools reopen, classes resume

The Pinellas County Sheriffs Office is a progressive, technologically
advanced agency geared to meet the needs of the area's diverse population.
As a recognized leader in providing comprehensive Law Enforcement and
Corrections programs, the more than 2900 specialized members provide

solid, proven service to the community.
If you feel you should be part of this shining team, reach for Florida's

Committed to
seekingequality in:

The City of St. Petersburg

District Planning Day, schools closed

Thursday, Oct. 16

brightest star, the Pinellas County Sheriffs Office. Call 582-6208.

* Employment • Housing
■ Public Accommodations

9

Wednesday, April 28

School Improvement Planning Day,
dismissal two hours early for students

r6FFic”drDR.“FLTNAGAN7d"D7p”."l

Student
Eye Exam

i Convenient Care Clinics w ill provide afiw, thorough jtgfsi■ical exam for $20. j
■We also offer the required state immunization shots {priced separately). No
o matter
mai
where you live
in Pinellas County, we have a location near you.

. .....

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Student ID required

Bayfront Convenient Care Clinics:
No Appointment Necessary:
J.

Raafena-381-3627
1550 S, Pasadena Ave., South Pasadena

2.

Seminole - 397-5666
7601 Seminole Blvd., Seminole.

3.

Tyrone-344-3627
325166th St, N., St'Pete

State required immunizations:
-Varicella
- Hepatitis B
- Measels, Mumps &
Rubella Booster

- Tetsmus-Dhfedieria Booster

Sunday, May 2-Saturday, May 8Teacher Appreciate Week

*49

Friday, May 7

Professional Education Day,
schools closed for students

Tuesday, May 18

Last day of school
(full day) for students

Expires 10/3/03

Excluding insurances and other discounts

4.

Northeast - 526-3627

" " I FREE Box of
AcuVue

7676 4th St. N., St. Pete

5.

Gulf Beach- 367-5666

Contact Lenses w/purchase
of Exam & Fitting

6455 Gulf Blvd., St. Pete Beach

6.

Largo-531-2273
13163 66th St. N., Largo '

A^inmgrtt..Necesijan7.

Bayfront Famflv Health Center - 893.6153
700 6th St. S., St. Pete

Bayfront
www.bayfront.org

WE HONOR COMPETITOR COUPONS

Dr. Deborah Flanagan
Optometric Physician

3160 Fifth Ave. So., Ste. 107

(727) 321-6600

Tues., May 18, Wed., May 19
or Thurs., May 20

Graduation

Student ID required Expires 10/3/03

Excluding insurances and other discounts

FREE Single Vision
Plastic Lenses
w/purchase of a
Frame
Student ID required Expires 10/3/03
Excluding insurances and other discountSj

There’s A Reason To Read
The Weekly Challenger!
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Students Go Online For
Personal Tutoring—-------

Science Teachers Turn
Knowledge Into Cash—----------

(NAPSI)-The trend
toward standardized test
ing, coupled with parents'
desires to give their chil
dren a competitive edge in
school, has fueled a
demand for tutors and
tutoring services.
Forty-five percent of
parents are more likely to
hire a tutor for their child
today than they were in the
past, according to a recent
study
conducted
by
Opinion Research Corp.
A private tutor that
comes to your home is one
option, but it can be hard
to find a tutor that fits into
the family's schedule and
has the proper academic
credentials.
Many parents also
question leaving their
child alone with a tutor
when they are not at home.
This can be a concern no
matter how convenient the
at-home tutoring service is
or how qualified the tutor
may be.
Seventy-nine percent
of parents say they are
likely to use the Internet to
assist in their child's aca
demic performance.
"The Internet is an
excellent resource for par
ents seeking aca-demie
assistance for their chil
dren," states Pat Hoge,
executive director of edu
cation and curriculum

(NAPSI) - In 1978,
federal regulations prohib
ited the use of chlorofluo
rocarbon (CFC) propel
lants in almost all aerosol
products
manufactured
and sold in the United
States. What's surprising,
however, is that an esti
mated 60 percent of
Americans still believe
that aerosol spray products
are bad for the environ
ment.
As part of an ongoing
campaign to educate con
sumers about aerosol prod

development for eSylvan,
which offers personalized,
Web-based tutoring in
reading and math by statecertified teachers. "In
many cases, an online
tutor, who can engage a
child's interest in learning
and provide individualized
assistance from the con
venience and safety of
home, may be what the
student needs."
eSylvan teachers and
students use the latest
Internet technology that
allows continuous twoway audio dialogue, which
is much like talking on the
telephone. They also write
questions and answers,
which are displayed on
both the students' and
teachers'
computer

screens, using a digital
pencil and digital writing
pad (similar to a mousepad). eSylvan is the only
supplemental education
provider to hold academic
accreditation.
"eSylvan provides par
ents with an online learn
ing option that not only
improves their child's aca
demic skills, but helps
boost their child's; selfconfidence as well," adds
Hoge. "Best of all,
eSylvan sessions take
place from the privacy of
home, so children need not
feel embarrassed about
working with a tutor to
catch up."
To learn more, visit
www.esylvan.com.

ucts and the environment,
the Consumer Aerosol
Products
Council
(CAPCO) is sponsoring a
nationwide contest for sci
ence classes in grades four
through
nine.
The
"Science Class Challenge"
encourages students and
teachers to learn about the
Earth's protective ozone
layer, aerosol products and
the environment.
As part of "The
Science Class Challenge,"
40 prizes of $500 each will
be awarded to participat

ing schools based on a ran
dom drawing. A grand
prize of $5,000 will be
awarded for the most cre
ative approach to teaching
the
subject material.
Winning. classrooms will
also receive a pizza party.
To learn more about
"The
Science
Class
Challenge," and for addi
tional information about
the environment and
aerosol products visit
www.nocfcs .org.

School Starts SOON!
Be Sure to Watch for Children Crossing the Streets
and Riding Bicycles.

SIow Down at AH School Crossings ;;

?

Voluntary

Azalea Elementary

B ardmoor Elementary

Bear Creek Elementary

Bay Point Elementary

Blanton Elementary

Bay Vista Fundamental (shorts)

Eisenhower Elementary

Cross Bayou Elementary

Fairmount Park Elementary

Curtis Fundamental (shorts)

Gulfport Elementary

Kings Highway Elementary

John Sexton Elementary

Lakeview Fundamental (shorts)

Lealman Avenue Elementary

Pinellas Park Elementary

Rawlings Elementary

Ponce de Leon Elementary

Rio Vista Elementary

Sawgrass Lake Elementary

Starkey Elementary

Southern Oaks Elementary

Walsingham Elementary (grades K-2)

Tarpon Springs Fundamental (shorts)

Woodlawn Elementary

Walsingham Elementary (grades 3-5)

North Ward Secondary

Norwoods Secondary

Bethel Metropolitan
Christian School
B.M.C.S. does not discriminate
on the basis of race, color,
religion, sex or nationaI origin

1

Scholarships y
Accepted '

• Florida P.R.I.D.E.
• Coordinated Child Care
• Florida Child
Weekly Tuition Payment Plan

Before and After
School Care
Monday-Friday
6:30 am - 6:00 pm

August 6, 2003

Promoting Academic Excellence
3445 26th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Pathways To Progress, Inc.

System

Kindergarten - 5 th Grade

Pathways To Progress

(727)824-6962

Mandatory

PTEC-South Secondary

2003-2004 SchooI Year
Opening Day

For information contact: Elihu Brayboy, Pinellas Co. Health Dept., Violence Prevention Office

SCHOOLS WITH UNIFORMS (2003-04)

Safety Harbor Secondary

A BEK A Curriculum
' Art/P.E./Computer/Bible
'A Superb Phonics Reading
Study
Program
Cultural Studies/FieId
1 ChoraI and Instrumental Music Trips

Workshops in Middle Schools
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Phone: (727) 328-2409

Fax:

(727) 327-0240

Email: bchurch5@tampabav.rr.com

Get It!
Your Library Card
is your most
t
important school supply!
♦ Free homework help!
♦ Free FCAT practice!
♦ Free Internet access
Stop by your nearest
St. Petersburg Public Library

to sign up!
For Information call
7Z7-893-7724

crrvor sr. perc«s«iflG
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Prevent Obesity-Get Their
Motors Running —-

(NAPSI) - Today, one
out of every six children is
overweight-nearly double
the number of 20 years
ago.
Because research has
shown that those who are
physically inactive as chil
dren tend to remain so as
adults, many of these kids
will grow up to become
prime candidates for heart
disease, hypertension and
diabetes.
Recently, the National
Association for Sports and
Physical Education, a non
profit association repre
senting 40,000 sports and
physical educators, issued
a set of national activity
guidelines for young chil

dren. They recommend
that even toddlers and
preschoolers participate in
60 minutes of unstructured
physical activity each day.
What can parents do to
help? There are several
activities parents can use
to get kids moving:
•
Running: Impor
tant for almost every sport,
this fundamental motor
skill is still a child
favorite. Help them learn
about pace by asking them
to run to a tempo as you
clap your hands.
•
Catching: Play
ing a simple game of catch
can enhance hand-eye co
ordination skills and build
lasting bonds. Children, 2

to 3, will try to catch with
their arms wide open, so
use oversized balls.
•
Kicking: Learn
ing to manipulate a ball
with the foot develops bal
ance, leg strength and is a
critical skill in that most
popular of children's
sports, soccer. For children
2 to 3, line up a row of dif
ferent-sized balls. Have
them kick each as hard as
they can. For children 4 to
6, roll a variety of balls
toward your child and
have them try to kick each
one in succession.
•
Striking: Many
sports involve the ability
to hit a moving object. For
kids 2 to 3, place a large,
soft ball on a tee and have
your child swing away
with a plastic bat. For chil
dren 4 to 6, toss the soft
ball to your child and have
him or her try to strike it
with the bat.
Parents can learn more
through a brochure, Active
Kids, created by FisherPrice. The brochure offers
fitness advice and tips to
help kids "Grow to Pro"
from the publishers of
Healthy Kids. For a free
copy, call 1-800-432-5437.
Fun and fitness-pro
moting activities can help
your child live a healthier
life.

Yvonne C. Reed Christian School, Inc.
Trinity United Methodist Church
2401 - 5th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone (727) 502-9538 • Fax (727) 502-0703

Excellence in Christian Education
K - 5th Grades
Yvonne C. Clayton, Admin./Owner
YCRCS does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion,
national origin, sex, age or disability in the administration of its
educational or admissions policies.
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,, out TEAM. Join J/S.

Back To School 2003-04 * Special Section
FREQUENTLY CALLED TELEPHONE NUMBERS

*r&

Information Services.............. ......................................... .......................................... ,........................ ..................588-6297
Adult Educatipn/Workforce Development..................... ............. ....................................................................588-6321

Area I Office
Area Superintendent ...... .............................................................................................. ......................................... 725-7996
Director of Operations...................................... .......................................................................... .......................... 725-7971

Area II Office
Area Superintendent.................................................................... 1-........................................................................ 893-2150

Summer’s almost over and the kids will soon be back in the
SWING OF THINGS AT SCHOOL!

Director of Operations............................. ........................ .......................................................... .................... .....893-2305

MAYBE IT’S TIME FOR YOU TO GET YOUR

Area III Office

FUTURE BACK ON TRACK WITH A REWARDING CAREER AT BAYFRONT!

Area Superintendent ................. ........ ....... ............. ................................................. ............................... ........... ..893-5561

We beIieve that skills
are not measured in
years of experience,
but rather in aptitude
and attitude. Bring
your unique taIenls
to Bayfront. You'll
discover that

Outstanding opportunities
tore available in Nursing,
Radiology, Laboratory,
|| Respiratory and more!

Director of Operations.......................... ......................................... ........... ............................................... .......... 893-2854

New Graduates Welcome!

GED Information ...................................................... .............................................................................................. 588-6298
Homework Hotline ...J........................ £........................................................................................... 547-7223/442-3226

"no one treats
you better."

Within our diversified, family-friendly environment,
you’ll discover such industry-Ieadihg benefits as
exceptional salaries, flexible scheduling, on-site
fitness and day care centers, sick child care, a
K-3 elementary school, tuition reimbursement, and
on-site classes. And that's only port of the reason that
Working Mother magazine named Bayfront Medical
Center os one of their “100 Best Employers."

Home Schooling ........ ................................ ..................... ................... ........... ................................. ......................588-5199

Apply on-line at
www.bayfront.org or
forward your resume to:
Fax: (727) 893-6962
Phone:(727)893-6161
Mail: 701 6th Street S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Eqtoi OpporhRhy Efflpisve! WMW

Bayfront

Health System

Choice Plan.......................................... ...................................................................... ............................ ................. 588-5172

Community Involvement ...................................................................................... .......................... ........... ..... ....588-6405
Curriculum & Instruction ............ ................................................................. ....................................................... 588-6121

Dropout Prevention......... ..... ............................................ ........... ........................................................ ................. 588-6069

Exceptional Student Education (ESE)....................................................... ............ .................... ................... ..588-6032
Family Education & Information Centers..................................... .................... .......... ............ ....552-1595/298-2858

Magnet and Fundamental School Programs............. ..........................................................;.......... .......... ........588-6432

Partnership Schools.............................................................. ......................................... ......................................... 588-6209
Pre-Kindergarten.............................. ........... ..................... ............................................................ ............. ......588-6106

Student Assignment ............................................................................................. ...... ............................ .............. 588-6210
Transportation

............................ ...................................................................... ........... 588-7174

Unitary Status

..... .................... ............................ ........................................................................... 588-5186

For all other district phone numbers, please call information services (727) 588-6297.
Administration Building
Fax (administration buildiGg)..............,................... .................................................... ................................ 588-6202
Switchboard............... ...................... .............................................................................. ....................................... 586-1818

Loaded W/Dual A/C
As Low As

^.'G-rand
C ira. v r>
JS ports-"

*■
B! r 1
1

Dual A/C, Color TV

HIGH TOPS
Startirig At

With Bedliner
& Air. Only

Sale prices available on in stock units only. Subject to prior sale. Sale prices include all applicable rebates to dealer, and incentives. Trade in vehicle required on Ram Trucks'and Caravan. Financing rates are in lieu of rebates and
are on select models and limited terms. Ask a dealer for exact details about vacation package. While supplies last. All units subject to dealer fee of $298.75. Pictures for illustrative purposes only,

